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Abstract

The daily standup meeting (DSM) and retrospective meeting are two essential meetings in
the Scrum software development method. These meeting practices are critical to the prin-
ciple of inspect and adapt, and emphasise team communication, interaction and teamwork
requiring participation from all team members. Knowledge transformation and reflection
are meant to occur during interactions among team members in the daily standup meeting
and the retrospective meeting respectively. However, little is known about how knowledge
transformation and reflection occur in these meeting practices, and what aspects need to
be addressed in these meetings to achieve team and process improvement. We conducted
a Case Study research involving twenty-six participants in eight di�erent teams from three
companies in New Zealand and Indonesia, with nine hundred and sixty minutes (16 hours)
of individual interviews, fifty minutes of four group interviews, and six hundred minutes
(10 hours) of observations of daily standup and retrospective meetings. Using thematic
analysis, we developed frameworks that describe knowledge transformation in the daily
standup meeting and reflection in the retrospective meeting respectively. We found that
knowledge transformation occurs through building various levels of awareness, task aware-
ness, situation awareness, and process awareness. Knowledge transformation in the daily
standup meeting occurs through the use of knowledge management strategies, such as fa-
cilitating discussion, using artifacts and visualisation and involves three knowledge types
previously classified into product, project, and process knowledge. In the retrospective
meeting, we found three levels of reflection, reporting and responding, relating and reas-
oning, and reconstructing, are embodied through reflection activities, such as: identifying
and discussing obstacles, discussing feelings, analysing previous action points, identifying
background reasons, identifying future action points, and generating a plan. Agile teams
can use our proposed frameworks to drive the principles of inspect and adapt, self-assess
and improve their practices, in particular, improve their levels of awareness in the daily
standup meetings and achieve higher levels of reflection in their retrospective meetings to
drive team and process awareness respectively.
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1 Introduction

Agile Software Development (ASD) is an umbrella term for a group of software
development methods that emphasise teamwork and a quick response to changes
[9]. As mentioned in the Agile manifesto [9], interaction and communication are
important aspects of ASD.

Unlike traditional software methods, such as the Waterfall, which was driven by
detail specifications and design upfront, and involved rigorous documentation [10],
Agile methods emphasise social interaction and collaboration, and regard working
software as the prime measure of progress [9]. Among the perceived and reported
benefits of the Agile approach, have been its ability to rapidly adapt to chang-
ing business requirements and technologies [11, 12], motivated and empowered self-
organising teams [13], improved team creativity [14], and better communication and
collaboration [15, 16, 17].

Scrum, Extreme Programming (XP), Test-driven Development (TDD), Feature-
driven Development (FDD), Lean, and Crystal are some concrete Agile methods
that implement core values and principles [9], with Scrum being the most popular
[7, 18] and a focus in this study.

1.1 Scrum Practices

Scrum is an iterative method that includes sprints as work cycles of 1 to 4 weeks.
Scrum emphasises self-organising teams that are meant to work collaboratively, or-
ganise themselves around challenges and conduct reflective practice [19, 20]. Figure 1.1
shows the Scrum software development model diagram, and Table 1.1 provides a brief
description of the basic Scrum practices based on the Scrum Primer [7], a document
that is used as a guide book for the practitioners in implementing Scrum practices.
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Chapter 1 Introduction

Figure 1.1: The Scrum software development model diagram (re-drawn based on
model by [1])

Table 1.1: Basic Scrum software development practices [7]

Scrum

Practices

Description

Release/Sprint
Planning

A preparation meeting for the sprint classified into two parts,
where part one discusses ‘what should be done’ and part two
discusses ‘how’.

Daily standup
meeting

A coordination meeting to update and report on Agile team
members’ progress.

Product Backlog
Refinement

A meeting that is held to analyse backlog items and split them
into smaller workable items.

Sprint Review A meeting to inspect and adapt the product increment.
Retrospective
meeting

A team meeting that discusses what went well, what went wrong,
and how to improve the process.

Several Scrum practices, such as the daily standup, release and iteration planning,
retrospectives, etc., are meeting-based practices. These practices facilitate Agile
team members to share knowledge with other team members by using several ar-
tifacts, such as product backlog, sprint backlog, and burn-down chart, and Scrum
board. Product backlog lists product features which consist of technical require-
ments. Sprint backlog is the elaboration of product backlog (written on Post-It
notes) which is classified based on its priorities to be developed in a sprint. Burn-
down chart is a visualisation of teamwork progress. Scrum board is a tool that
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facilitate Agile teams to visualise Sprint backlog to the team (referred to as in-
formation radiators [21]). Scrum board commonly have three columns which are
labeled, To Do, Work In Progress, and Done [7]. Another type of task board that
is commonly used is Kanban board. Kanban board is divided into several column,
such as To Do, Dev, Test, Release, and Done. In implementing Scrum, Agile teams
commonly use both Scrum and Kanban boards as their task boards to allocate the
sprint backlog and share their working progress with the team [22].

Scrum team consists of a Product Owner, the Development Team, and a Scrum
Master [1]. Product owner is a role that is responsible for managing product backlog.
It is usually taken up by a customer representative. The Development Team is a
team that is responsible for delivering the product increment. The Development
Teams are meant to be self-organising where they do not fully rely on a team manager
to manage their work process. Scrum Master is responsible for assisting all team
members in the Scrum team in performing Scrum practice, theory, rules and the
values.

Scrum practices aim to inspect and adapt for various purposes. Definition of in-
spection is a process that requires several aspects of the process to be evaluated
regularly to determine unexpected situation that is potentially hindering the pro-
cess [23]. Adapt means adjusting the process to address the unexpected situation
[23]. The daily standup meeting (DSM) and retrospective meeting are two Scrum
practices specifically devoted to inspect and adapt through knowledge management
and reflection [7, 21, 24]. Our study focuses on these two Scrum practices (i.e., DSM
and retrospective meeting) in the shaded boxes in Figure 1.1.

1.1.1 Daily Standup Meeting (DSM)

DSM is a brief 15-minutes time-boxed meeting that is performed daily by Agile
teams to evaluate events that occurred in the previous 24 hours and to adapt their
work for the next 24 hours [1, 21]. In the DSM, Agile team members need to answer
three questions include:

• What have I done since the day before?

• What (if any) obstacles did you encounter?

• What are you going to do for the next 24 hours?

3
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DSM is a key to inspect and adapt meeting which aims to achieve team improve-
ment. As explained in the Scrum guide [1, 21]: “The Development Team uses the
Daily Scrum to inspect progress toward the Sprint Goal and to inspect how progress
is trending toward completing the work in the Sprint Backlog. The Daily Scrum op-
timises the probability that the Development Team will meet the Sprint Goal” [1, 21].

The benefits of performing a DSM, as per the Scrum guide [1, 21, 25] are that it
enables the team to improve team communication, identify blockage (i.e., obstacles)
and attempt to remove the blockage which helps all team members to meet the
team goals, enhance the level of team members’ knowledge [21], and increase team
awareness [26, 27].

The three questions that are shared in DSM help Agile teams to perform inspect
and adapt on a daily basis. For example, the progress shared every day in the DSM
enable the teams to understand each team member’s completion status from the
previous day to inspect how far the teamwork has come in achieving team goals.
From knowing individual team member’s status, the team members can get a picture
of the team achievement frequently (on a daily basis). The obstacles shared in the
DSM is useful for the Agile team to inspect and be more aware of the obstacles
persisted. The obstacles shared enable Agile team members to inspect the potential
obstacles that would block the team. Through knowing the obstacles that happened
from a day before, Agile teams seem to be able to discuss the next plan to solve the
obstacles and help other team members in accomplishing the team goals.

As explained by Stray et al. [27], DSM is useful to improve team knowledge and
build team awareness. The progress, plan, and obstacles shared in DSM seems to
facilitate Agile teams to inspect other team members’ progress and plans, compared
to the team goals, inspect the obstacles persisted [26, 28], and adapt to move toward
to the goals. Another indication is the progress, plans, and obstacles shared enable
team members to build awareness of other team members’ work to achieve the team
goals.

Thus, it can be concluded that sharing knowledge in the DSM facilitates Agile
teams to transform the knowledge shared (i.e., progress, plans and obstacles) into
awareness for inspect and adapt. Supporting that awareness contributes to the
team improvement, from the teamwork perspective, Salas et al. [29] mention that
team improvement can be achieved by maintaining awareness, which focuses on
observing team member’s progress and justify the progress based on the team goals.
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It highlights the importance of the knowledge shared in the DSM that is transformed
into awareness enabling the team to improve.

Prior research that focuses on DSM has investigated the team members’ interaction
in the DSM, the challenges, and a guideline to perform DSM [26]. Stray et al.
[26] investigated the interactions occur among Agile team members in DSMs. The
study explains that in the DSMs Agile teams tend to focus on identifying problems,
which is influenced by the obstacles and plans of the team members, and have a less
coordinated plan. Thus, Stray et al. [27] suggest guidelines on performing DSMs,
such as the focus on the future actions and progress, to avoid the intervention from a
facilitator, to determine the best time for the DSM and keep the meeting brief. The
research [27] proposes the guidelines due to several challenges [27, 28] included in
the DSM, such as time constraints, Scrum Master as a centre to report the progress,
distraction during the meeting and negative attitudes. Stray et al. [26, 30] highlight
that in reporting progress Agile teams focus more on the current status, which means
less awareness of the next action [30].

Although the previous research has explored DSM, so far there has been little discus-
sion about knowledge transformation in the DSM. Another consideration is referring
the importance of team awareness in the DSM. It emphasises that there is a need of
further investigation on the knowledge transformation from the knowledge shared
in the DSM (i.e., progress, plans, and obstacles) into team awareness which is useful
for team improvement.

1.1.2 Retrospective Meeting

Retrospective meetings embody the inspect and adapt principle of Agile Software
Development (ASD) [6, 7]. The inspect and adapt in retrospective meetings is
performed by Agile teams per iteration (i.e., after sprint finished: 2 weeks). This
meeting is designed to enable Agile teams to frequently evaluate and find ways to
adjust their process [9].

There are several purposes for retrospective meetings, such as to evaluate the pre-
vious work cycle or sprint; to determine the aspects that need to be focused on as
areas of improvement; and to develop a team action plan [25]. The purpose and
techniques of the retrospective meeting have been stated and described clearly as a
guide for Agile teams [6, 31, 32].
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There is a standard format commonly used to conduct an Agile retrospective meeting
which involves setting the stage, gathering data, generating insight, deciding what to
do and closing the retrospective meeting [6]. Setting the stage involves welcoming and
explaining the aim of the retrospective meeting. Gathering data involves Agile teams
collecting their review and feedback through reporting on what happened during
the previous sprint and briefly discussing with other team members. Feedback and
reviews reported are commonly shared by answering three main questions, such as
what went well, what did not go well, and what improvements are needed. What went
well refers to the positive aspects happened from the previous sprint. This aspect
helps Agile teams to inspect the successful moment that needs to be maintained and
preserved for the next sprint. What did not go well refers to unsuccessful moments
or negative aspects happened from the last sprint. Agile teams inspect the negative
aspects to observe the causes of the problems and discuss the alternative action to
solve the problems, or avoid the failure happen in the next sprint.

In generating insight, Agile teams participate in a further discussion and agreements
about what issues to focus on, and then on how to solve those issues and what ar-
eas that need to improve in the deciding what to do stage. The possible actions
generated from this meeting defined as improvement areas. Defining the improve-
ment areas embodies adaptation process in the retrospective meeting. At the final
stage, the retrospective meeting is closed by summarising the retrospective meeting
and appreciating all team members’ e�orts. Thus, there is an indication that in
the retrospective meetings Agile teams perform reflection to inspect and adapt the
process.

There are several recommendations for embedding reflective practice within standard
Agile practices as it is related to team performance improvement [19, 33, 34]. Cock-
burn and Highsmith [33] introduced a reflection workshop which involves collecting
issues and generating tasks and decisions. This workshop is performed regularly
during or after the post-iteration workshop.

Babb et al. [19] investigated reflection in Agile practices based on Argyris and
Schön’s [35] classification and introduced the Reflective Agile Learning Model (REALM).
REALM describes how some Agile practices embody reflection-in-action and reflection-
on-action. Retrospective meetings were seen to embody reflection-on-action where
the Agile teams reflect post finishing their sprint [19].

Most of the existing research focuses on the techniques of performing a retrospec-
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tive or identifying a broad classification of the type of reflection that occurs, e.g.,
reflection-on-action [19]. A retrospective meeting is seen to embody reflection-on-
action where the Agile teams reflect post finishing their sprint [19]. How reflection
occurs, and what actual topics or aspects are addressed in reflection in retrospective
meeting, however, is not well understood. We build upon these works by conducting
in-depth exploration on the retrospective meeting.

1.2 Motivation

Daily standup and retrospective meetings are important meetings which are exclu-
sively performed to inspect and adapt team and process improvement [7, 21, 24]. The
motivation of choosing these practices include, firstly that DSM and retrospective
meetings are the most commonly employed practices by Agile teams as reported by
the annual state of Agile survey for the last three years [36, 37, 38]. Secondly, these
meeting practices are key to inspect and adapt the team and process improvement,
which emphasise team communication, interaction and teamwork, requiring all team
members to participate [7, 21, 25, 39]. DSM emphasises inspecting the teamwork,
while the retrospective meeting aims to inspect and adapt process improvement
[6, 25].

In the DSM, members of the Agile team share progress, discuss impediments (i.e.,
obstacles) and share their plans on a daily basis [7, 21, 25]. In sharing progress,
plan, and discussing impediments or obstacles in DSM, knowledge management
involved in the discussion. Knowledge management embodies knowledge creation
and transformation [4, 8]. By managing knowledge; Agile teams are able to process
and reuse their knowledge [14, 40]. As investigated by Stray et al. [26], during the
DSM Agile teams focus on identifying problems and finding a solution. It seems
that the knowledge shared in the DSM, such as progress, obstacles, and plans,
help Agile teams to explore possible solutions. Since managing knowledge is not
an explicitly defined part of DSM, Agile teams tend to not focus on managing
and storing what they shared in the meeting [41]. From a knowledge management
perspective, Davenport et al. describe, “everyone today is already too busy; we don’t
have time to add knowledge management on top of our job” [42]. This statement
is referred to knowledge management research area which emphasises knowledge
management in teamwork. Although the statement is not directly related to the
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DSM context, it may correlated to what happens in Agile practices, in particular
DSM. Agile teams focus on what they are going to share in the meeting without
focusing on how to manage the knowledge.

On the one hand, knowledge management in DSM is useful for Agile teams to im-
prove communication and collaboration to synchronise their work [16]; increase team
awareness [27]; and generate optimal solutions [40]. On the other hand, knowledge
management is frequently overlooked by Agile teams [19]. While some research
has been carried out on knowledge management across multiple Agile practices
[43, 44, 45, 46] and investigated on how to perform DSM practice [26, 27], no sin-
gle study exists which explores how knowledge transformation occurs in the DSM,
what knowledge is involved, and how Agile teams manage this knowledge. To har-
ness the benefits of DSM, it seems that there is a need of deeper understanding of
how knowledge transformed and used for inspect and adapt.

Regarding retrospective meetings, reflection is meant to be part of the inspect and
adapt process. However, many Agile teams do not pay attention to how reflec-
tion occurs and what aspects need to be addressed to achieve process improvement
from performing retrospective meetings [19]. Consequently, Agile teams may be-
come less productive and less creative in dealing with problems [14, 40]. Existing
research has not been focused on reflection in retrospective. Techniques on perform-
ing retrospective meetings is the topic most commonly covered by previous studies
[6, 47, 48, 49, 50], but what aspects need to be addressed during the retrospective
meeting and how reflection occurs remains unclear.

1.3 Research Questions

The purpose of our study is to explore the knowledge transformation in daily standup
meeting and reflective practice in retrospective meeting respectively by answering
the following research questions:

• How does knowledge transformation occur in a daily standup meeting?

• What are the aspects involved in the knowledge transformation in a daily
standup meeting?

• How does reflection occur in a retrospective meeting?

• What are the aspects involved in the reflection in the retrospective meeting?
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1.4 Research Contributions

To help understand knowledge transformation and reflective practice in DSM and
retrospective meetings respectively, we conducted case studies across eight teams
from New Zealand and Indonesia. Our Case Study research involved twenty-six
participants in eight di�erent teams from three companies in New Zealand and In-
donesia with nine hundred and sixty minutes (16 hours) of individual interviews,
fifty minutes of four group interviews, and six hundred minutes (10 hours) obser-
vations of daily standup and retrospective meetings. Using thematic analysis, we
developed two frameworks to explain knowledge transformation in daily standup
meeting and reflection in the retrospective meeting. The main contributions of this
thesis are:

1. A Framework of Knowledge Management in ASD which is generated
from a Systematic Literature Review (SLR) of Knowledge Management in
ASD. The framework shows that three knowledge types are required in knowl-
edge management strategies that are implemented through Agile practices.
The following list provide a brief description of knowledge types and knowledge
management strategies involved in our framework of knowledge management
in ASD.

a) Knowledge types involved in ASD are classified based on three knowledge
classification in software engineering by Ebert & De Man [3]. Using this
[3], we classified product features, designs and requirements as product
knowledge; team progress, timeline, impediments, increments, e�ort esti-
mation as project knowledge; and ideas for improvement, flows of coding,
coding integration, system flows, and synchronised teamwork as process
knowledge.

b) Knowledge management strategies applied in ASD practices refer to the
practices applied to manage the knowledge shared. For example, discus-
sion is used to manage impediments, plan, progress, feedback, estimation,
ideas for solutions, and experience. Using artifacts is a knowledge man-
agement strategy used to manage artifacts, such as product backlog, user
stories, task cards, and action points. Another strategy is visualisation,
such as information radiators, which is useful to show prototype, UML
modelling, display code.
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2. A Framework of Knowledge Transformation in DSM consisting of three
levels of awareness. The three knowledge types involved in the DSM are trans-
formed into three levels of awareness through using three knowledge manage-
ment strategies. The three levels of awareness are:

a) Task awareness, which explains how Agile teams build task awareness
through identifying and describing progress, plan, and obstacles.

b) Situation awareness, which explains how building situation awareness is
built when Agile teams analyse team members’ needs and availability to
help.

c) Process awareness, which explains how process awareness is built by Agile
teams when Agile teams generate and clarify solutions in their DSM.

Unlike the framework of knowledge management in ASD above in (1), which
was derived from an SLR. This framework is derived from the findings of
our Case Study to focus more specifically on implementation of knowledge
management strategies and the knowledge types involved in the DSM.

3. A Framework of Reflection in Agile Retrospective Meeting which
explains how reflection occurs in the retrospective meetings through reporting
and responding, relating and reasoning and reconstructing. The three levels
of reflection are:

a) Reporting and responding is the level of reflection where Agile teams
identify and discuss obstacles and feelings.

b) Relating and reasoning is the level of reflection where Agile teams focus
on analysing previous action points, identifying background reasons, and
identifying future action points.

c) Reconstructing is the level of reflection where Agile teams generate a plan
for the next sprint in the form of action points.

1.5 Structure of Thesis

This thesis is structured into the following chapters:

• Introduction (Chapter 1): This chapter describes the background and mo-
tivations of this research, the contribution of this research, and the structure
of this thesis.
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• Literature Review (Chapter 2): This chapter describes the Systematic
Literature Review (SLR) process of knowledge management in Agile software
development including the process and findings. The systematic literature re-
view generated a conceptual framework of knowledge management in ASD.
The framework of knowledge management in ASD is used to analyse the data
(i.e., interviews and observation) to analyse the knowledge involved and the
knowledge management strategies applied in the DSM and retrospective meet-
ing.

• Research Design (Chapter 3): An overview of the research design is pre-
sented in this chapter which correlates to the research approach and research
method. We also present an overview of the participants and projects, describe
the data collection and analysis processes.

• Cases Overview (Chapter 4): We present an overview of cases in our study
which describe organisation context and team context. Organisation context
describes the three companies’ characteristics that participated in our study.
Team context describes the eight teams in our study with the description of
how they performing daily standup and retrospective meetings.

• Overview of Knowledge Transformation in DSM (Chapter 5): This
chapter comprises of an overview of the themes included in knowledge trans-
formation: three levels of awareness in DSM (i.e., Task Awareness, Situation
Awareness, and Process Awareness); knowledge management strategies that
facilitate levels of awareness (i.e., discussion, using artifacts, and using visu-
alisation), and manage knowledge involved in DSM (i.e., product knowledge,
project knowledge, and process knowledge). We provide a brief overview of
the themes emerged from the thematic data analysis in this chapter before
detailing them in Chapter 6.

• Levels of Awareness in DSM (Chapter 6): This chapter describes three
levels of awareness in DSM: Task Awareness, Shared Situation Awareness, and
Process Awareness. Knowledge management strategies applied are included in
this chapter, followed by the explanation of knowledge type involved in each
level of awareness.

• Cross-case Analysis - Knowledge Transformation in DSM (Chapter

7): This chapter discusses cross-case analysis of eight teams by assessing and
comparing the eight teams based on the knowledge management strategies
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applied, knowledge types involved, and the level of awareness achieved in the
DSM by the eight teams.

• Discussion of Knowledge Transformation in DSM (Chapter 8): This
chapter deals with a detailed description of how knowledge transformation
occurs in DSM in a framework of knowledge transformation in DSM, explain
how each level of awareness build on each other, and discuss the framework in
the light related studies.

• Reflection in Agile Retrospective Meeting (Chapter 9): This chapter
describes reflection in Agile retrospective meeting which consists of three lev-
els. The levels are Reporting and Responding, Relating and Reasoning, and
Reconstructing.

• Cross-case Analysis - Reflection in Retrospective Meeting (Chapter

10): This chapter discusses cross-case analysis of eight teams by assessing and
comparing the eight teams based on the the level of reflection in retrospective
meeting achieved by the eight teams.

• Discussion of Reflection in Retrospective Meeting (Chapter 11): This
chapter is comprised of a detailed description of how level of reflection in ret-
rospective meeting build on each other, and develop a framework of reflection
in the retrospective meeting.

• Discussion and Conclusions (Chapter 12): This chapter includes a com-
parison of two frameworks are compared, a description of how these two frame-
works enable inspect and adapt, as well as concludes this thesis by highlighting
the implications, limitations and evaluation of this study, the main contribu-
tions, future work, and the conclusions of this thesis.

This thesis uses the term “we” to refer Yanti Andriyani, as a PhD candidate, which
was commonly discussed and consulted with her supervisors; the term “our” is used
to di�erentiate this thesis from other research.
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In this chapter, we present the findings of a literature review of knowledge man-
agement, and that of reflective practice in Agile Software Development (ASD). An
initial search showed a large number of studies on knowledge management in ASD,
hence we decided to conduct a Systematic Literature Review (SLR) on this topic,
summarised in Section 2.1. However, a similar search on reflection in ASD showed
very few relevant papers, and so we conducted a regular review on it, summarised
in Section 2.2. Figure 2.1 depicts an overview of the literature reviews presented in
this chapter. Findings of this SLR are available in our publication [51].

Figure 2.1: Literature Reviews - An Overview

2.1 Knowledge Management in Agile Software
Development - A Systematic Literature Review

Prior reviews and investigations of knowledge management in ASD have typically
treated it as a broad topic resulting in major classifications of its schools [43], con-
cepts [52], strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats [53]. For example, based
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on a strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats (SWOT) analysis, Neves et al.
[53] concluded that the weaknesses in ASD include a lack of knowledge manage-
ment, because ASD was seen to include more tacit knowledge sharing with poor
documentation; while the threats include poor explicit knowledge management that
leads to problems in the development process.

However, what inherent knowledge is involved in everyday Agile practice and how
Agile teams manage this knowledge is not well understood. To address this gap, we
performed an SLR involving 48 relevant papers reporting on empirical studies, fil-
tered from an initial pool of 2317 papers. The literature was selected from reputable
academic databases such as IEEE Xplore, Scopus, and Springer. Further details of
the review procedures are presented in the Review Method, Section 2.1.2.

This SLR aims to provide an overview of the studies on this particular topic by
answering the following research review questions:

Review Question 1: Which specific Agile practices support knowledge management?

Review Question 2: What is the inherent knowledge involved in these Agile practices
and how do Agile teams manage that knowledge?

2.1.1 Background and Prior Reviews

The relevant ASD and knowledge management concepts, definitions and summaries
of prior reviews are presented in this section to aid in the understanding of the
findings described later.

2.1.1.1 Knowledge Classifications

Knowledge is defined as: “A fluid mix of framed experience, values, contextual in-
formation, and expert insight that provides a framework for evaluating and incorpo-
rating new experiences and information” [42]. Knowledge is described in two basic
forms: tacit knowledge or the knowledge that is implicit and not clarified in an ac-
cessible form; and explicit knowledge or the knowledge that is visualised or clarified
in accessible forms such as writing on sticky notes, drawing pictures to describe the
processes or feelings, drawing progress charts, etc. [8].

A classification of knowledge in software engineering describes three types of knowl-
edge: project, product, and process knowledge [3]. According to Ebert & de Man [3],
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project knowledge is defined as “the knowledge about resources, functional and at-
tributes requirements, work products, budget, timing, milestones, deliverables, incre-
ments, quality targets and performance parameters”. Documentations and resources
include contracts and project plans based on requirement designs; and the parame-
ters are analysed through comparisons between the planned and actual cost, e�ort,
and time [54].

Product knowledge is defined as “the knowledge about [the] product features and
how they relate to other products, standards, protocols and the like” [3]. Specifically,
product knowledge is related to the product features, its interface and its depen-
dency on technology (e.g., specific programming language or platform), network
configurations, standards (related to components of the product) and protocols.

Process knowledge is defined as “the knowledge about business processes, workflows,
responsibilities, supporting technologies and interfaces between processes” [3]. In
other words, process knowledge comprises: work targets and task information re-
trieved from the business model; the workflow and responsibilities referring to how
the various artifacts are produced and who is responsible for specific tasks, and
how they accomplish them based on the milestones. Supporting technologies and
interfaces between processes refer to information about how the development teams
integrate their individual work with others [3].

In this SLR and the rest of the thesis, we refer to these knowledge classifications
(product, project, and process knowledge) to identify the di�erent types of knowl-
edge involved in ASD. In other words, we provide a mapping between concrete,
everyday Agile practices and these stand software engineering knowledge classifica-
tions. For example, in daily standup meeting Agile teams shared their progress by
specifying their task based on product features [15] (related to product knowledge),
and dependency obstacles [28] (related to the process knowledge).

2.1.1.2 Prior Reviews on Knowledge Management in ASD

Knowledge management in organisations is defined as: “A method that simplifies the
process of sharing, distributing, creating, capturing and understanding the company
knowledge” [42, 55]. Knowledge management in traditional software development
involves the use of various documents to capture and represent the knowledge re-
lated to the various stages of the software development life cycles [52]. In contrast to
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traditional methods, Agile methods emphasise tacit knowledge over explicit knowl-
edge, relying on the individual, and the team, and customer communications and
interactions [53].

Prior reviews on knowledge management in software engineering in general, and ASD
in particular, have classified knowledge schools [43]; concepts [52]; and strengths,
weaknesses, opportunities, and threats (SWOT) [53].

Bjørnson & Dingsøyr [43] classified two types of knowledge management schools
in software engineering. The first categoryis the technocratic school, which refers
to knowledge management strategies that focus on explicating knowledge and its
flows. The technocratic school is further subdivided into three schools: the system,
engineering, and cartographic schools. The system school refers to the strategies
of codifying knowledge by utilising technology, such as JIRA, Wiki, and GitHub.
The engineering school focuses on providing contextual knowledge about business
and software processes to relevant persons; and the cartographic school focuses on
experts in a team as knowledge directories for other team members.

The second category is the behavioral school, which focuses on collaboration and
communication as knowledge management strategies. The behavioral school is
further subdivided into three schools: the organisational, spatial, and strategic
schools. The organisational knowledge management strategies aim to develop net-
works among teams to communicate and share knowledge, whereas the spatial school
provides strategies about facilitating o�ce space to support team communication
and the strategic school relates to a conceptual model for the organisation.

Building on the classification of knowledge management schools by Bjørnson and
Dingsøyr [43], Razzak and Mite [56] investigated the schools implemented in dis-
tributed ASD where Agile teams are distributed geographically. They provide evi-
dence that the technocratic and behavioral schools are most closely related to ASD,
since the technocratic school focuses on knowledge codification, which aims to pro-
vide accessible knowledge, and the behavioral school is applicable to ASD as it
focuses on collaboration and connectivity among Agile team members. This is not
surprising since ASD focused on people and interactions [9].

Yanzer et al. [52] presented several concept maps about knowledge management
in Agile projects. The first map covers ways of communication that focus on tech-
niques and tools to manage the conversations. The second is about human and
social factors, which discusses knowledge management adoption in Agile projects
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and knowledge artifacts usage in the projects. Other concepts include tools for
knowledge management, as well as knowledge representation forms related to man-
aging tacit knowledge, and emphasise the managing of tacit knowledge by using
tools, such as audio recordings, to clarify the knowledge.

Neves et al. [53] provided an overview of knowledge creation and sharing experiences
of Agile teams. In their review, they conducted a strength, weakness, opportunities,
and threat (SWOT) analysis to evaluate the relationship between knowledge man-
agement and its e�ects on the productivity of software development teams. They
proposed new insights for decision-makers to adopt Agile methodologies, as follows:
ASD’s Strengths are its suitability for small projects and co-located teams (self-
managing teams where people in a team play an important role in the successful
project). Weaknesses in ASD include a lack of knowledge management because ASD
was seen to include more tacit knowledge-sharing with poor documentation. Op-
portunities include feedback, and continuous learning. Threats include poor explicit
knowledge management that leads to problems in the development process.

Analysing the prior reviews on knowledge management in ASD, we could see that
there was a need for a specific explanation of knowledge management in ASD from
the viewpoint of Agile daily practice which answered the following questions:

• Which specific Agile practices support knowledge management?

• What is the inherent knowledge involved in these Agile practices? And how do
Agile teams manage that knowledge.

2.1.2 Review Method

A Systematic Literature Review (SLR) aims to collect evidence from the prior lit-
erature based on research questions to provide guidelines for practitioners [2]. We
followed the specific steps (see Figure 2.2) of performing an SLR as recommended
by Kitchenham et al. [2], such as planning, study selection, data extraction and
synthesis, and reporting the review.

2.1.2.1 Planning the Review and Identifying Relevant Literature

Referring to the review questions this paper aims to address, as described in the
Section 2.1.1.2, the main concepts of interest were described by the following key-
words and phrases: “Agile”, “knowledge management”, “software” and “team”. The
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Figure 2.2: SLR Review Method based on Kitchenham [2]

use of truncation enabled for di�erent spellings. As in any Boolean search strategy,
the main keywords representing the main concepts, and related terms (e.g., Scrum,
Lean, and XP) were then combined by the Boolean operator OR. To complete the
search strategy, all concepts were combined with the Boolean operator AND. We
constructed a search strategy to identify relevant literature by deriving major terms
from the review questions, listing the keywords and developing search strings from
these major terms and their synonyms using AND/OR operators. The search string
that we used was: ("knowledge manag*" OR "learning manag*") AND ("Agile" OR
"scrum" OR "XP" OR "Lean") AND ("software" AND "team").

The search string was used to filter articles from three reputed academic databases:

• IEEE Xplore (www.ieeexplore.ieee.org)

• Scopus (www.scopus.com)

• Springer (www.springer.com)

A total of 2317 papers were obtained initially, (shown as stage 1 in Figure 2.3), of
which 195 papers were from Scopus, while Springer Link resulted in 2097 papers,
and 25 results were from IEEE Xplore.

2.1.2.2 Publication Selection

Publication selection was performed to filter the papers. Inclusion and exclusion
criteria were designed to help select from the initial pool of papers resulting from
the searches.
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Figure 2.3: SLR Screening Process

Inclusion Criteria included:

1. Papers must be written in English.

2. Papers should be published after 1995 and up to 2015 (The papers from 2016
and 2017 have been updated and listed in the Appendix B. This period was
selected because Agile methods started to emerge around the late 1990s).

3. Papers should focus on knowledge/learning management/process/sharing or
reflective practice in ASD and should represent empirical studies.

4. Papers should use the term Agile to refer to the software development method,
and not the general dictionary meaning of the term.

Exclusion Criteria included:

1. Papers that mention learning/knowledge management or reflective practice in
passing, but do not focus on them.

2. Papers that focus on software engineering education, open source domains or
tools.

3. Papers that focus on non-software engineering domains (e.g., education, busi-
ness, space, medicine, manufacturing, business, cancer).

4. Papers that focus on the knowledge/learning process in software engineering
but not specific to Agile projects.

5. Trade publications and book reviews.

In stage 2 (Figure 2.3) application of exclusion criterion #5 led to a set of 2297
papers. Stage 3 involved reading the introduction section of the 2297 papers checked
against the inclusion criteria (1, 2, and 4) and exclusion criteria (2 and 3), and
resulted in 116 papers. All 116 papers were read in stage 4, resulting in a total
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of 48 papers selected as the primary studies based on the inclusion criterion #3
and exclusion criteria (1 and 4). A final list of the 48 included primary studies is
available in Appendix B.

2.1.2.3 Data Extraction and Synthesis

Data extraction involved extracting detailed information from the 48 primary stud-
ies, such as the paper citation details (title, author, keywords), answers to the review
questions, and the main study findings, into an excel sheet. Emphasis was placed
on extracting evidence to support the review questions. The PhD candidate was
responsible for all steps of the SLR, including data extraction overseen by the super-
visors who provided guidance throughout the process and helped reach consensus
in certain cases.

Data was analysed by determining themes from the selected papers using thematic
analysis [57]. Themes were derived from the next level of abstraction, gathering
similar codes together [57]. Initial codes summarising key ideas were selected after
reading the primary studies thoroughly.

In analysing knowledge types in ASD, firstly, we performed bottom-up analysis to
derive initial codes from the primary studies. From the initial analysis, we found sev-
eral codes, such as product features, designs, requirements, team progress, timeline,
impediments, increments, e�ort estimation, ideas for improvement, coding flows,
system flows, and synchronise teamwork. Research on knowledge classification in
software engineering was consulted in parallel. Here, we found Ebert & de Man’s
knowledge classification of product, project, and process knowledge [3] highly rele-
vant. So we used this framework to classify our original codes into these categories.
In this case, naming the themes based on the Ebert & de Man’s classifications [3]
can be considered as deductive analysis. For example, product features, design,
and requirements were classified into product knowledge since each of them closely
related to product knowledge.

In analysing knowledge management strategies in ASD, we performed bottom-up
analysis. Product backlog, sprint backlog, user stories, task cards, and action points
are examples of codes generated from the initial analysis. Themes were derived
from the next level of abstraction, gathering similar codes together [57]. For exam-
ple, the specific artifacts used in ASD, such as the product backlog, user stories,
etc. were collectively labelled as artifacts, since they contained useful knowledge
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Table 2.1: A list of Agile practices covered in the primary studies

Agile Practices (AP) Primary Studies Frequencies

(# of studies)

Scrum Practices

Daily Standup Meeting
(DSM)

[S6, S7, S10, S11, S12,
S23, S24, S41, S42, S43]

10

Sprint/Release Planning [S11, S13, S14, S20, S24,
S38, S39, S40]

8

Retrospective Meeting [S11, S13, S16, S24, S44,
S45, S46]

7

XP Practices

Pair Programming [S3, S4, S5, S7, S17,
S19, S22, S48]

8

Refactoring [S15, S17, S19, S25] 4
Planning Game [S16, S17, S19, S27] 4

about the software requirements. UML modelling (i.e., process modelling, use case
modelling), burn down charts, etc. were labelled as visualisations. Sharing progress,
plans or ideas of improvement were labelled as discussion. Collectively, artifacts,
visualisation and discussion formed the three knowledge management strategies.

Figure 2.4 and Figure 2.5 depict the emergence of the themes knowledge types (KT)
and knowledge management strategies (KMS) respectively from the underlying codes.
Another theme that emerged naturally from the codes, was Agile practices (AP)
which included specific Agile practices reported in the primary studies, such as re-
lease/sprint planning meeting, daily standup meeting, sprint retrospective meeting,
pair programming, refactoring, and planning game.

2.1.3 SLR Findings

2.1.3.1 Agile Practices Supporting Knowledge Management

In response to review question 1, Which specific Agile practices support knowledge
management?, we identified the following Agile practices to support knowledge man-
agement:

• Scrum Practices: Daily standup meeting (DSM), sprint/release planning,
retrospective meeting.

• XP Practices: pair programming, refactoring, and planning game.
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The Agile practices above support knowledge management practices through strate-
gies such as discussions, artifacts, and visualisations. Table 2.1 shows the frequency
of these practices identified in the primary studies. The most commonly referred to
Agile practices was DSM (which were referred to in ten primary studies), followed
by sprint/release planning meeting and pair programming (which were referred to in
eight primary studies each) and retrospective meeting referred to in seven primary
studies. Refactoring and the planning game were referred to in four studies each.
Some Agile practices were not covered in the included studies, such as sprint review,
product backlog refinement, testing, and small releases. One possible explanation
is that product backlog refinement is a relatively new, optional and lesser known
Scrum practice [7]. For the other practices, such as sprint review and small release,
it seems that the primary studies considered that knowledge management was not
fully embodied in more technical practices.

However, although sprint review, product backlog refinement, and small releases
were not covered in the primary studies, it does not imply that they do not involve
any knowledge management. Knowledge based on product refinement, customer
feedback, and team reviews, is valuable knowledge that needs to be managed by
Agile teams. Thus, further investigation is required to understand how Agile teams
use, manage, and refer to the knowledge involved in these practices.

2.1.3.2 Knowledge Types Involved in Agile Practices

We discovered that knowledge was captured in everyday Agile practices, such as
the use of timeline, team progress, and plan can be categorised into project knowl-
edge, requirements and designs as product knowledge; and coding techniques and
synchronised teamwork as process knowledge, which are knowledge classifications of
software engineering knowledge [3]. Figure 2.4 depicts the emergence of the themes
knowledge types (KT) with the summarised description in Table 2.2.

Product knowledge found to be involved in the release and sprint planning meetings
included domain context [S6] and product features (systems requirements) [S12],
which facilitate Agile teams to gain knowledge about the product to be developed.
In the DSM, a wall or Scrum board [S12] is used to stick up story cards that contain
several tasks, which are broken-down from the product backlog.

Project knowledge is managed in several Agile practices, such as DSM, sprint/release
planning, retrospective meeting, and planning game. For example, in a daily stand-
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up meeting Agile teams clarify their cumulative work done by the team in a burn-
down chart [S10]. In a sprint retrospective project knowledge is shared when Agile
teams share issues about lack of time to accomplish some tasks and uncompleted
tasks in the last sprint, which can lead to some changes in the timeline [S6, S11].

Table 2.2: Knowledge Types (KT) (Based on classification in Software Engineering
[3])

Knowledge

Types (KT)

based on [3]

Description Agile Practices

(AP)

Examples in ASD

practices found in

primary studies

Product
Knowledge

“The knowledge about
[the] product features
and how they relate to
other products,
standards, protocols
and the like”

DSM, sprint/release
planning, and sprint
review

Sprint Domain context
[S6]; product features on
user stories [S12]; coding
[S12], testing [S11].

Project
Knowledge

“The knowledge about
resources, functional
and attributes
requirements, work
products, budget,
timing, milestones,
deliverables,
increments, quality
targets and
performance
parameters”

DSM, sprint/release
planning, sprint
review, retrospective
meeting, and planning
game

Project/daily goals [S6];
timeline [S10]; progress
line; lack of time for
testing and work targets
[S10]

Process
Knowledge

“The knowledge about
business processes,
workflows,
responsibilities,
supporting
technologies and
interfaces between
processes”

DSM, sprint/release
planning,
retrospective meeting,
pair programming,
and refactoring

Systems flows [S11];
business process [S11];
other team members’
roles and their
interdependencies [S6];
synchronising teamwork;
ideas of improvement
[S24]; workflow of
coding and working
code [S19].

Process knowledge is managed in several Agile practices, such as DSM, sprint/release
planning, retrospective meeting, pair programming, and refactoring [S6, S11, S19,
S24]. Process knowledge in these practices includes knowledge about the system
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Figure 2.4: Emergence of knowledge types (KT) theme categories based on knowl-
edge classification by Ebert & de Man [3]

flows that are visualised in UML modelling (i.e., process modelling, use case mod-
elling) or other visualisations that represent coding flow, features, and business
processes [S11].

2.1.3.3 Knowledge Management Strategies in Agile Practices

Regarding knowledge management strategies applied, Agile teams were seen to use:
discussions (e.g., sharing requirements), artifacts (e.g., user stories), and visual-
isations (e.g., burn-down charts), to manage the the knowledge shared in Agile
practices. Figure 2.5 depicts the emergence of the themes knowledge management
strategies (KMS) with the summarised description in Table 2.3.

Discussion was the most commonly used knowledge management strategy across
all Agile practices (e.g., release/sprint planning, daily standup, and retrospective).
This strategy facilitates Agile teams to share knowledge, particularly process and
project knowledge [S11, S13, S20, S24, S47]. Process knowledge was shared during
discussions where Agile teams share issues, ideas, solutions, new techniques in solv-
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ing problems [S13] (e.g., coding, testing), and feedback, and negotiate with team
members in making plans or decisions [S24]. Discussion involved talks related to the
project, such as blockers in the last sprint which can a�ect the project timeline and
other team members’ progress [S11].

Table 2.3: Knowledge Management Strategies (KMS) in ASD

Knowledge

Manage-

ment

Strategies

(KMS)

Description Agile Practices

(AP)

Examples in ASD

practices

Discussion Verbal
communication that
involves interaction
among Agile team
members which aims
to share knowledge.

DSM, sprint/release
planning,
retrospective meeting,
pair programming,
and refactoring

Sharing requirements
[S20]; progress; plan
and impediments [S13];
feedback;
ideas/solutions [S24];
system flow; coding;
techniques; design
problems [S11]; coding
problems; techniques;
analysing; estimating
and negotiate to agree;
communication over
video conference (e.g.,
Skype) [S47].

Artifacts Physical forms that
contain specific
product features and
project information.

DSM, sprint/release
planning, and
retrospective meeting

Story cards from
Product backlog and
Sprint backlog [S20];
user stories; task card
[S46]; the card of code;
code repositories [S13]

Visualisation Strategies that
clarify the resources
about product,
process and project
into a visualised
form.

DSM, sprint/release
planning,
retrospective meeting,
pair programming,
and refactoring

Information radiators;
UI prototyping [S13];
UML modelling [S11];
Burn down chart [S25];
story cards on the
Scrum board; wall;
action points [S46];
showing the
code/working code
[S5], JIRA, Wiki [S47],
Microsoft Excel [S8].
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Figure 2.5: Emergence of knowledge management strategies (KMS) theme cate-
gories

Artifacts in Agile practices were commonly used to share product requirements (e.g.,
in the form product backlog) and were further broken down into user stories. The
product backlog also helped Agile teams capture details of product features through
task cards for coding [S46], design, and user interface development [S20].

Visualisation is the technique used to manage knowledge in a visible and accessible
form. This strategy helped Agile teams to support tacit knowledge-sharing among
team members. For example, the Scrum board was used to show progress based
on the story cards; the whiteboard for information such as feedback, feelings, and
action points in the retrospective meetings [S46]; the burn-down chart for showing
team progress, achievements, and performance [S25], and software code on display
screens for showing working code in pair programming [S48]. The most commonly
used visualisation strategy in Agile practices was the Scrum board, which contained
all user stories and presented teamwork progress through the work status of team
members [S11].

Table 2.4 presents a summarised view of the Agile practices, knowledge types, and
knowledge management strategies identified in this review. The first column lists
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the Agile practices (AP) identified in the literature, as discussed in Section 2.1.3.1
and Table 2.1; the Knowledge Types (KT) Supported column lists the knowledge
types (e.g., project, product, and process) related to Agile practice and described
in Section 2.1.3.2 and Table 2.2; the Knowledge Management Strategies (KMS) col-
umn lists the knowledge management strategies inherent in the Agile practices, as
discussed earlier in section Section 2.1.3.3 and Table 2.3; perceived benefits of knowl-
edge management as reported in the primary studies and a list of the primary studies
supporting these findings.

We found that all three types of knowledge were addressed in all of the Scrum prac-
tices (e.g., release/sprint planning meeting, daily standup, and sprint retrospective)
in varying degrees. Furthermore, in synchronising teamwork through practices such
as the daily stand-up and inspecting the process through retrospectives, Agile teams
combine product, project and process knowledge and build a framework to solve the
problems or find ways to improve.

In XP practices, product and process knowledge are discussed in pair programming
and refactoring (see description in Table 2.4). These findings are aligned with the
theoretical aims of these practices. Pair programming aims to enhance Agile team
skills by working in pairs [58]. In practice, Agile teams discuss coding issues, inte-
grate with design, and learn from other team members’ skills. Similarly, refactoring
focuses on maintaining coding and design, which involves product knowledge as well
as process knowledge. In addition, Table 2.4 shows that the planning game in XP
refers to product and project knowledge, being consistent with the theory [58], as
this practice aims to capture and analyse overall product requirements and build
plans to accomplish the tasks.

The list of Agile practices in Table 2.4 shows that the majority of primary studies
pay more attention to particular practices such as DSM, sprint/release meeting,
retrospective meeting, and pair programming. Because meetings embody interaction
and communication, these practices emphasise tacit knowledge sharing, rather than
explicit knowledge. However, there is evidence about some ways to transform tacit
knowledge into explicit knowledge, such as storing it on sticky notes, paper, or online
documentation. Thus, important information or knowledge-related projects could
be managed and used as a reference for team members.

To further expand on the answer to the review question What is the inherent knowl-
edge involved in these Agile practices and how do Agile teams manage that knowl-
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edge? We describe these knowledge types and knowledge management strategies for
each of related Agile practices below.

Release and Sprint Planning Meetings: Planning meetings in Scrum, such as
release and sprint planning, involve di�erent types of knowledge – product, project
and process, and support their management through various strategies, such as
verbal discussions and the use of artifacts.

Product knowledge was found to be involved in the release and sprint planning
meetings included domain context [S6], product features (systems requirements),
content from early prototyping [S13], and UML modelling [S11], which facilitates
Agile teams to gain knowledge about the product that is going to be developed. This
knowledge is useful for Agile teams in terms of providing an overall direction for the
product, such as requirements or product features [S6]. Unclear requirements and
unrealistic plans were often reported in Agile projects [S14], which caused schedule
delays and decreased team productivity [S39, S40].

In sprint planning, product knowledge in the form of the product backlog is sub-
divided into a sprint backlog. This refinement is useful to generate project knowledge
in terms of the Agile teams’ ability to foresee the e�ort, and develop a plan for the
next sprint. Project knowledge in these planning practices is captured through
project goals [S6], which specify the goals using a timeline [S20], or team member
capacity, which in turn influences task completion.

Process knowledge, in this practice, is knowledge about the system flows that are
visualised in UML modelling or other visualisations that represent coding flow, fea-
tures and business processes [S11]. Early prototyping is included as project knowl-
edge, because the prototype depicts the flow of working systems and captures knowl-
edge about how to integrate each function as a system. Process knowledge in sprint
planning is captured through integrating previous sprint increments with the next
sprint. Knowledge management strategies applied in the release and sprint-planning
meetings include discussion, use of artifacts, and visualisations. For example, early
prototyping was identified as a knowledge management strategy used during plan-
ning sessions [S13]. Visualisations in the form of UML modelling, a sketch on a
whiteboard, or prototyping user interface mock-ups help Agile teams to visualise
software design, assist verbal communication [S47], handle lack of specification [S10,
S11] and confirm their understanding of customer expectations and requirements
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[S20].

Pauly et al. [S24] asserted that the benefits of conducting sprint planning included
its ability to allow the team to build a plan, estimate the e�ort, and increase team
commitment and motivation. As described by Sekitoleko et al. [S38], tasks prioriti-
sation becomes a challenge when teams need to implement a feature that does not
exist in the current backlog and they need to accomplish it faster than scheduled,
because other team members depend on that feature. Thus, through having clear
requirements, a realistic plan [S11], and transparent backlog prioritisation, Agile
teams were able to comprehend specific goals and team members’ capacities [S24]
and were generally able to estimate and manage task responsibilities.

Daily Stand up Meeting (DSM): A daily stand-up meeting (DSM) aims to share
three main points by answering What I have done yesterday?; What I plan to do
today?; and What impediments do I face? In theory [9, 21], DSM is meant to help
Agile teams inspect and adapt their teamwork. Based on our analysis, in inspect
and adapt in the DSM, Agile teams seemed to include all three types of knowledge:
product, project and process knowledge.

Product knowledge in the DSM consists of product requirements in the form of
artifacts, such as product backlog, story cards and sprint backlog. Daily stand-up
is often conducted around a wall or whiteboard (commonly called a Scrum board
[S12]) to stick story cards that contain several tasks, which are broken-down from
the product backlog [S23, S41]. The whiteboard or Scrum board is divided into three
columns, such as tasks to do, tasks in progress, and tasks done columns. During the
DSM, Agile teams refer to the Scrum board to see prioritised tasks, any changes
and impediments [S11].

Project knowledge in this practice is clarified in a burn-down chart that presents
cumulative work done by the team. Van Hillegersberg et al. [S10] highlight this
chart as part of the knowledge in a DSM. A burn-down chart presents information
such as a timeline and estimated feature points. Lines in the chart represent feature
completed and remaining work. The depiction of team progress in the form of
a chart helps Agile teams understand the teamwork status, which is included in
project knowledge.

Process knowledge is managed when Agile teams share their progress and identify
interdependencies with other team members’ work. By understanding others’ work,
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the team would be able to synchronise their teamwork [S30]. This occurs when
each team member shares the details of the story they are currently working on and
includes some blockers and points to the cards from the Scrum board. The Scrum
board, which includes the story cards, provides progress signs for Agile teams [S24].
The details of progress signs are useful for Agile teams in order to: synchronise the
teamwork, be aware of the team’s situation, and develop plans for the next day
[S23].

With regards to strategies in managing the types of knowledge described above, dis-
cussion is a common way of sharing knowledge in a daily standup, alongside artifacts
and visualisation. Agile team members share their progress, plan, and impediments
briefly via discussions. Whiteboards, Scrum boards, and Kanban boards are com-
monly used in the DSM for visualisation of the product knowledge [S2, S12, S22].
These strategies also facilitate Agile teams to share ideas, solve problems and o�er
help to other team members. By sharing the knowledge in the daily stand-up and
making it explicit, communication, collaboration, and focus within the team can be
improved [S23, S24]. Besides communication and collaboration, Agile teams gain
other experiences from the daily standup meeting, such as estimation and planning
[S12]. The daily standup also enables Agile teams to be more aware in terms of
social interaction focused practices, such as social answerability [S37].

Retrospective Meeting: A sprint retrospective meeting is designed to assess and
refine the process [7]. This meeting emphasises process knowledge, which focuses
on finding ways to improve the process based on the feedback shared. Our primary
studies found that project and process knowledge are also included in a retrospective
meeting. Project knowledge is shared when Agile teams share issues about the
timeline or targets, such as losing resources, lack of time to accomplish some tasks,
and uncompleted tasks in the last sprint, which can lead to some changes in the
timeline [S11].

Product knowledge in the retrospective meeting is discussed when Agile teams share
reviews about issues, in particular about product features, coding, and testing.
Stray et al. [S11] specify that Agile teams share feature problems (e.g., adding
too many features in a sprint), not doing proper coding, and not having enough
time for testing. Although Agile teams do not refer directly to the artifacts in a
retrospective meeting, issues such as product features, coding, and testing relate to
product knowledge.
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Process knowledge is shared when Agile teams share feedback and review (i.e., pos-
itive, negative, achievement, failure) [S13, S44, S45], evaluate obstacles, scale from
good to bad, or look back at ups and downs situations [S16], and make a list of the
important points from the reviews. This process knowledge helps Agile teams under-
stand the situation of the sprint and the team, in order to discover areas of possible
improvement. The areas of improvement are discovered by discussing ways to solve
obstacles, sharing repertoire as part of the learning process [S6], and applying some
changes (e.g., action points) in the next sprints. In addition, the retrospective meet-
ing was seen to improve collaboration and enhance job satisfaction [S24] through
providing feedback [S11, S16].

Pair Programming: Pair programming involves two developers working together
to discuss, explore, negotiate, and progress the tasks at hand [58]. This practice
focuses on sharing code among developers or occasionally with testers [S5]. The
conversation consists of exploration, creation, fixing and refining, overlaid with ex-
plaining, justifying and scrutinising [S19].

Product and process knowledge are addressed in this practice. Specifically, product
knowledge sharing occurs when two developers sit down together with a laptop and
external monitor to share the display code; write the test code; and review the
source code repositories [S5], which refer to cards on the Scrum board (representing
product knowledge); and share knowledge about tool usage and specific technology
that can be used.

Process knowledge in pair programming is about how to develop a task card into
working code, and the workflow of coding and system flows. When working in pairs,
two developers share their skills about coding and ideas of solving coding problems
verbally [S48]. For example, when a team member takes a task card from the board
and explains the workflow of coding that is displayed on the screen to their peer, this
is considered process knowledge. During this process, verbal communication is an
important part of explaining the code for the program. In addition, cards, walls, and
Wikis are also included in pair programming as visualisations when two developers
refer to these artifacts to share detailed information. The visualisations are used to
share code modules and company procedures to explain the flow of the systems - a
type of process knowledge [S33] in short, simple and easy to read forms [S7]. The
chain of code, discussion, and task at hand activity help teams to understand how
the code works and how it can be made to work - a type of process knowledge.
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Knowledge sharing in pair programming provides several benefits for Agile teams.
The collaboration in this practice helps peers share good design practices and gain an
understanding of how to produce better system designs from the code [S17]. Other
benefits of this practice are enhancing team-oriented practice and strengthening
skills, such as coding, tools usage, and the use of design patterns [S17].

Pair programming implies that activities in this practice share visible information
about the code and the story behind it, so it enhances comprehension about the
systems thoroughly [S4]. Moreover, when a junior developer and a senior devel-
oper work together it provides encouragement and motivation to learn and share
particular skills, which can lead to better performance [S3].

Refactoring: Refactoring is a practice of restructuring the internal code without
necessarily altering its external behavior [58]. When developers analyse a mismatch
between understanding and design, they articulate problems regarding the design.
Subsequently, developers provide feedback and remove duplicate code in order to im-
prove design patterns and quality [S17]. There are two types of knowledge included
in this practice: product and process knowledge. Product knowledge is included
when Agile teams use existing code and design it to be refined and simplified, and
define new design patterns [S17].

Process knowledge is shared when Agile teams discuss how the system works. A
paper by Treccani & De Souza [S15] explain that refactoring only focuses on the
analysis of software architecture. Specifically, in a group meeting the Agile teams
discuss how the system works. As explained by Robinson & Sharp [16], refactoring
is not only about developers refactoring the code. Sometimes the team works on
story cards and makes a new task card for refactoring [S19].

This practice not only focuses on the product, but also includes the process of work-
ing code. In addressing product and process knowledge, Agile teams apply discussion
to negotiate in the analysis and refinement process. Artifacts and visualisation are
used as references to develop new design patterns and provide a picture about devel-
opment of the design patterns. An important benefit of refactoring for Agile teams
is that it facilitates sharing in the team of the software architecture of the system,
such as techniques and some practices that can be used in software development.
For example, developers can share how to solve bugs issues and possible issues in
the code by knowing the behavior of the source code [S15].
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Planning Game: The planning game is an XP practice that is held once in an
iteration, which is divided into two categories: a release planning game and an
iteration planning game [S27]. Product as well as project knowledge is involved
in this practice. Product knowledge in the release planning game is shared in the
form of product features from user stories, which are broken down into task cards.
The features are shared to show Agile teams about specific tasks that are going
to be accomplished in the next sprint [S27]. While product knowledge focuses on
features, process knowledge in the release planning game is shared when Agile teams
talk about when the specific tasks need to be delivered.

Product and project knowledge is managed when Agile teams discuss interdepen-
dencies between stories and between tasks. Discussion involves analysing, assuming,
estimating, and agreeing tasks and the times in which to accomplish them [S19, S27].
Specifically, a planning game is started when the moderator shares a list of features
to be estimated by the team. The features are shared as user stories. Agile teams
can estimate each story by defining a unit of sizing as small, medium, or large [S16].
The features that are shared is explicit knowledge that is used as a reference to
estimate the e�ort.

Estimation involves perspective sharing when team members give an opinion about
the size of the e�ort based on individual estimates. When others visualise the size
(e.g., small, medium, large), it means the perspective is explicitly framed based on
size. Others will capture this knowledge as a consideration to estimate individual
e�ort. Based on the explanation above, knowledge sharing and creation occurs
when Agile teams try to identify the size. There is little evidence from the reviewed
literature that explains the benefits of knowledge sharing in this practice. Only
one study mentions a good point to the planning game, namely that it increases
communication and coordination among team members [S17].

2.1.4 Discussion

In this section, we discuss a theoretical model of knowledge management in ASD,
which emerged from analysing the knowledge types (KT), knowledge management
strategies (KMS), and Agile practices (AP), as described in the previous section.

Despite the inclusion of several product, process, and project knowledge in day-to-
day practices as described above, some knowledge management related challenges
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were also observed. For example, referring to Table 2.4, it is interesting to note
that although in practice Agile teams manage process knowledge in daily stand-up
and retrospective meetings, process knowledge sharing is still a challenge. Ringstad
et al. [59] and Stray et al. [26] mention some challenges including: lack of focus
on what was working well; no specific discussion about improving teamwork; and
di�culty in transforming lessons learnt into action.

The results of this review indicated that there is a discrepancy between theory
and real practice, which could be attributed to the e�ectiveness of using knowledge
in each practice. In particular, in Scrum practices (e.g., sprint/release planning
meeting, daily standup, and retrospective meeting) where product, process, and
project knowledge were involved, Agile teams do not fully pay attention to which
knowledge needs to be shared in each practice. Another interesting finding from
the Scrum practices was that Agile teams also tend to discuss product and project
knowledge in the retrospective, which is theoretically meant to focus on the process
alone. This may be because the reviews and feedback shared in the retrospective
meeting mostly focus on explaining in details of product features to explain their
obstacles from previous sprint (as opposed focus the process obstacles). Thus, Agile
teams need to be more aware of explaining their obstacles. The emphasis of the
obstacles explanation needs to be correlated to the process.

Based on the findings of this SLR, a theoretical model of knowledge management
in ASD was developed. The theory consists of Knowledge Types (KT), Knowledge
Management Strategies (KMS) and Agile Practices (AP). Figure 2.6 depicts the
theoretical model that illustrates two layers involved in knowledge management
in ASD: a knowledge layer (bottom) and a practice layer (top). The knowledge
layer includes the three knowledge types (product, project, and process knowledge),
and is a fundamental layer on which the practice layer functions. The practice
layer includes Agile practices and knowledge management strategies. The knowledge
types from the knowledge layer are required and used in the Agile practices, and in
the knowledge management strategies in the practice layer.

Our hypothesis is that the three Knowledge Types (KT) in the knowledge layer are
required in practice layer where three Knowledge Management Strategies (KMS)
are implemented through Agile Practices (AP). For example, in DSM, discussion,
artifacts, and visualisations (knowledge management strategies) are implemented to
manage product, project and process knowledge (knowledge type). It can be seen
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that artifacts, visualisation and discussion in DSM require particular knowledge
to be managed. For example, without showing artifacts on the scrum board and
discussing the stories, the product, project, and process knowledge in DSM cannot
be managed e�ectively.

Comparison with prior reviews: As discussed earlier, prior literature reviews of
knowledge management in ASD [43, 52] provide general explanations and theoretical
classifications of knowledge schools and concepts. We now compare the findings from
this SLR with relevant findings from prior reviews.

First, we consider the knowledge types included in ASD. Most prior reviews empha-
sise two types of knowledge: tacit and explicit knowledge. Prior studies emphasise
that ASD is heavily dependent on technocratic schools that facilitate tools to clarify
tacit knowledge into explicit forms. Understanding tacit and explicit knowledge is
important [52]; however, the prior reviews do not describe what specific knowledge
should be managed in tacit form and what specific knowledge should be managed
explicitly.

While prior studies focus on tacit and explicit knowledge as types of knowledge
included in ASD, our literature review specifies knowledge in Agile practices based
on the three knowledge types in software engineering (i.e., product, project, and
process knowledge [3]), and explains how they are embedded and implemented in
everyday Agile practices.

However, since prior ASD literature has focused on tacit and explicit knowledge
[41, 43, 44, 45, 52], we present a mapping of product, project and process knowledge
as identified in this review to tacit and explicit knowledge in Table 2.5. However, we
believe that Agile practitioners will likely better understand and relate to product,
project, and process knowledge as they are specifically linked to software engineering.

The second finding relates knowledge management strategies involved in ASD. Yanzer
et al. [52] discuss the concept of knowledge management representations, which is
clarified in the form of artifacts and experience knowledge. However, they do not
describe what knowledge is included in the artifacts and what artifacts are used in
each Agile practice to transfer and share knowledge. As well as discussions in Agile
practices, the previous reviews show that communication and interaction during dis-
cussions enables Agile teams to create and share knowledge. However, they do not
specify what knowledge is involved in these discussions during each Agile practice.
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Table 2.5: Mapping Product, Project and Process Knowledge [3] to Tacit and
Explicit Knowledge [8]

Knowledge

Types

(KT) [3]

Underlying

Software

Engineering

Concepts

Tacit/Explicit/Both (as identified from our

SLR)

Product
Knowledge

Product Features Explicit, since depicted in story cards.
Designs Explicit, since depicted in visualised forms (e.g.,

models or prototypes).
Requirements Explicit, since specified in the product backlog or

story cards.

Project
Knowledge

Team Progress Both; tacit when Agile team shares progress verbally
in daily meetings and explicit when team members
visualise the progress by pointing to timeline or
tracking the progress chart.

Timeline Explicit, since specified in a deadline (specific date).
Impediments Tacit, as Agile teams raise the impediments during

discussions.
Increments Both; tacit when Agile teams explain verbally about

their achievement and explicit when they show their
work increments.

E�ort estimation Tacit, as estimation involved verbal discussion
including negotiation, agreement and making
decisions.

Process
Knowledge

Ideas for improvement Explicit, as ideas are generated during discussions by
sharing perspectives and thoughts without
explicating them.

Flows of coding Both; visualised code (explicit) needs to be supported
by explaining the workflows of coding (tacit)

Coding integration Both, coding (explicit) needs to be integrated by
implementing specific skills (tacit).

System flows Both; tacit when Agile teams explain verbally about
their achievement and explicit when they show their
work increments.

Synchronised
teamwork

Tacit, as synchronisation is based on understanding
working as a team, which has the same goal.

While artifacts and discussions are discussed in the prior reviews, there is little ev-
idence that focuses on visualisations as part of knowledge management strategies
in ASD. Details of how tools facilitate Agile practitioners to share knowledge, and
what types of knowledge can be facilitated by those tools, have also thus far been
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missing. As explained by Sharp et al. [17], Agile teams focus more on the infor-
mation radiators (e.g., wall, board, and user stories) that is used by Agile teams as
visualisation. Wall, board and user stories complement each other to manage small
chunk of tasks in Agile team. The visualisation provide overall picture of the devel-
opment process. Another research [60] explains that boards in Agile development
help Agile teams focus, since a board is a repository of good ideas, visualisation of
designs, visualisation of whole stories of teamwork and team goals [60].

Implications: For knowledge management to be e�ective, Agile teams need to
have a detailed understanding of the specific types of knowledge involved in Agile
practices and how to manage that knowledge on an everyday basis. This SLR
has several implications for researchers and practitioners. Some recommendations
derived from the findings for Agile teams to better manage knowledge in everyday
practices are presented below.

For practitioners, this SLR shows that there are three specific types of knowledge
involved in everyday Agile practice, which suggests that knowledge is necessary to
be embedded and referred to by Agile teams. It also seems important for Agile
teams to identify the three types of knowledge included in each knowledge man-
agement strategy (e.g., discussions, artifacts and visualisations), which are applied
by Agile teams in everyday practice. Thus, in order to gain benefits of knowledge
management, we suggest that practitioners need to pay more attention to the types
of knowledge described in this review, and focus on how to manage that knowledge
using the knowledge management strategies discussed consciously in their Agile
practices. The SLR results suggest that instead of managing knowledge in ASD by
classifying it as tacit and explicit knowledge, the specific explanation of knowledge
management in ASD based on software engineering would be more relevant for Ag-
ile teams, such as product, project and process knowledge involved in each Agile
practice.

In terms of research, it seems there is a need for further study into the knowledge
management strategies involved in Agile practices. Previous studies [26, 59] men-
tion that Agile teams still face some challenges in sharing process knowledge. In
particular, problems were reported in the the DSM, which are meant to focus on
product, project, and process knowledge respectively [26, 59]. These included a lack
of focus on what was working well [26, 59, 61], no specific discussion about improving
teamwork [27], and di�culty in transforming lessons learnt into actions [27].
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Additionally, this review found some contradictions between the theoretical and
practical uses of these two practices – DSM and retrospective – with regards to the
types of knowledge involved. Based on the theory [1, 7, 21], the daily standup aims
to update and coordinate teamwork on a daily basis by referring to product and
project knowledge [7]. However, our SLR shows teams refer to all three knowledge
types in DSM. There is a gap between theory and practice in process knowledge
included in this practice, which needs more investigation.

In the retrospective meeting the types of knowledge found to be discussed were prod-
uct, project, and process knowledge, whereas in theory this practice aims to inspect
and adapt the process exclusively [7]. Therefore, it would be important to investi-
gate how the use of product and project knowledge supports process knowledge in
retrospectives; and to what extent these three types of knowledge are important to
be shared in this practice. Additionally, we found that particular practices such as
the sprint review and product backlog refinement, testing and small release were not
covered in knowledge management in Agile practices. This can be used as a starting
point to analyse and identify specific knowledge involved and the ways of managing
the knowledge in these practices.

Limitations: We now discuss some of the limitations of this SLR. The first of
which related to completeness. We filtered 2317 papers to select 48 primary studies
captured from three digital libraries (IEEE Xplore, Scopus and Springer). Despite
our best e�orts, and as is common with most SLRs, there is a possibility that some
articles published in some journals and conferences, which can address the review
questions, were missed in this SLR. Thus, our results must be classified as applying
to the specific papers selected from the three digital libraries mentioned above.

The second limitation is related to potential bias in the selection and data extraction
process of primary studies. Selecting, analysing, and reviewing the primary studies
is a challenging process. They can be a�ected by bias in understanding the main
concepts of the papers and presenting a subset of the results to answer the specific
SLR questions. In this SLR there were three researchers involved in the process. The
PhD candidate performed the analysis and selection based on the process defined
in the beginning of this paper, and supervisors reviewed and provided feedback to
ensure the papers selected and data extraction conducted were highly relevant with
the review questions before applying data analysis and synthesis.
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Furthermore, we are aware that some questions might arise about the selected ar-
ticles. Thus, we defined inclusion and exclusion criteria as a protocol in selecting
primary studies according to the nature of the research questions. As well as some
papers that described knowledge management theories in ASD, the implementation
of knowledge management theories was reported but not discussed in detail in some
studies, and was therefore not included in this SLR. We also assumed that selecting
primary studies based on industrial empirical results would be more valuable for
Agile practitioners than summarising findings from educational settings.

2.1.5 Summary

This systematic literature review set out to analyse and summarise the empirical
research on knowledge management in Agile software development (ASD). We anal-
ysed 48 primary studies filtered from an initial pool of 2317 papers using inclusion
and exclusion criteria, presenting Agile practices that support knowledge manage-
ment in ASD. The findings of the SLR provide the answers to the two review ques-
tions:

1. Review Question 1, Which specific Agile practices support knowledge manage-
ment?: There are six Agile practices identified: release/sprint planning, DSM,
sprint retrospective, pair programming, refactoring and planning game, that
support in knowledge management in ASD.

2. Review Question 2, What is the inherent knowledge involved in these Agile
practices and how do Agile teams manage that knowledge?: The three types of
software engineering knowledge [3] associated with knowledge management in
everyday Agile practices are, project knowledge (e.g., time line, team progress,
and plan), product knowledge (e.g., requirements and designs), and process
knowledge (e.g., coding techniques and synchronised teamwork). To manage
that knowledge, Agile teams apply three knowledge management strategies:
discussions (e.g., sharing requirements), artifacts (e.g., user stories), and visu-
alisations (e.g., burn down charts).

Previous reviews have provided general explanations about knowledge management,
including schools [43, 56] and concepts [52], but have not provided specific descrip-
tions of the knowledge involved and how knowledge is managed in each Agile prac-
tice. They focus on presenting the theory about tacit and explicit knowledge, and
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acknowledge discussions as part of knowledge transfer. While such classifications
and concepts are useful for theory development, they are largely inadequate to en-
able Agile practitioners to understand the specifics of what software engineering
knowledge is involved and how that knowledge is managed on an everyday basis in
Agile projects. Our SLR findings fill this gap.

2.2 Reflective Practice in Agile Retrospective
Meetings - A Review

Reflective practice is an important aspects in Agile Software Development (ASD),
as reflection helps Agile teams to inspect and adapt their process [39]. Reflection
provides space for Agile teams to learn from, reflect on and generate solutions for
their problems, and figure out strategies to improve the software development pro-
cess [1, 21]. Thus, by performing reflection, Agile teams can improve their Agile
process.

Reflection is one of the principles of the Agile manifesto that an Agile team should
perform regular inspection to improve and adjust its behavior accordingly [9]. Previ-
ous studies [39, 46, 62] have reported reflection in ASD as an e�ective way to improve
the Agile process, in terms of helping the team to improve continuously and solve
team problems. Reflection is meant to be part of learning learning process, but Agile
teams are known to not pay much attention to facilitating the knowledge involved
for their improvement [20]. Consequently, Agile teams may become less productive
and less creative in dealing with problems over time [14, 40]. So far, very little
research attention has been paid to the role of reflective practice in ASD. We high-
light the fact that more evidence is required to answer the following review questions
What Agile practices support reflective practices? and, How do Agile teams perform
reflective practice?

2.2.1 Background

Reflection embodies the combination of three activities: correcting, planning, and
anticipating [63]. Correcting refers to a looking back activity, which tries to evaluate
what has been done in order to achieve di�erent outcomes. The result of this
evaluation is combined with the current situation, such as problems or challenges,
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in order to develop the next plan of action. Planning is an outcome of correction
which focuses on further action. Anticipating in reflection focuses on the direction
towards the future, which considers what consequences are likely with the formulated
plan.

Reflection relies on the knowledge shared, such as experiences and thoughts that are
evaluated in the learning process [39, 62]. Kolb [64] divides learning from experience
into two dimensions: preserving the experience as knowledge (whether it is tacit
or explicit knowledge); and transforming the experience as reflection process that
generates intention and extension. Intention is learning through experiencing, while
extension is learning through experiment [64]. Reflection is considered to be a part
of the process of continuous learning [39].

Argyris and Schön [65, 66] classified two learning processes in an organisation,
namely single-loop learning and double-loop learning [65, 66]. Single–loop learning
is a process that allows an individual to capture feedback and use it as a reference
to change and improve their performance based on a cause and e�ect observation.
Double-loop learning refers to improvised action by considering the factors that in-
fluence and a�ect what will occur. Argyris and Schön [65, 66] also included reflection
as part of the learning process, which include reflection-in-action and reflection-on
action. Reflection-in-action can be defined as the process of how individuals respond
and think about potential problems and solutions when the process was happening.
Reflection-on-action refers to the evaluation process that happens after the situation
has occurred.

In ASD, reflection is embodied in the principle of inspect and adapt, which is an
integral part of the development process [9]. For example, retrospective meeting
is a dedicated Agile practice that enables Agile teams to evaluate and assess their
process and its outcomes.

2.2.2 Review Method

This section presents prior research that has investigated reflective practice in ASD.
Due to limited research that has explored reflective practice in ASD, we conducted a
regular review, (as opposed do an SLR, typically conducted for topics with a sizeable
number of primary studies), to study how Agile practices support reflective practice
and how Agile teams perform reflective practice.
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We used keywords ("reflect*" and "practice") and ("Agile" or "scrum" or "XP" or
"Lean") to identify related literature. We searched on databases, such as IEEE
XPlore, ACM Digital, Springerlink, and Scopus. Initial results showed 36 studies,
however, not many where relevant. Most papers were excluded because of several
reasons, such as only providing literature review/theoretical evidence, no empirical
evidence, focusing on the software engineering education (as opposed to industrial
practice), or focusing on reflection on how Agile teams perform Agile practices (as
opposed to reflection in the practices). Furthermore, from the regular review, we
found 10 studies that explain reflective practice in ASD, and will be described in
the following sections.

2.2.3 Review Findings

There are ten studies address reflection in Agile practices (summarised in Table 2.6).
There is one study addresses reflection in nine Agile practices [PS1], five studies
discuss reflection in retrospective meeting [PS2, PS3, PS4, PS5, PS6], and four
studies focus on on specific techniques (Post-iteration workshop and postmortem
review) as reflection in XP project [PS7, PS8, PS9, PS10]. This primary studies are
listed in Appendix B.

Babb et al. [PS1] included reflection as part of the learning process in six Agile
practices. Adapting [65, 66], Babb et al. [PS1] classify Agile practices into two
categories: those that enable reflection-in-action; and those that capture reflection-
on-action, and introduce the Reflective Agile Learning Model (REALM) to describe
these Agile reflective practices.

Figure 2.7 depicts the classification of reflection in nine Agile practices based on the
original model figure in [PS1]. Release planning, collective estimation, iteration plan-
ning, group programming, pair-in-need, project wiki, demo, and acceptance testing
were classified as practices enabling reflection-in-action (dotted boxes); while prac-
tices such as the daily stand-up, learning spike, and retrospective were categorised
as those enabling reflection-on-action (plain boxes) [PS1].

Release planning, and estimation and iteration planning support reflective practice
as team members learn from other skill and expertise and experience [PS1]. Shar-
ing experience and skills among team members embody reflection activity, as team
members try to review what they had experienced.
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Table 2.6: The primary studies of reflective practice in ASD practices

Primary

Study

(PS)

Discussion Agile practices covered

as reflective practice

PS1 Reflective Agile Learning Model
(REALM) that includes nine Agile
practices as practices enabling reflection

1) Reflection-in-action:
Release planning,
Collective estimation and
iteration planning,
Pair-in-need, Project
Wiki, Demo and
acceptance test.
2) Reflection-on-action:
Daily standup meeting,
retrospective meeting,
learning spike

PS2 Sharing feedback and review of
development process in retrospective
meeting enable Agile teams to perform
self-reflection

Retrospective Meeting

PS3 Positive and negative feedback shared in
retrospective meeting

Retrospective Meeting

PS4 Root causes analysis involved in
retrospective meeting

Retrospective Meeting

PS5 Evaluation-Based Timeline in
retrospective meeting for UX integration

Retrospective Meeting

PS6 Reflection technique in XP projects Retrospective Meeting
PS7,8,9 Post-Iteration Workshop (PIW) and

postmortem Review in XP project. This
practices are conducted

Not specified (XP Project)

PS10 Postmortem Review in XP Project Not specified (XP Project)

Planning and anticipating is actualised through estimating when team members
discuss their understanding of the product requirement (a type of product knowl-
edge), estimation about their capacity, and the e�ort involved in each task. Other
practices, such as group programming and pair-in-need included in Agile reflective
practice as both these involve learning process [PS1]. Agile teams gain knowledge
from other teams when team members share their skills, knowledge about new tech-
nology, and experience, in particular about coding or technique in solving a problem
during group and pair programming.

Also, project wiki in ASD helps Agile teams to reflect on the knowledge gained during
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Figure 2.7: The Reflective Agile Learning Model (REALM) (re-drawn based on
model by [PS1])

the development process, such as terminology or specific context from the project,
by writing it down in blogs [PS1]. Product demo helps Agile teams to reflect on the
product deliverable. Teams reflect on the delivered product by analysing acceptance
test, and feedback from customers [PS1].

Moreover, DSM embodies reflection-on-action [PS1] as Agile teams evaluate team
progress after they achievement every day. All team members try to look back What
they did yesterday and pointing to the story cards on the board. Reflection activity
occurs when team members gather individual knowledge (individual progress) and
collective knowledge (team progress from the board), evaluate and build frameworks
to analyse the problem to find potential solutions [PS2]. During the discussion to
find solutions, team members provide an evaluation based on their repertoire to
evaluate the experience, thoughts and notes [PS1]; doing a self-analysis to deter-
mine tasks that they can solve, and other members clarify by agreeing or o�ering
other possibilities to improve teamwork [PS2]. The retrospective meeting is a meet-
ing that is exclusively performed for reflection. This meeting actualises reflection as
Agile teams share their thoughts, experiences, and notes to review what happened
during the last sprint [PS1]. Another study [PS2] explains retrospective meeting
aims to reflect the development process by sharing feedback, such as feelings, anx-
ieties, achievements, or errors. During this meeting, teams analyse the feedback
and find ways to apply it or adopt other practices e�ectively to improve the devel-
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opment process. Reflection in the retrospective meetings provide several benefits
for an Agile team, such as enhanced understanding of the process and product [59]
and improvement in team awareness [PS2]. Besides feedback (include positive and
negative) from the previous sprint, Agile teams also need to share their feelings in
a retrospective meeting [PS2].

The feedback shared in the retrospective meeting not only focus on the process from
the previous sprint. In the retrospective meeting, Agile teams also focus on sharing
their feelings such as anxieties felt, achievement, or their failure [PS2]. The team
records these feedbacks in the team wiki as their lessons learnt. Through preserving
their lesson learnt, an e�ective retrospective can be achieved, as well as e�ective
communication and collaboration among the team can be managed [PS2].

In their research, Lehtinen et al. [PS3, PS4] explain that retrospective meeting in-
volved a discussion of positive and negative stories during the previous sprint. The
team focuses more on positive aspects that would help them to focus on their im-
plementation work. Reflection seems to happen when Agile teams focus on their
previous action by evaluating task outcome, work practices, task challenges, esti-
mation and resources and schedules [PS3, PS4]. Estimation, task completion, bugs
issue and needs of clarification of the issues are the topic that are often discussed in
a retrospective meeting. This evaluation helps Agile teams to surface the problem.

The retrospective meeting can be conducted by referring to team improvement time-
lines by using a technique called Evaluation-Based Timeline (EBT) [PS5]. This
technique o�ers the Agile team to reflect on their progress based on a timeline to
evaluate their improvement. The evaluation refers to activities performed and the
outcomes during particular weeks. Through having a timeline, Agile teams are able
to see what activities that they have implemented in several weeks with its im-
provement results, and evaluate actions needed to be maintained and identify other
actions for [P5].

Furthermore, Talby et al. [PS6] proposed a reflection technique to performing ret-
rospective meeting. The technique highlights important points that need to be in-
cluded in the retrospective meeting as: focus on one problem, focus on development
process rather than the developed product, the topic of the meeting is determined
by team facilitator, the meeting should be less than one hour, all team members
should attend the meeting, open discussion to discuss solution, all team members
encourage to speak, the facilitator record important points of the meeting and sum-
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marise it, the action points are generated as actual changes. The summary of the
meeting needs to be shared with all team members. This technique emphasises
that reflection should not only focus on technical and management problems, rather
should focus on the problems that are related to the team [PS6].

Other techniques of reflection include post-iteration workshops and postmortem
reviews [PS7, PS8]. Postmortem and Post Iteration workshops are included in re-
flective practice because they were related to team evaluation to the development
process [PS9]. Postmortem review is the review process after the project finished,
which seems similar to a retrospective meeting. In performing postmortem review,
KJ Method, which was named based on the inventor’s name - Kawakita Jiro, is ap-
plied to gather team members’ experiences to perform postmortem review in Agile
practice [PS10]. The KJ Method is a method where team members were asked to
write three to five issues on sticky notes and put one of them on the whiteboard
(indicated as an important issue to be discussed). Each team member puts one note
on the whiteboard and provides comments on why the issue was important. After
all the notes were on the board, the Agile team gather some related topic of issues
in a group and defines a name to each topic group. Based on this process, Dingsøyr
[PS9, PS10] underlined that collective reflection arises from communication when
the Agile team discussed to define a group of the issue. Individual reflection was
also performed when a team member explained their issue in a written form.

2.2.4 Discussion

This section discusses the answer to our review question: What Agile practices sup-
port reflective practice and how do Agile teams perform reflective practice in retro-
spective meeting? Findings of our review show that there are 11 Agile practices that
support reflective practice. Nine reflective Agile practices are captured from the
paper by Babb et al. [PS1]. They developed the Reflective Agile Learning Model
(REALM) that describes reflection and learning in Agile practices. REALM in-
cluded release planning, collective estimation and iteration planning, group program-
ming, pair-in-need, project wiki, demo and acceptance test, daily standup, learning
spike, and retrospective as the Agile practices that support reflection (see Figure 2.7).

Two other unique practices are the postmortem review and post- iteration workshop,
which are di�erent techniques in conducting evaluation meetings similar to the retro-
spective meeting in XP projects [PS7, PS8, PS9, PS10]. These practices focus more
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on gathering the experiences of team members to generate feedback and perform
root causes analysis. Through implementing these techniques in an XP project, it
enables Agile teams to reflect on team members’ feedback and find solutions to their
problems.

Regarding the second question, How do Agile teams perform reflection?, the re-
viewed literature shows Agile teams perform reflection by sharing experience and
skills, feedback, and knowledge about the project and product domain [PS2, PS6].
Agile teams learn from experience and skill in particular practices (e.g., release plan-
ning, collective estimating and planning, group programming, etc. [PS1]. Feedback
is used by Agile teams to reflect on the development process in retrospective meet-
ings, postmortem reviews and post-iteration workshops [PS5, PS6]. Additionally,
knowledge about the product and project is reflected upon in release planning and
when conducting acceptance tests [PS2].

However, there are only a few studies that focus on Agile reflective practice, pro-
viding specific explanation on reflection in the Agile practices. This indicates that
further research is needed to provide a clear explanation about Agile reflective prac-
tices on an everyday basis.

According to the literature review results, we highlighted several points. First, a
framework of knowledge management in ASD from our SLR results can be used as
a reference to investigate further how knowledge transformation in daily standup
meeting. The consideration of using the framework was based on the understanding
the knowledge transformation embodied through managing knowledge [4, 8]. Thus,
in analysing our Case Study, we used the classification of knowledge management
strategies and three knowledge types involved in ASD to analyse knowledge trans-
formation in daily standup and retrospective meetings.

Another point highlighted from the literature review result is the fact of there is the
limited number of research that addresses reflection in the retrospective meeting.
Thus, we used the framework of knowledge management in ASD to explore reflection
occurs in the retrospective meeting.
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This chapter describes our choice of research method and research perspective, the
overall research process (Case Study), including the data analysis process.

3.1 Research Method

There are a number of research methods: action research [67], ethnography[68],
grounded theory [69] and case study [70].

Action Research: is a research method where the researcher analyses the exist-
ing problem in a case, investigates the solutions, intervenes with a solution to the
situation and observes the results iteratively [67]. Although action research can
be applied to explore knowledge management and reflective practice in ASD, this
method is not applicable to fulfilling the goals of our research since we were more in-
terested in building in-depth understanding of the phenomenon rather than trialling
a particular intervention. Furthermore, the intervention in this method requires high
accessibility and commitment from participants which was deemed extremely chal-
lenging based on the responses to our initial recruitment e�orts. Therefore, action
research was not considered suitable for this research.

Ethnography: emphasises cultural background such as beliefs, norms, and culture
that shapes an individual’s behavior [68] and involves an extended period of obser-
vation and immersion in the participants’ contexts. Although this method analyses
human behavior which can be applied to investigate how Agile teams manage knowl-
edge [71], the lack of access to software teams for extended period of observation
prevented us from exploring this method.

Grounded Theory: performs a systematic process of collecting and analysing data
to generate a new theory: “Grounded theory discovers theory from data systemati-
cally obtained from social research” [69]. Several Agile research studies have used
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grounded theory [13, 27, 72, 73, 74, 75]. This method involves analysing large vol-
umes of unstructured data and needs high capability to organise and refine the data
[69]. Some aspects of grounded theory such as open and selective coding, and work-
ing with large amounts of unstructured data were considered challenging given the
candidate’s background and experience.

Case Study: aims to investigate and reveal the relationship between phenomenon
and the context when the relationship is unclear. Case Study focuses on answering
the how and why research questions [70, 76]. This method enables a small number
of related cases with particular situations or groups. Data collection involved in case
study requires di�erent data sources, such as interviews, observations, archives or
audiovisual evidence [70, 77].

The following lists several reasons behind choosing Case Study as the research
method:

• The ability of Case Study to answer the how questions [70] since we were inter-
ested in exploring how knowledge transformation and reflection occur in DSM
and retrospective meeting respectively. (research questions 1 and 3 described
in Section 3.3.1).

• Case Study allows us to perform multi-case research and analyse individuals
or larger entities such as teams as the unit of analysis [70]. Thus it is more
suitable to address our research objectives which focused on analysing behavior
of individual Agile team members and the Agile teams, and performing cross-
case analysis among the studied Agile teams.

• Extensive Agile research has been conducted via Case Study to investigate
human and social aspects in Agile software development [15, 46, 61, 78, 79,
80, 81] which provides specific guidelines on how to use the approach in our
case.

Case Study method is described in detail in Section 3.3.

3.2 Research Perspectives

Research perspectives provide various ways of viewing knowledge from di�erent
angles. There are several philosophical perspectives that can be referred in research,
positivist, critical, and interpretive [77, 82, 83].
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Positivist: Positivist is a perspective that views the knowledge based on the jus-
tified facts [83]. Positivist views knowledge formed from building an understanding
of the phenomena and the relationships between aspects can be measured and eval-
uated. The measurement and evaluation aim to “increase predictive understanding
of phenomena” [77, 83]. Example of research methods most commonly associated
with critical perspective is action research and ethnography research.

Critical: Critical perspective aims to criticise and create better ways to transform
society with its conflicts and contradiction [82, 83]. Critical research emphasises the
investigation of social reality, artifacts involved in historical action and culture or
belief involved as constraints in a social situation. This perspective is common in
social science and requires an extended period to observe the current situation [84]
and includes an intervention to apply the solution and observe the changes.

Interpretive: Interpretive perspective focuses on building an understanding of a
phenomenon by investigating actions that occur and interpret the meaning from
the scene of action [82, 83]. Researchers interpret the phenomena and make the
assumption of situation that is closely related to the context of the research.

In this study, the Case Study research method was chosen with an interpretive per-
spective since the focus of this research was to explore the knowledge transformation
occurs in the DSM with the aspects involved in the knowledge transformation, and
the reflective practice occurs in the retrospective meeting with the aspects involve
in the reflective practice through interpreting Agile practitioners experiences and
perspectives.

3.3 Case Study Research : Process and Application

According to Yin [70], Case Study research is classified into three phases: (A) Define
and design, (B) Collect, prepare and analyse, (C) Conclude. Figure 3.1 describes the
structure of the Case Study research design implemented in this study based on Yin
[70].

This Case Study research consists of three phases. In the define and design phase
(see Phase A in Figure 3.1) we review/develop a framework (A1), select cases (A2),
and design a protocol (A3). In the next phase, collect, prepare and analyse (Phase
B), we conducted data collection (B1), transcribing of data (B2), and data analysis
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Figure 3.1: An overview of Case Study process designed in this research

(B3). The final phase is conclude (Phase C). The conclude phase aims to formulate
the findings which consists of several steps, such as formulate initial findings (C1),
formulate all findings (C2 and C3), and construct a framework of all cases (C4). The
detailed explanation of each phase is described in the following sections. All steps of
the Case Study research (except transcriptions) were conducted by the candidate,
under the guidance of the supervisors.

3.3.1 Define and Design

The define and design (Phase A in Figure 3.1) is a phase to initiate the research by
reviewing existing literature or developing a basic theory [70].

In the review/develop a theory step (see step A1 in Figure 3.1) we conducted lit-
erature reviews (Chapter 2) and identified research gaps in knowledge management
and reflective practice in ASD. For example, we synthesised and categorised knowl-
edge types, knowledge management strategies and reflection in ASD. A framework
of knowledge management in ASD was generated through a Systematic Literature
Review (Chapter 2 - Section 2.1 and published as [51]).
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We also designed research questions which were derived from our SLR results. Our
SLR findings presented a framework of knowledge management in ASD, which con-
sisted of knowledge management strategies and knowledge types involved in DSM.
Knowledge management in ASD that is embodied through interactions among team
members enable the knowledge transformed. Thus, we referred to the knowledge
management framework to investigate how the knowledge transformation occurs in
ASD, in particular daily standup and retrospective meetings (Chapter 1). Then we
defined research questions to answer to the following research questions:

1. How does knowledge transformation occur in a daily standup meeting?

2. What are the aspects involved in the knowledge transformation in a daily
standup meeting?

3. How does reflection occur in a retrospective meeting?

4. What are the aspects involved in the reflection in the retrospective meeting?

The next process is to select cases (step A2). Case selection involves some criteria,
in our cases, the criteria included: organisations that focus on software development
and have applied Agile methods (e.g., Scrum or Kanban) for minimum 1.5 years,
with the project consisting of between 2-10 members [21, 58].

Design data collection protocol step (see step A3) is a step that focuses on de-
veloping interview questions that will be used for data collection. We designed
semi-structured interview questions (see Appendix C - Attachment D, E, F) in-
cluding those for team interviews to capture data from the team’s perspective and
individual interviews to capture individual viewpoints. The questions were built on
the research questions which were mapped into follow-up questions to cover several
possible answers from the participants.

3.3.2 Collect, Prepare, and Analyse

The collect, prepare and analyse phase (Phase B in Figure 3.1) is a phase used to
collect and analyse data initiated by conducting interviews (individual and group)
and meeting observations (step B1), which was used to gain specific explanation
from the participants and understand the situation and actual knowledge managed
in the meetings. The next steps after observations and interviews were transcribing
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the collected data (step B2) and analysing them (step B3). The interviews tran-
scripts were analysed by using a qualitative data analysis technique called Thematic
Analysis [57] by generating initial codes, searching for themes, defining and nam-
ing themes and finally producing the report that will be integrated on the next
phase. Section 3.4 and Section 3.5 provide detailed explanations of the process of
data collection and data analysis in this research study.

3.3.3 Conclude

The conclude phase (Phase C in Figure 3.1) involves analysis of the results from each
case from Phase B and comparing them with those from other cases to formulate
the findings and conclude the research. The framework construction (see step C4)
was formulated and analysed comprehensively and by formulating the one case (see
step C1) combined with other two cases (see step C2 and C3).

Formulate initial findings (step C1) is a step that we used to generate findings on
reflection in Agile retrospectives meetings. This finding was presented in Chapter 9
and published as a research paper output (p2) which can be seen in [85]. Then we
analysed the other cases (step C2). Another findings formulation generated levels
of awareness in DSM from all cases (step C3).

Initial findings from step A1 about Knowledge Management in ASD was correlated
and combined with the Levels of Awareness from step C3 to expand the findings,
which is presented in Chapter 6. Similarly, the findings of Reflection in Retrospec-
tive was combined with Knowledge Management in ASD, which is presented in
Chapter 9.

Besides analysing the data and generating frameworks, in C2 and C3 we performed
the cross-cases analysis. Cross-cases analysis aimed to observe the similarities and
di�erences in how each Agile team reached each level of reflection in the retrospective
meeting and each level of awareness in the DSM. Details of the cross-case analysis
are presented in Chapter 7 and Chapter 10 respectively. Next, we describe the data
collection and analysis steps in greater detail.
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3.4 Data Collection

Participants. Our study wanted to include software practitioners with a minimum
of 2 years’ industrial Agile experience to participate in our research. Potential par-
ticipants were approached by joining Agile communities and events, and contacted
by email. Two companies in New Zealand were approached through attending The
Auckland Agile Meet-ups. We received interest in participation from Company 1
from an Agile Team Lead working at the largest online auction company in New
Zealand, Trade Me (who wished to be identified in our study). Company 2 was the
biggest retail company in New Zealand.

We received interest from the third company (Company 3) in Indonesia through
email and conducted interviews and observations by physically visiting them. This
was possible due to the candidates contacts in the Indonesian software community.
As mentioned earlier, our study was interested in teams with more than 2 years
experience. We found Company 1 in New Zealand fulfill our selection criteria.

However, when it became di�cult to find more in New Zealand, we relaxed the ex-
perience category into 1.5 years experience, we tried Indonesia. Access to Company
3 proved beneficial as we were struggling to find more participants in New Zealand.
Agile in Indonesia was relatively new, so the selection had to relax the criteria to
be for more than one year. The summary of companies and participants in this
study is described in Chapter 4. Conducting human-related research requires ethics
approval. This research was conducted under The University of Auckland human
ethics committee approval of application reference 7867 (see Appendix C).

Interviews and Observations. This research involved twenty-six individual inter-
views (16 hours of interviews), four group interviews (50 mins total), and observation
notes taken from DSM and retrospective meeting observations of eight teams (10
hours total duration of the observations). Face-to-face individual and four group in-
terviews were conducted to gain a comprehensive understanding, which would help
derive the real concerns from both individual and team perspectives. We conducted
one-on-one interviews with all participants (referred to as P1-P26 for confidentiality
purposes), where the duration of individual interviews varied from 35 to 50 minutes
each. We asked some semi-structured questions about their experiences and perspec-
tives related to knowledge transformation in DSM and reflection in a retrospective
meeting. Some sample questions include:
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• How e�ective are the ways of sharing knowledge [e.g., artifacts, discussion,
drawing or writing on the white board] in daily standup meeting help your
team to inspect and generate ways to improve? How? Could you give real
examples?

• Based on the three main points discussed in a retrospective (i.e., what went
well, what went wrong, what can you improve), which one(s) do you think are
most helpful for your team’s reflection? and why?

• What is the outcome of your retrospective meeting? Does your team/Scrum
Master preserve points from the meeting?

The group interviews were conducted immediately after the daily standup and retro-
spective meetings. Three group interviews after DSM and one group interview after
the retrospective meeting are included. Given the variable meeting times, work
commitments and deadlines for di�erent teams, it was not possible to gain further
team availability for group interviews with the remaining teams over and above the
individual interviews and team observations. Group interviews lasted around 9-14
minutes for each team, and the total duration of the four group interviews was 50
minutes.

Sample question of the group interview include:

• I noticed that your team [exhibited some di�erent ways of sharing knowledge,
e.g., writing on post-it notes, verbal communication, drawing or writing on the
white board, etc.]. Did it help your team to look back what existing problems
and map out an activity which lead to di�erent outcomes/inspect and adapt?
How?

A list of the interview questions (individual interview and group interviews) are
enclosed in Appendix C - Attachment E and F.

Observations were conducted during the DSM and retrospective meetings for eight
teams and of their general workplace. The observations aimed to capture the details
of the DSM and retrospective meeting (i.e., time spent, attendees, and discussion
involved) and to help validate the findings from the interviews.

The PhD candidate, as the observer, joined in the meetings and explored the work-
places. During the meetings, the observer observed the meetings without any inter-
ruption or intervention. Photographs were taken during the observations in order to
document the actual situations in the meetings and the reports presented by the Ag-
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ile team members. Notes were taken to highlight the important aspects being shared.
The information collected (e.g., photographs and notes) from the observations were
used to support individual interviews by including photographs and describing the
activities in the daily standup and retrospective meetings as observed first hand.
Samples of these can be seen in the findings chapters, Chapter 6 and Chapter 9.

The duration of each observation depended on how long the team conducted the
DSM and retrospective meetings. Three out of four teams conducted the meeting
for around 40 - 60 minutes each and one team, Team Neptune, had a shorter 15
minute retrospective. Further details of the duration of DSM and retrospective
meetings of eight teams are provided in Chapter 4.

Besides interviews and observations, our data collection included documents from
the meeting, such as reports of the meeting that were distributed to team members
via email. Two companies shared their meeting reports, e.g., there were three sum-
maries of retrospective meeting from Company 3 that was included in this study
(see Appendix D).

3.5 Data Analysis

The data collected in this study was analysed using thematic analysis [57]. Thematic
analysis is a method that aims to recognise, analyse, evaluate and report patterns in
data [57], which enables researchers to search across a data set. Braun and Clarke
[57] classify the analysis into five phases: familiarising data, generating initial codes,
generating and reviewing themes, defining and naming themes, and generating a
report.

Figure 3.2 illustrates the five phases of thematic analysis as performed in this study
along with examples of each step.

3.5.1 Familiarising Data

Qualitative research typically analyses interview transcriptions to represent the spo-
ken words rather than original audio or visual recordings. Transcriptions allow re-
searchers to determine and define the meaning of the context dialogue thoroughly
[57, 86]. We used a professional third-party transcriber who had signed a confiden-
tiality agreement.
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Thematic analysis focuses on interpretive analysis of words spoken from the per-
spective of What was said rather than How it was said or How things are said
[57, 86].

Familiarising data is an active process which not only focuses on reading and captur-
ing the surface meaning. We performed several readings which involved analytical
and critical thinking in reading the data to achieve a sense of what was said in the
data. By reading the data analytically and critically, some interesting features were
highlighted, such as candidate codes and themes that were imported into NVivo
software to facilitate coding and thematic analysis [87].

(a) Example 1

(b) Example 2

Figure 3.3: Examples of familiarising data through manual reading and highlighting
the interview transcriptions

We highlighted interesting ideas the sentences in the interviews related to the re-
search questions, during the reading process. For example, we highlighted some
strategies applied by the teams in managing knowledge in DSM as potential codes
that can be later modified or eliminated during the analysis process. A code is a
word or brief phrase which is captured from interesting features of the data [57, 86].
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Figure 3.4: Generating code in NVivo

Figure 3.3 depicts some examples of the highlighting process involved in familiarising
data. Reading the interview transcription was performed manually through read-
ing the printed out transcriptions as well as reading them electronically. Reading
manually gives several benefits to the reader (PhD candidate), such as the ability
to flip the pages which makes it easier to read and re-read the sentences, underline
the sentences, and add some notes or comments. Reading electronically (e.g., PDFs,
or Ms Word files) was also useful to edit some mistakes (e.g., wrong spellings) in
the interviews. In this study, the individual and group interview transcriptions, and
the observation notes were imported to NVivo, which enabled the PhD candidate
to read and edit the imported transcriptions in the NVivo.

3.5.2 Generating Initial Codes

In this step (b), after we read and highlighted manually from the paper, we finalised
the highlighted sentence as a code inductively, which is represented as a node in
NVivo. Figure 3.4 shows some codes generated in NVivo from reading and high-
lighting manually (from the previous step). As can be seen in the Figure 3.4, the
sentences (on the right) were highlighted and defined as codes by participant P6 (on
the left). For example, the code generated from the thematic analysis was taken as
a quote.

“If it’s a�ecting a team member then definitely as a team we find ways
how we can help to reduce the workload or how do we need to better plan
our sprints so that not one team member gets loaded with work and the
rest of them are just doing fine; that kind of thing.”

– P6, Designer, Team Saturn, NZ
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Participant P6 explained about finding ways to help other team members to finish
their task in their individual interview. This was supported by our observations of
their DSM where team members were seen to understand the progress and obstacles
of other team members, and tried to explore possible solution by o�ering help. Thus,
these sentences from the interviews were coded as help other members.

Other sentences from other participant interviews that related to the code help
other team members were classified in the same code (as depicted in Figure 3.5). For
example, from a group interview of Team Jupiter, it became apparent that team
members looked out to help solve the impediments. Other team members agreed
with this view.

“(...) listing out to see if there any impediments that I can help with.
So from that I am evaluating if anyone needs my help on a particular
piece of work for the day or the day before.”

– P2 (Group interview), Team Jupiter, NZ

Thus, data from individual interviews, group interviews, and observation were used
to triangulate the codes and in turn, our findings.

3.5.3 Generating and Reviewing Themes

Searching potential themes involves a higher level of abstraction. Compared to
previous step which focuses on comparing other interviews to define and categorising
into similar codes, in this step, the codes were gathered and compared to identify
the context similarity, then grouped into each parent theme [57, 86].

Figure 3.5 depicts similar codes that were grouped together into themes. The build-
ing awareness was defined based on the consideration that participants mentioned
about through reporting sharing progress, plans, and obstacles in DSM, the team
were aware of other team members’ work, plan, and blockers.

“We just think okay; we need to resolve this blockers and fixing it.
Basically we were just worried about the deadline, making sure that we
could meet the deadline and that we had everything we needed.”

– P4, Business Analyst, Team Jupiter, NZ

Other parent themes generated from analysis and comparing the codes included
finding solutions and possible solutions. For example, the building awareness theme
which consisted of codes, such as analysing team progress, goals and obstacles.
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Figure 3.5: Snapshot of NVivo screen depicting an example of themes and codes

The second theme is finding solution which was defined from grouping the codes
help other team members, inspecting and analysing team members’ availability to
help, and proposing solutions. This theme was derived from analysing Team Mars’
DSM observation supported by other individual and group interviews of Team Mars
or other teams.

Figure 3.6: A sketch drawn from Team Mars’ DSM Observation

As seen from a sketch of a DSM observation (Figure 3.6), it was seen that when a
team member, such as a developer, shared an obstacle, other developers or tester re-
sponded by asking for clarifications. Through the clarification, other team members
were able to identify whether they can help re-solve those obstacles, or they looked
for a person available to help, or decided to discuss the obstacles further after the
DSM.
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The possible solution theme consisted of generating plan or daily goals and moving
user stories. It was observed that in the DSM, when they have defined some actions
to solve the obstacles, most Agile team summarised the meetings by sharing the
plan, generating daily goals or moving some story cards from one column to another
on their Scrum board.

These three themes, building awareness, finding solution, and possible solution were
then reviewed by analysing and evaluating the relationship between the codes and
themes. For example, building awareness theme was seen to be related to finding
solution since when Agile teams aware of other team members’ tasks completion
status, impediments and plans, the team members seemed to be able to explore
several actions that can be taken as solutions. Similarly, finding solution was related
to possible solution because by having potential actions to solve the obstacles, the
teams were able to decide the best action as solutions.

3.5.4 Defining and Naming Themes

It is recommended to explore the relationship with correlated theory or prior concep-
tual framework to refine and define the high-order themes [88]. In our research, we
found the prior conceptual framework, such as levels of reflection [5], task awareness
[89], situation awareness [90], and process awareness [91], were closely related to our
initial findings. In our analysis, we did not use those prior conceptual frameworks as
templates in analysing the data. Rather, we used the terms to refine and define the
high level theme’s names of levels of reflection in retrospective meeting and levels
of awareness in the DSM.

For example, an initial thematic analysis of our findings contained three themes
of building awareness, finding solution, and possible solution. Through analysing
related literature on team awareness that was correlated to our research focus and
the codes generated from the data analysis, we found that awareness is the common
theme.

We refined build awareness into task awareness since the awareness was at a task
level as individuals identified their task progress, plans, and obstacles related to
their tasks. The building situation awareness sub-theme was defined based on the
understanding that Agile teams increase their awareness when they progressed from
individual into a fuller understanding of the team situation. Situation awareness
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Figure 3.7: The relationships among levels of awareness, knowledge type involved,
and knowledge management strategies involved in knowledge transformation in
daily standup meeting

in turn, consists of analysing team members’ needs and analysing team members
to help. This sub-theme were derived from the evidence that before finding who
can help solving the obstacles, Agile teams asked clarification of the obstacles, and
asked specific assistance needed, which is then use to identify who are available to
help. Thus, the sub-themes of situation awareness built from the codes of analysing
team members’ needs and analysing team members’ availability to help. Another
theme in the levels of awareness is process awareness which consists of suggesting
solutions and clarifying solutions.

3.5.5 Generating a Report

Generating a report involves results formulation and presenting the results (i.e., this
thesis). Result formulation and presenting the results include developing the frame-
works based on the thematic map from data analysis. The thematic map evolved
according to the understanding as explained of the research focus, data collected
and the related literature. Figure 3.7 is a thematic map generated from analysing
the relationships between the themes. For example, the finding of knowledge trans-
formation in DSM was developed based on the relationships that were embodied
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between knowledge transformation, knowledge types and knowledge management
strategies in the DSM.

There are several relationships among levels of awareness, knowledge types and
knowledge management strategies, such as facilitate, manage, and involved in. In
determining the relationships in the framework, we considered empirical results and
relevant (logical) aspects. For example, from the analysis, we found that Agile
teams implemented several knowledge management strategies (e.g., artifacts, dis-
cussion, and visualisations) that manage knowledge types (e.g., product, project,
and process) involved to facilitate the teams to achieve levels of awareness in the
DSM.
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4 Cases Overview

This chapter presents overview of eight teams from three companies included in this
study, which are defined as cases in this study. Organisation and team descriptions
provide contextual information and new perspective in familiarising the data and
aiding better comprehension of the findings that follows.

4.1 Organisation Context

Organisation context describes the organisation where the teams work. In our study,
there were three companies that participated, of which two companies were from
New Zealand and one company was from Indonesia. Table 4.1 summarises the three
companies included in this study which presents the companies’ characteristics, such
as location, business focus, project focus, Agile implementation, and the total teams
included in this study. The team names and team members’ details can be seen in
Table 4.2.

4.1.1 Company 1

Company 1 (Trade Me) is the biggest online auction company in New Zealand.
Trade Me is the leading online marketplace and classified advertising platform in
New Zealand. Its headquarters are located in Wellington and the regional o�ces
are in Auckland and Christchurch. We engaged with the Auckland branch. The
auctions included in Trade Me support fixed-priced sales for new and used goods,
with automotive, property and employment businesses as the main focus areas. The
main idea of Trade Me is to connect people to other people and businesses, provide
the details of the product, and tools to process the transaction. Trade Me had
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Table 4.1: Description of the three companies included in this research

Characteristics Company Descriptions

Company 1 (Trade

Me)

Company 2 Company 3

Location New Zealand
(Auckland)

New Zealand
(Auckland)

Indonesia (Jakarta)

Business Focus Online Auction
Company

Retail service E-Commerce

Project Focus Properties (Real
estate) section

Software for
finance department

E-commerce website

Agile implementation
(in years)

> 3 years 1.5 years 1.5 years

Total software teams
observed

4 teams (Team
Jupiter, Team Saturn,
Team Uranus, Team
Neptune

2 teams (Team
Mars, and Team
Venus)

2 teams (Team
Mercury, and Team
Earth)

been practicing Agile software development for over three years. They wished to be
identified in this research. Individuals, however, have not been identified to preserve
their privacy and confidentiality.

Trade Me provided access to observe four of their teams from Team Property where
each team consisted of between 3 and 10 team members. All team members were
invited and those willing were interviewed. There were sixteen team members who
participated in individual interviews. The four teams included: Team Jupiter, Team
Saturn, Team Uranus, and Team Neptune.

The four teams in Trade Me have their own responsibility in developing Property
auction for the Trade Me website. For example, Team Jupiter and Team Saturn were
responsible for Property auction features on the Trade Me website, Team Uranus
was responsible to continuous improvement of Team Property, and Team Neptune
was responsible to the mobile apps of Trade Me Property auctions.

4.1.2 Company 2

Company 2 is a company in New Zealand that services the wholesale food sector.
This company is based in Wellington and has a branch in Auckland where we con-
ducted our research. The company had been practicing Agile for one and half years.
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The company provided permission to observe their two software teams (Team Mars
and Team Venus) where each team consisted of between 10 and 21 members. Team
Mars and Team Venus were responsible in developing and managing reporting sys-
tem in the Finance department. There were two members from Team Mars and two
members from Team Venus who participated in individual interviews.

4.1.3 Company 3

Company 3 is an eCommerce company in Indonesia which provides a wide range
of business categories. The company is based in Jakarta, where we conducted our
research in person. The company had been practicing Agile for one and half years.

The company provided access to two of their software teams (Team Mercury and
Team Earth) to participate in this research. Each team consisted of between 6
and 8 team members, where six team members of the two teams consented to be
interviewed individually. We chose a company from Indonesia as we aimed to see
di�erent teams from di�erent work culture from di�erent country. Additionally, the
professional links of the candidate to Indonesia facilitated this, where finding more
teams in New Zealand becoming increasingly challenging. Team Mercury was a
team that was responsible for developing the back-end programming, while Team
Earth was responsible for developing the front-end programming of Company 3’s
website.

4.2 Team Context

This section describes each team that is defined as unit or case, of analysis in this
study. Table 4.2 summarises the details of 26 participants included in this study,
which is separated based on each company. The Team name column lists the teams
(named after planets, for confidentiality purposes), Agile method column shows Agile
method applied by each team where Scrum was the most common (6 out of 8 teams)
while the other 2 used Kanban. The total members column lists the total number
of members in the team, P# column list the number of the participants interviewed
which are numbered P1 - P26, the role column describes teach team member’s role
(e.g., Designer, Developer, Tester, Business Analyst).
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Table 4.2: Team and Team Members Demographics (DSM: Daily Standup Meeting;
RMD: Retrospective meeting duration in minutes; P#: Individual Participant
Number; Exp: Experience; Proj: Project; FAP: first Agile project; 2W: Every
two weeks)

Team

Name

Agile

Method

Total

members

P# Role Agile

Exp

(Year)

Agile

Proj

(Total)

DSM

duration

RMD & the

frequencies

Company 1 (Trade Me), NZ ( 4 participating teams, 16 individual participants)

Team

Jupiter
Scrum 10

P1 Designer 1 6-8

15 mins 65 Mins (2W)
P2 Developer 0.5 1

P3 Developer 7+ 6-7

P4 Business Analyst 7+ 20+

Team

Saturn
Scrum 10

P5 Developer 3 10+

P6 Designer 1 month FAP

P7 Designer 0.5 FAP

P8 Tester 3+ 6

P9 Tester 3+ 10+

Team

Uranus
Kanban 3

P10 Tester, Developer 1 2
10 mins 45 mins (2W)

P11 Business Analyst 6 6

Team

Neptune
Scrum 6

P12 Tester 2 1

10 mins
15 mins (when

needed)

P13 Developer 1.5 FAP

P14 Developer 1 FAP

P15 Tester <1 year FAP

Working Across all four teams P16 Team Chapter

Lead

7 10+

Company 2 - NZ ( 2 participating teams, 4 individual participants)

Team

Mars
Scrum 12

P17 Business Analyst 2

months

FAP
20 mins -

P18 Developer 0.5 FAP

Team

Venus
Scrum 10

P19 Developer 2

months

FAP
20 mins 90 mins (2W)

P20 Developer 0.5 FAP

Company 3 - Indonesia (2 participating teams, 6 individual participants)

Team

Mercury
Scrum 8

P21 Developer 1 1

15 mins 40 mins (2W)P22 Developer < 1 year FAP

P23 Tester 3 2

Team

Earth
Kanban 8

P24 Developer (Back

end Lead)

1 1

15 mins 45 mins (2W)

P25 Designer 1 1

P26 Tester 1 1
**There were other Agile practices that were performed by the eight teams, such as sprint planning meeting, sprint review and pair
programming were not included in this table
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Table 4.3: Details of 26 individual interview duration

Team Name Total members P# Duration of

interviews

Company 1 - Trade Me, NZ

Team Jupiter 10

P1 44 mins
P2 29 mins
P3 34 mins
P4 30 mins

Team Saturn 10

P5 30 mins
P6 36 mins
P7 23 mins
P8 45 mins
P9 45 mins

Team Uranus 3
P10 54 mins
P11 37 mins

Team Neptune 6

P12 41 mins
P13 45 mins
P14 25 mins
P15 44 mins

Work across all four teams P16 48 mins
Company 2 - NZ

Team Mars 10
P17 36 mins
P18 30 mins

Team Venus 12
P19 38 mins
P20 44 mins

Company 3 - Indonesia

Team Mercury 8
P21 30 mins
P22 25 mins
P23 42 mins

Team Earth 8
P24 37 mins
P25 36 mins
P26 31 mins

Total duration of individual interviews 16 hours

There were eleven developers, seven testers, four designers, three business analysts,
and one Team Lead, and 17 male and 9 female. Agile Exp provides information of
each participant’s Agile experience in years where the minimum experience was one
month and maximum experience was more than seven years. Agile proj lists the
number of Agile projects worked on by each participant. DSM duration column lists
the duration of the daily standup meeting of each team, and retrospective meeting
duration (RMD) and frequencies are the duration of each team performing their
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retrospective meeting with its frequency.

Table 4.3 and Table 4.4 provide the details of interview duration of each team mem-
ber and the details of group interviews. The total duration of individual interview
was sixteen hours, and total duration of group interviews was fifty minutes. Table 4.5
and Table 4.6 summarise the details of DSM and retrospective meeting observation
of each team where the total observation duration was 10 hours. The total duration
of all data collection was 27 hours (see the details in Table 4.7).

Table 4.4: Details of four group interview duration

Company 1 (Trade Me) - NZ

Team Interviews Team members in the

interviews

Duration of

interviews

Team Jupiter (DSM) 7 members 13 mins
Team Saturn (DSM) 5 members 14 mins
Team Neptune (DSM) 2 members 09 mins
Team Jupiter (Retrospective) 4 members 14 mins
Total duration of team interviews 50 mins

Table 4.5: Details duration of Daily standup meeting observation

Team Name DSM Observation

Duration (Obs#1)

DSM Observation

Duration (Obs#2)

Duration of Obs#1

and Obs#2

Company 1 - Trade Me, NZ

Team Jupiter 19 mins 15 mins 34 mins
Team Saturn 17 mins 16 mins 33 mins
Team Uranus, 10 mins 15 mins 31 mins
Team Neptune 12 mins 10 mins 22 mins
Company 2 - NZ

Team Mars 20 mins - 20 mins
Team Venus 19 mins - 19 mins
Company 3 - NZ

Team Mercury 13 mins 15 mins 28 mins
Team Earth 15 mins 16 mins 31 mins
Total duration of DSM observations 4 hours

The following sections present the details of each case with their DSM and retro-
spective meeting descriptions.
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Table 4.6: Details of duration retrospective meeting observation

Team Name Retrospective meeting observation duration

Company 1 - Trade Me, NZ

Team Jupiter 65 mins
Team Saturn 55 mins
Team Uranus 45 mins
Team Neptune 15 mins
Company 2 - NZ

Team Mars -
Team Venus 90 mins
Company 3 - Indonesia

Team Mercury 35 mins
Team Earth 45 mins
Total duration 6 hours

Table 4.7: Summary of all data collection

Data collection

types

Frequency Total duration

Individual interviews (26
Participants)

One interview for each team member 16 hours

Group Interviews (4 teams) One interview for each team 50 mins

DSM observations (8 teams) 2 set DSM observations for six teams
and one set observation for two teams

4 hours

Retrospective meeting
observations (7 teams)

1 observation (each team) (Team Mars
was not included)

6 hours

Total duration of data

collection

27 hours

4.2.1 Team Jupiter (Case 1) - Company 1

Team Jupiter was a team in the Property section of Company 1 (Trade Me) that was
responsible for developing its website, in particular the Property auctions. Team
Jupiter applied Scrum as their Agile method, where the DSM and retrospective
meeting were performed by this team regularly. Team Jupiter consisted of 10 team
members of which five agreed to be interviewed individually. Team members in
Team Jupiter had experience in Agile of between 0.5 - 7+ years, having participated
in 1 - 20+ projects.

As can be seen in the Table 4.2, most participants had experience in more than 5
Agile projects, except P2 who was relatively new to Agile. It indicated that this team
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had enough knowledge in implementing Agile practice, in particular performing the
DSM and retrospective meetings.

Figure 4.1: Team Jupiter’s workspace physical setup

Team Jupiter’s workplace was in one block area where team members worked facing
each other (see Figure 4.1). The Kanban board used in the team was located near by
their desks. All team members were able to change and update their Kanban board
if there any changes, such as, adding images, sign of blockers, or adding task card
on the board. It made it easier for all members to gain updates. With regards to
communication, Team Jupiter had an open working space (i.e., non cubical) which
enabled team members to communicate with each other easily. It was observed that
a developer asked a question about a bug issue of another developer, which was
followed up with further discussion to find a solution to the bug issue. They were
seated side by side, which made it easier for them to show their coding work.

Team Jupiter’s DSM

Team Jupiter performed their DSM everyday at 9:10 in the morning which was
facilitated by Team Jupiter’s squad master. Squad master was a person who was
responsible to assist team members in performing Agile process. During the first
observation, there were 8 out of 10 team members attending and one team member
(DBA) joined the meeting through video conference, which consisted of a designer,
tester, developer, and business analyst and DBA. In the second observation, 7 out 10
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team members attended the DSM. Team members who did not attend the meeting
were, one tester, one developer, and one designer in the team.

Team Jupiter’s Kanban board consisted of user stories, several columns, images
and signs. User stories shown on the Kanban board were based on particular code
and brief description of the product features. Columns on the Kanban board were
classified into backlog, doing, review, 4test, test, deploy, and done. The backlog
column was used to allocate product backlog which will be moved to doing column
when a team member committed to work on the task. Review column was used to
allocate the task that need to be reviewed or discussed with other team members.
4test column was used to manage the list of user stories prior to the testing process.
Test column listed the user stories that were currently in testing progress. When
they were ready to deploy, the user stories were moved to the deploy column. The
user stories that had been finished were allocated to done.

Referring to the Kanban board that was located near their desks, Team Jupiter
initiated the DSM by swap choosing a team member to start reporting their updates
(progress, plans, and obstacles). Squad master pointed a team member to start
and gave a stick (i.e., lightsaber sword) that the team member took to point out
particular user stories on their Kanban board. A team member explained that the
stick helped them to focus on particular stories and be aware of their turn to speak.
By being aware of their turns, it was observed that each team member was already
prepared and identified what they were going to share in the DSM.

When a team member explained their progress, plans, and obstacles, it seemed that
all team members paid attention to the explanations. It was observed that most
team members actively provided some response and asked for clarifications. For
example, when the (P9) tester in Team Saturn asked a question about the testing
environment to the squad master and the squad master o�ered them help by saying,
“Do you need any help with that?”. From the observations it seemed that the team
members in Team Jupiter were fully engaged in the team communication which was
facilitated by open workspace.

Team Jupiter’s Retrospective Meeting

Team Jupiter’s retrospective meeting was scheduled every two weeks, and scheduled
on Friday at 10:30 in the morning. They performed the meeting in a meeting room
which was held for approximately 65 minutes. The meeting was facilitated by a
squad master in the team. The photograph below (see Figure 4.2) was captured
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Figure 4.2: Team Jupiter’s retrospective meetings

Figure 4.3: Observation notes from Team Jupiter’s retrospective meeting

during the observation and shows a glimpse of Team Jupiter’s retrospective meet-
ing. The observation notes are shown in Figure 4.3 represent a description of Team
Jupiter’s retrospective meeting, as captured by the candidate.

It was observed that there were seven team members and a product manager were
present in the retrospective meeting. The duration of their meeting was 65 minutes.
Initially, the meeting was started by the squad master explaining what they were
going to do. It was followed by providing a brief explanation of the previous target
(i.e., action points) that they needed to achieve on the previous sprint, and brief
description which action points that were achieved or not been achieved.
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The feedback or review of previous sprint was given by all team members by using
artifacts as expressed in the activity defining a word. It was observed that the squad
master asked team members to define a word that represented the overall situation
of the previous sprint. The squad master asked them to work in pairs to define the
word. When a team member proposed a word, they also described briefly the reason
for choosing the word and the pairs agreed on the chosen word. It seemed that they
had the same feelings about the previous sprint. For example, a pair wrote muddy on
the sticky note as their word. The pair that defined muddy explained that actually
they had di�erent words but they chose muddy as generally it represented unclear
task requirements, which most team members faced di�culties with and kept asking
the product owner about the details of task requirement. As confirmed by a team
member below:

“So, I think, he and I came up with the term of ‘muddy’; from obser-
vation - they were really struggling to get the right data and really had to
analyse the data for this project. I observed that and for me, I would pick
out a description which would explain what I’ve observed; as a general
team.”

– P1,Designer, Team Jupiter, NZ

Another word defined by a pair in the retrospective meeting was dependent. It was
used to describe the dependencies in the previous sprint that blocked them. The
explanation was followed up by other team members that had the same situation by
expressing what they felt at that time. Through defining a word and explaining in
details of the previous sprint situation, it enabled other team members to understand
how dependencies from previous sprint had a�ected all of them.

Beside defining words to describe the review of previous sprint, Team Jupiter also
performed a game (interpret the picture game) in their retrospective meeting (see
Figure 4.4). The game aimed to gather their understanding about Agile concepts
by visualising and practicing. Before the game was started, the squad master asked
the team members a question: “What is on your mind when I said ‘Agile’?” All
team members were given a paper to draw a picture. The paper with the picture
was given to the next person, who should interpret the meaning of the picture.
Next, the written meaning was passed on to the next person that needs to draw the
interpretation into a picture. These activities were passed on to all team members
for six rounds. At the final stage, all the team members were asked to explain the
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Figure 4.4: Interpreting picture game in Team Jupiter’s retrospective meeting

meaning of the whole picture and the interpretation and draw conclusion.

From the observations, it was seen that all team members in Jupiter attempted to
think about Agile, which sometimes implicitly described the situation of their work-
ing process. This game tried to explore more on team member’s perspectives about
Agile aspects and to find relationships between Agile concept and their working
process. Further discussions involved building understanding about Agile concepts
and reflecting on their current process.

4.2.2 Team Saturn (Case 2) - Company 1

Team Saturn which was labelled as Case 2 was another team in the Property sec-
tion in Company 1 (Trade Me) that had similar responsibilities as Team Jupiter,
developing Trade Me website, in particular the Property auctions. Similarly, Team
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Saturn applied Scrum as their method. Team Saturn consisted of 10 team members
of which 6 of team members in this team agreed to be interviewed individually.
The average Agile experience of team members in Team Saturn varies between one
month to more than seven years with range total of Agile projects between being
new to Agile (first Agile project) to more than twenty Agile projects. Two team
members that had experience less that 2 years were the designers.

Figure 4.5: Team Saturn’s workspace physical setup

Similar to Team Jupiter’s, Team Saturn’s workplace was in one block area where
the team members worked facing each other, and the Kanban board was located
near their working area. Figure 4.5 depicts the physical setup of Team Saturn’s
workplace.

Team Saturn’s DSM
Team Saturn performed their DSM every day at 9:20 in the morning. It was ob-
served that they performed their DSM for approximately 15 minutes. The DSM
was attended by 8 out of 10 team members and the DBA who joined the meeting
via video conference. In the second DSM observation, 9 out of 10 team members
attended the DSM where one tester was absent.

Team Saturn categorised their Kanban board based on Committed, BA (Business
Analyst), Design, Dev (Developer), Dev Review (Development Review), Test Script,
Test, Demo. Other space on the board was dedicated to Daily goals, coming up, and
stretch goals. Daily goals was a space for the team to mention the team target in a
the day, coming up column was filled when there was other new team goals during
the day, and stretch goals is extended goals from the previous goals.
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The squad master of Team Saturn started the DSM by sharing their own progress,
and continued to other team members by passing a ball. Since their Kanban board
was classified based on the roles, each team member referred to their column (based
on their role). If there are two team members that had same role, they referred the
same column. Their task was di�erentiated by putting their avatars on the task
card.

It was observed that in the DSM observation, the team members focused on the bugs
in the developer column. A tester and another developer asked for clarifications on
the issue. It was observed that all team members were actively involved in the
discussion. Similar to Team Jupiter, the discussion was dominated by the tester
and developer who o�ered help as needed. Compared to the designer, they shared
their obstacles on the design but they did not further discussed on design obstacles.

Team Saturn’s Retrospective Meeting

Team Saturn’s retrospective meeting was scheduled every two weeks on Friday at
around 3:00 in the afternoon. The meeting was facilitated by a squad master in the
team. They performed the retrospective meeting in a cafe near their o�ce which
was held for around 55 minutes. Figure 4.6 shows a photograph captured during
the observation and shows a glimpse of Team Saturn’s retrospective meeting. The
observation notes shown in Figure 4.7 represents a description of Team Saturn’s
retrospective meeting.

Figure 4.6: Team Saturn’s retrospective meetings

Scrum Master in Team Saturn opened the meeting by explaining what they were go-
ing to do in the retrospective meeting, and shared briefly the previous action points
to the team members. Scrum Master shared an A3 paper for the team to identify
their feelings in two journey lines. One line represented happy feelings, where the
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Figure 4.7: Observation notes Team Saturn’s retrospective meeting

Figure 4.8: A game that was played in Team Saturn’s retrospective meeting

team members experienced successful situation that made them feel positive. An-
other line represented negative feeling, such as failure or mistakes happened in the
previous sprint (shown later in Chapter 9).

It was observed that team members were actively discussing their feelings, providing
reviews and feedback, and giving ideas to solve the issues or exploring ways to
improve. From their reviews, all team members noticed that there were some tasks
that took longer to finish. They then attempted to investigate the reasons why these
tasks needed more time than the original estimation. The squad master highlighted
inaccurate estimation (i.e., under-estimation) could be a reason.
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Based on the discussion, the team decided to discuss estimation. In discussing
estimation, the squad master asked team members to play a game called build a
tower. Figure 4.8 depicts the team members in Team Saturn playing the game.
Before starting the game, the squad master explained what needed to be done in
the game. The squad master gave instructions to the team to work in groups of
three. Each sub-team was given some playing cards to build a tower. There were
two rounds of the game with the same rules. Before starting to build a tower, each
team needed to define their estimation time to finish the tower. One team proposed
5 minutes, and two teams proposed 7 minutes. When the Scrum Master asked the
team to stop after 5 minutes, there were no teams that were able to build until one
level perfectly. In the second round, the squad master asked the team to propose
another estimation. There were 2 groups that estimated 8 - 10 minutes and one
team estimated 15 minutes. When they tried to build the tower, it was not easy and
they often fail to build the second level of the tower. When the Scrum Master asked
them to stop after 10 minutes, there was only one team that was successful to build
the tower until the second level. According to this activity it was seen that team
members learned about estimation. They often failed because of under estimation.
Thus, by playing game, all team members reflected on their estimation practice.

Both Team Jupiter and Team Saturn were not only focused on reporting the review
or feedback, they also focused on how team members can learn through activities,
such as games performed in the retrospective meeting.

4.2.3 Team Uranus (Case 3) - Company 1

Team Uranus was labelled as Case 3 from Company 1. Team Uranus focused on
managing continuous improvement of the Property section, focusing more on the
Business as Usual (BAU) nature of the work. Team Uranus was formed to continu-
ously improve the features. This team worked on fixing major issues, such as bugs
that were raised by Customer Support, and handled them in order to isolate the
other teams (i.e., Team Jupiter, Team Saturn, and Team Uranus) from interruption.
Team Uranus consisted of 3 team members tester and developer (P10), a business
analyst (P11), and another developer who did not participate in this study. Team
Uranus applied Kanban as their Agile method and performed DSM and retrospective
meeting as their regular Scrum practice.
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Their workplace setup was beside Team Neptune’s workplace which exposed some
values of continuous improvement. Figure 4.9 shows the values that were visualised
next to their desks. The poster of continuous improvement was used to emphasis
the importance of the values of continuous improvement to the teams.

Figure 4.9: Continuous Improvement values shown in the workspace Team Uranus

Team Uranus’ DSM

Team Uranus’ DSM was scheduled everyday at 9:00 in the morning. All team
members were participated in the DSM. They performed their DSM for only around
10 minutes. In their DSM, they refer to their Kanban board that was classified into
five columns, such as Backlog, Dev, Review, Test, and Done. The Backlog column
lists the name of the teams in the team Property.

From the observations, it was seen that there were only two members in the DSM.
P10 and P11, who shared their progress, plans and obstacles. They did not focus
on explaining product features rather focused more on product of obstacles. For
example, P10 explained bug issues that needed to be fixed by coordinating with the
tester in Team Jupiter, but they could not discuss much with the tester as Team
Jupiter was busy. P11 asked P10 whether they needed to contact Team Jupiter’s
squad master to ensure that their tester was available to be interrupted with a new
task. From the example above, it was seen that although only two members were
present in the DSM, they were actively engaged in sharing the progress, plan, and
obstacles, and analysing team members’ needs.
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Team Uranus’ Retrospective Meeting

Team Uranus performed their retrospective meeting in a cafe which was attended
by P10 and P11. In performing the retrospective meeting, they used journey lines
to share their review and describe what happened in the previous sprint. Although
there were only two members in the meeting, they seemed fully engaged in their
discussion. P10 and P11 shared their feelings related to the previous sprint. For
example, they discussed an obstacle related to coordination with the testers from
other teams and the testing environment. P10 explained that to fix some issues that
came from the customer, sometimes they needed to coordinate with other tester from
di�erent teams, but not all testers can be interrupted. This situation made them
feel unhappy because sometimes they needed to wait until the testers were available.
P11 provided a suggestion to make notes of possible actions that can be taken to
solve that problem, and they analysed the consequences of each possible action.
After they agreed on a particular action to solve the obstacle, P11, acting as the
squad master, summarised the meeting by underlining the actions for the next sprint
and then shared via email.

4.2.4 Team Neptune (Case 4) - Company 1

Team Neptune was another team in Team Property in Company 1 (Trade Me) that
was labelled as case 4 in this study. Team Neptune was responsible for developing
and implementing new features on the existing Trade Me Mobile App, which is on
board iOS and Android platforms. Team Neptune had six team members which
consisted of three developers, two testers and one mobile designer. Team Nep-
tune applied Scrum as their method, and they performed DSM and retrospective
meetings. The average Agile experience of team members in Team Neptune varied
between less than one year to two years, where 3 out of the 4 team members who
participated in this study, this was their first Agile project.

The Scrum board used in Team Neptune was located near by their workspace. All
team members were able to change and update as required. Figure 4.10 shows the
physical setup of Team Neptune’s workspace and the location of their Scrum board.
A table was located next to their desks with mobile gadgets (e.g., iPad, Android
mobile phone), so team members could test the features that they developed.
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Figure 4.10: Team Neptune’s workspace physical setup

Team Neptune’s DSM

First Team Neptune DSM was attended by four team members, and the second
DSM was attended by five team members. The squad master initiated the meeting
by pointing to a team member to share their progress, plans, and obstacles. Their
Scrum board was classified into Story, To do, Doing, and Done. Story column listed
the tasks from their story backlog, To do column listed the task that they were
going to do, Doing was a column that listed tasks that they were currently working
on, and Done to allocate the story cards that had been finished.

It was observed that in their DSM, each team member shared their progress briefly
without further discussion. It was seen that while sharing progress, plans, and
obstacles, members of this team spoke very softly (the observer often could not hear
clearly what they said), and shared little details of the tasks that they were currently
working on or had been finished. Another point noted was when a team member
shared an obstacle, they explained the obstacle briefly and directly said “probably,
I can ask P14 to help me”. It seemed that there was less discussion asking team
members’ availability to help as they knew (or assumed) who the person in charge
was or who could help. At one point, it seemed that team members had initiative
and knowledge about relevant experts in the team. However, the relevant expert in
the team needed to confirm to the teams whether they were available to help, which
did not seem to happen.
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Team Neptune’s Retrospective Meeting

Team Neptune’s retrospective meeting was attended by five team members and the
product manager of the Property section. During the observation, it was seen that
Team Neptune did not discuss team members’ feelings, did not identify their future
action points and did not record any outcomes, such as a plan or action points, from
the meeting.

There was little evidence of analysing previous action points, identifying background
reasons and identifying future action points. Besides, the duration of the meeting
was very short, around 15 minutes (as opposed to other team’s retrospectives which
were close to an hour long), and they reported performing these retrospective meet-
ings only when it was necessary.

Another interesting observation was that they had adopted the retrospective prac-
tice, which seemed too repetitive for them and people often seemed to have forgotten
about what happened during the last two weeks’ sprint. As a result, they were used
to placing all the individual reviews written up on sticky notes in a retro box – a
box especially allocated to collect individual reflection. If there were no sticky notes
during a two weeks’ sprint, they would not perform a retrospective meeting. The
case of Team Neptune is likely related to the fact that three out of six members of
Team Neptune were new to Agile projects, and were only beginning to get used to
the practice.

4.2.5 Team Mars (Case 5) - Company 2

Team Mars was a team in Company 2 that was labelled as Case 5 in this study. Team
Neptune was responsible for managing data warehouse and business warehouse.
This team consisted of 10 members of which two members (P17 and P18) agreed to
participate in this study. Agile implementation in Company 2 was around 1.5 years
old while the two members we spoke to were new to Agile. Team Mars workspace
was located at level 3, and their Scrum board was located in the di�erent room in
the level 2. Team Mars’ squad master confirmed that during their work, they used
JIRA to manage their story cards, and used the Scrum board for their DSM. Due to
using di�erent tools to manage their story cards, they needed to synchronise both
regularly.
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Team Mars’ DSM

The Scrum Master of Team Mars, who was also responsible as Team Lead, was
responsible to manage the DSM. It was observed their DSM was attended by 12
team members. The Scrum Master started the DSM by asking a team member to
share their progress, plans, and obstacles. They used the Scrum board as a reference
to show their progress. The Scrum board used by Team Mars was classified into
three columns, Backlog, In Progress, and Done. It was observed that the board was
congested with the story cards with no pictures (e.g., avatars or symbols) to show
a team member who was responsible for a particular task, or obstacle. They used
red flag stickers to show obstacles which was put on the story card.

It was observed that each team member only spoke briefly and no further discussions
occurred. This may be related to the team size, and each team member only had
limited time to speak. Some examples of what team members shared in the DSM
were, a team member added a story card about dependency, talked about dashboard
and user guide, added breakdown stories on their progress. From the observation it
was rarely seen that members followed up on what the other team members shared
in the DSM, such as by asking for clarifications or questions.

There were several points captured from their DSM discussion. First, when a team
member shared their progress, by saying “I have finished this task”, the Scrum
Master replied “Ok, I need to have a look at your work”. It seemed that Scrum
Master needed to confirm whether the task was done. Another point noted from the
observation was that in sharing obstacles, team members shared all their obstacles
first, and then these were summarised by the Scrum Master. The Scrum Master
announced some important obstacles, and proposed some solutions to the team.
For example, they assigned a developer to work together with another developer
who was blocked with the coding. Other points were shared by the Scrum Master,
such as escalating the unsolved, or assigning a team member to take a story card.
There was no discussion that involved asking team members’ availability, there was
only a team member that o�ered assistance to help other team members.

In generating a solution, it was observed that Team Mars did not generate any goals.
The Scrum Master only explained important obstacles that needed to be resolved
and summarised the DSM. For the next action after DSM, similar to team Mars,
team members of Team Mars relied on the Scrum Master to remind them about the
updates of the obstacles, and the followed up action to solve the obstacles.
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Team Mars’ Retrospective Meeting

We could not observed Team Mars’ retrospective meeting due to the access permis-
sion. However, based on the evidence of the reports attached in the Appendix D, it
seemed that they combined the sprint planning meeting with the retrospective meet-
ing. Another evidence that shows they performed sprint planning and retrospective
meeting together came from the interviews, P17 and P18.

“We had like four hours and one of them was, oh three of them were
looking at retro, and the next one was planning for the next.”

–P17, Business Analyst, Team Mars, NZ

“but retro is the time when you are blocked two to three to four hours
sometimes, so it’s a big meeting. Two hours minimum, but it usually
goes to three, three and a half hours. It’s a big, a complete set-up with
the whole team and discussing everything.(...) Some of the work stays
there to be realigned and reprioritized, or re-valued. Some of the work is
valued so we know it’s high value [estimated], so that moves from that
board to a next sprint board, so we actually have two boards. ”

–P18, Developer, Team Mars, NZ

P17 explained their retrospective meeting duration was four hours, of which three
hours were for the retrospective meeting, and one hour was for the sprint planning
meeting. P18 supported P17’s explanation by explaining that retrospective meet-
ing is a big meeting where everything was discussed including re-prioritising and
estimating the tasks.

4.2.6 Team Venus (Case 6) - Company 2

Team Venus’ DSM

Team Venus’ DSM was attended by 5 of 12 team members. Team Mars and Venus
performed the DSM in the same room, where Team Venus’ DSM was held after Team
Mars’ DSM. Team Mars referred to the Scrum board that was classified into Sprint
Backlog, In progress, Business testing, and Done. As can be seen in Figure 4.11 they
did not use visualisation (e.g., avatars) to show individual team member who was
responsible for a particular task, they wrote the name of who was responsible for a
particular task on the story card. They also did not use any images, or symbols to
visualise the blockers as seen in other teams. This indicated that the team members
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Figure 4.11: Team Venus’ Scrum Board

in Team Venus could potentially face some di�culties in identifying at a glance
which tasks had obstacles.

In the DSM each team member shared their progress, plans and obstacles with the
other members. There were several examples from the observation with regards to
team members sharing their obstacles in the DSM. For example, a team member
shared the coding which related to a reporting feature. When the team member
who shared a particular story card had an obstacle, they only pointed the story
card, without giving specific symbols or signs. There was an assumption that, the
obstacle shared by the team member would be remembered by the others after the
meeting.

Another example was when a team member explained about an obstacle related to
dependency in the team. The template of report was changed, and the changes af-
fected their time to finish the report. A team member asked clarification about the
dependency obstacle and another team explained the history behind the dependency
obstacle. In this example, all team members were fully engaged in their discussion.
However, it was not seen that the team members actively o�ered assistance to other
team members. Only Scrum Master proposed a solution by making a plan to con-
tact the person in charge about the template. The Scrum Master asked the team
members about their availability, and only one team member o�ered to help. From
this example, it can be concluded that Team Venus’ team members were not fully
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engaged in analysing team members’ availability to help.

In generating a solution, it was observed that Team Venus did not generate any
visual outcome of the DSM. The Scrum Master only explained important point that
needed to be focused on that day, for example, the dependency obstacle. It can
be concluded that in the DSM, Team Venus only gained an understanding about
the status of completion of other team members, their plans, and their obstacles,
and they did not seem capture the team members’ needs. For the next action after
the DSM, team members relied on the Scrum Master to remind them about the
important points on that day and had not visualised the obstacles, or daily goals
generated from the DSM.

Figure 4.12: Team Venus’ retrospective meeting

Team Venus’ Retrospective Meeting

Team Venus’ retrospective meeting was scheduled every second Friday at around
2:00 in the afternoon. The meeting was facilitated by the Scrum Master in the
team. They performed the retrospective meeting in a meeting room which was
held for around 90 minutes and was attended by 7 team members on that day.
Figure 4.12 was captured during our observation to show a glimpse of Team Venus’
retrospective meeting. Figure 4.13 shows some notes written on the board in the
retrospective meeting by the Scrum Master.

The Scrum Master used a white board to breakdown the reviews reported by the
team members in the retrospective meeting. They took a picture of what had been
written on the board, and summarised it in a report. The summary of the retrospec-
tive meeting was shared by the Scrum Master through an email. At the beginning of
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Figure 4.13: Reviews shared in Team Venus’ retrospective meeting

the retrospective meeting, the Scrum Master asked all team members to give their
positive feedback of the previous sprint. As can be seen in the report (see Appendix
D), there were nine points shared by team members in their retrospective meet-
ing. In sharing feedback, each team member explained the review without including
their feelings in their explanations. Negative feedback was shared after sharing the
positive points. It seemed that they focused more on obstacles and negative points
of the previous sprint in the retrospective meeting. When a team member shared
particular obstacles or negative points, other team members provided clarification
about their obstacles. Their responses emphasised describing the situation without
further analysis of the background reasons why the obstacles occurred in the previ-
ous sprint. From the observation, it was seen that their explanation mostly focused
on description of the situation. It seemed that in their retrospective meeting, they
did not fully engage in identifying background reasons.
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During the discussion about What did not go well, they generated some actions for
the next sprint, and saved them in the report. However, in the observed retrospective
meeting, Team Venus did not have previous action points from the last retrospective
meeting. There was an indication that action points generated from the retrospective
meeting was likely not being used to reflect on their improvement.

4.2.7 Team Mercury (Case 7) - Company 3

Team Mercury’s DSM

Team Mercury performed their DSM every day at 10:00 in the morning. It was
observed that there were 6 team members who attended the DSM. Team Mercury’s
Scrum board was classified into Backlog, In progress, To do, and Done. In visualising
the obstacles, they only used a big text on the board and no avatars or images were
shown on the board to represent which team member was responsible for a particular
task.

In the DSM discussion, it was observed that each team member shared their progress
by describing the task based on features that they were currently working on and
asked for help to other team members. For example, there was a case where a new
team member needed to learn about the flow of the code, and the Team Lead asked
the others whether anyone was available to help. A team member o�ered that they
were quite free, but they needed to double check their work schedule and continue to
another task. Other team members said they were still busy. At last, the Team Lead
o�ered to pair program the new team member. From another DSM observation, it
was seen that there was a team member who was free shared their availability to
the team, and they o�ered to the teams “I am free today, anyone needs help? If
there is no one needs help, or probably want to share their story card? I am happy to
help”. According to these examples, it can be seen that Team Mercury was actively
involved in the discussion in the DSM.

In summarising the DSM, Team Mercury shared what they were going to finish.
For example, by mentioning a team member was going to finish particular task, or
a team member would work with another team member to solve the bugs. However,
unlike some other teams, they did not visualise their goals on their Scrum board.
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Team Mercury’s Retrospective Meeting

Team Mercury’s retrospective meeting was attended by 8 team members. They
performed their retrospective meeting in their workplace and the duration of their
meeting was around 40 minutes. At the beginning of the retrospective meeting, the
Scrum Master in the team asked all team members in Team Mercury to share their
positive and negative feedback on sticky notes. They needed to write three words
on the sticky notes as their feedback. After all team members had shared their
feedback on the board, they decided which sticky notes would be discussed.

Some sticky notes were eliminated based on voting of team members and they agreed
on one sticky note from the positive feedback, and two notes from negative feedback.
From positive feedback was about communication. The team shared that they
felt happy because their communication had improved compared to the previous
sprint. They did not discuss further about their happy feelings in the meeting. Two
negative points agreed by all team members were about team members’ absence, and
interruption during the sprint. Some team members were sick or absent from o�ce
because of a flood issue. This situation made other team members blocked if their
work depends on another team member. Another issue was about unfinished tasks
because of additional stories during the sprint. It made team members distracted
and they change their task priorities during the sprint.

This feedback was carried over to the merged retrospective meeting. They discussed
their obstacles with Team Earth on the merged retrospective meeting. The merged
retrospective meeting is described in the next section.

4.2.8 Team Earth (Case 8) - Company 3

Team Earth’s DSM

Team Earth’s DSM was scheduled every day at 10:30 in the morning. The DSM
was managed by the Scrum Master. There were six team members attending the
meeting. The Scrum board was located next to their desks. The Scrum board
in Team Earth was classified into Backlog, To do, In progress, Test, Done. It was
observed that there were not many symbols or images on their Scrum board that were
used to visualise blockers, or avatars to show a person responsible for a particular
task.
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In explaining their progress to the team, team members pointed to particular story
cards on the board or moved the story card to show the updates. Discussion in their
DSM was dominated by bug issues that happened a day before. It was observed
that two team members shared briefly their progress, and the Scrum Master asked
further questions to get clarifications on the obstacles that they had encountered.
Similar to Team Mercury, team members in Team Earth were actively involved in
the discussion to identify team members’ needs, and availability. However, they too,
like Team Mercury, did not visualise the daily goals generated from the DSM to the
teams.

Team Earth’s Retrospective Meeting

Similar to Team Mercury’s retrospective meeting, Team Earth performed a small
retrospective meeting which was held for around 45 mins. The meeting was attended
by 8 team members. The Scrum Master in the team asked all team members in Team
Earth to share their positive and negative feedback on sticky notes, and followed
the same process as in Team Mercury’s retrospective meeting.

Almost similar to Team Mercury, the team shared that they felt happy because they
could coordinate and communicate with other team members really well, such as
helping team members in understanding the coding, taking over a task to avoid a
block, coordinate with Team Mercury in synchronising back-end and front-end. A
negative point discussed by all team members was about their workplace which was
too hot. Similarly Team Mercury discussed another issue of additional stories added
during the running sprint.

In the merged retrospective meeting, Team Mercury and Team Earth discussed
their issues with the Team Lead and Scrum Master. As they were new in Agile, the
Team Lead managed the merged retrospective meeting by asking what important
points were needed to be discussed in the merged meeting. Since both teams had
similar issues, they discussed some possible actions that can be taken to solve them.
For example, team members needed to report sooner if they could not come to
o�ce, so other team members can handle the work. Another solution discussed
was about interruption during the sprint, the Team Lead proposed some solutions
to avoid distraction in the teams by assigning team members to handle the new
stories coming up from the customers, or forming a new team for addressing the
additional stories. However, there was not much response from the team members,
and only three team members had additional ideas and agreed to the proposed
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solutions. It can be concluded that team members in Team Mercury and Earth
were not actively involved in identifying future action points being suggested by
the Team Lead. In generating outcomes of the retrospective meeting, Team Lead
only shared the summary of the retrospective meeting verbally with team members.
They did not have a visualised action points list that on their Scrum board.

Based on the case overview of all eight teams, we hope the following findings will
be easier to understand in light of contextual information shared.

The findings divided into several chapters (Chapter 5, Chapter 6, Chapter 7, Chapter 9,
and Chapter 10), and are based on collective analysis of eight cases, including data
from the individual interviews, group interviews, and observations of the DSM and
retrospective meeting.
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5 Overview of Knowledge
Transformation in Daily Standup
Meeting

This chapter presents an overview of three main themes that emerged from our
findings. It shows the relationship between the themes and how, together, they
describe knowledge transformation in DSM. Since there are a number of concepts
and terms matched, we hope this overview chapter will help familiarise them so the
detailed findings chapters (Chapter 6, and Chapter 7), can be better understood.

Previous research on the DSM explains that the DSM increases team awareness [27].
A study [26] has investigated the interaction that occurs among Agile team members
in the DSM. The study explains that in the DSM, the Agile team tends to focus
more on identifying problems, which is influenced by obstacles faced and the plan
of the team members, and less on a coordination plan. Stray et al. [26] highlighted
that while reporting progress Agile teams focus more on their current status, which
means they are less aware of the next actions.

As described in Chapter 2, knowledge consists of values, experience and contextual
information [55]. Awareness is an understanding of other activities that influence
individual activity, which is useful to generate action from other tasks and resources
[92]. Schmidt [93] defines awareness as an action that is performed heedfully and
mindfully, while Gutwin and Greenberg [94] view awareness as a mechanism that is
applied to improve teamwork coordination and collaboration. Nifco [95] di�erenti-
ates knowledge and awareness from perspective of answering two di�erent questions.
First, knowledge is constructed from an exploration that aims to answer the ques-
tion, What do we know when we know? While awareness that is built from an
exploration that aims to answer the question, How do we know when we know?
[95].
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A simple analogy to understand the distinction between those two questions is that of
building knowledge and awareness about smoking and its e�ects. A smoker investi-
gates the e�ects of smoking from several sources (e.g., discussion, website, magazine,
or book), and gains knowledge about the negative e�ects of smoking, where the level
of absorbing is limited to knowing. For example, the smoker knows that consuming
cigarettes a�ects not only to the lung, but also can lead to chronic illness, such
as heart attack, or stroke. Awareness on the other hand, is constructed when the
smoker starts to explore further how do we know that smoking is dangerous, and
influences them to perform some actions to avoid the risks of smoking.

In the DSM context, Agile teams gain knowledge through reporting progress, plans,
and obstacles among team members. From the knowledge sharing perspective in
the DSM, the teams are able to gain knowledge, such as other team members’ tasks’
status, plans and obstacles. For example, through reporting individual obstacles in
the DSM, all team members in the team would know the existence of the obstacles
in the team. Awareness is constructed when Agile teams initiate to analyse further
and correlate the team member’s obstacles with the team goals, and influence them
to think about the potential actions to solve the obstacles.

Whilst there are several types of awareness that exist, the following six awareness
types highlights awareness inherent, and exist in the teamwork collaboration:

• Task awareness is an understanding of or an awareness of the updated in-
formation from a team member about what is going on in their task [96, 89].

• Activity awareness is an awareness of the knowing other team members’
activities in a project [97].

• Situation awareness is an understanding of three perspectives in the team-
work environment, the current status of teamwork, understanding the team
situation, and the goals in the near future. This awareness is involved in
teamwork in making a decision [96, 90].

• Availability awareness is an understanding of the availability of participants
(team members) to get involved in an activity [97].

• Process awareness is an understanding of how to maintain the continuity of
a project through knowing the current status of other team member’s tasks,
and determining actions to move towards to the goal [97, 90, 98].
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• Social awareness is an understanding of the external (social) situation of the
team’s work environment, which focuses on what they do outside of work [97].

In our study we found that awareness types closely related to the Agile teams in
performing DSM are task awareness, situation awareness, and process awareness.
Espinosa et al. [96, 89] explain that activity awareness is closely related to task
awareness in software development teams, both of which focus on team members’
activities. In our findings, we refer to task awareness because the term task is more
familiar in a DSM context as Agile teams focus on describing their tasks rather
than activities. Situation awareness is another type of awareness involved in the
DSM as it represents the team members’ progress with regards to their current
situation to move forward to achieve their goals. Process awareness in the DSM
represents a situation when the Agile team have formulated possible solutions or
plans to continue their work. Social awareness is not included as it seems too broad,
and in the DSM, Agile teams focus more on their internal environment (among team
members in the meeting).

The awareness involved in the DSM is embodied in three levels of awareness: tasks
awareness, shared situation awareness, and process awareness. The term level is
chosen to show the distinction, and the extension of each awareness. Task awareness
in DSM is achieved by Agile teams through identifying and describing progress,
plans, and obstacles. For example, building shared situation awareness is realised
when Agile teams gather the knowledge from the previous level (i.e., task awareness)
for analysing team members’ needs, and team members’ availability to help. This
level bridges the teams to up to the next level, process awareness, where the team
focuses more on finding solutions. How these three levels emerged from our data
analysis is described further in Chapter 6.

Knowledge management strategies implemented in the DSM emerged from Sys-
tematic Literature Review (described in Chapter 2). We referred to the knowledge
management strategies themes from the review to describe and classify the strate-
gies applied in the DSM (e.g., discussion, artifacts and visualisation). From the
thematic data analysis we identified how Agile teams use discussion to share their
progress, plans, and obstacles; use artifacts (e.g., user stories, and individual notes);
and use visualisation, such as information radiators, and images in DSM. Section 5.2
describes the themes of knowledge management strategies in the DSM.
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Similarly, knowledge types was a concept emerging from our SLR (Chapter 2). In
our study, we classified the knowledge shared in the DSM into three knowledge types:
product, project, and process knowledge [3]. In a DSM, Agile teams share product
knowledge, such as product features, product obstacles, and product designs. Project
knowledge involves sharing the progress and the plan. Process knowledge involves
sharing the process obstacles and team members’ availability. Section 5.3 describes
the theme of knowledge types involved in the DSM resulting from the thematic data
analysis, and Chapter 6 provides the descriptions of the knowledge types included
in the levels of awareness.

The following sections provide an overview of the themes of levels of awareness,
knowledge management strategies, and knowledge types involved emerging from the
thematic data analysis.

Figure 5.1: Theme Levels of Awareness from thematic data analysis

5.1 Levels of Awareness in DSM

Levels of awareness was one of the key themes that emerged from the thematic
analysis. Sub-themes under it include task awareness based on the definition of task
awareness [96, 89], situation awareness based on the definition of situation awareness
[96, 90], and process awareness based on the definition of process awareness [90, 98].

Figure 5.1 shows the theme of levels of awareness as it emerged from our thematic
analysis, using NVivo software. At the top is the levels of awareness theme. In
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the middle are the sub-themes of task awareness, situation awareness, and process
awareness, i.e., the three levels of awareness. At the bottom, we see the codes of
each level, which show activities included in each level of awareness, e.g., identifying
progress, plan, and obstacles, analysing team members’ needs and analysing team
members’ availability to help, suggesting solutions, and visualising solutions.

Table 5.1: Themes on levels of Awareness in DSM

Levels of

Awareness

Activities in Each

Level

Description

Task
Awareness

Identifying and describing
progress

Identifying and describing tasks,
achievement status by recognising who
is currently doing specific tasks, and the
deadline.

Identifying, and describing
plan

Identifying and describing plans or goals
that are going to be achieved correlated
with progress.

Identifying and describing
obstacles

Identifying and describing what is going
on in the tasks (i.e., obstacles in
finishing work) and correlating it with
the progress and the plan.

Situation
Awareness

Analysing Team Members’
Needs

Gathering clarification of the tasks and
the obstacles to get a clear picture on
what kind of solution can be provided
by team members. Also, determining
whether any member needs any help.

Analysing Team Members’
Availability to Help

Inspecting whether any team members
have the capability (i.e., skills,
experience or related role) to solve the
obstacles and show their availability if
they have time to help.

Process
Awareness

Suggesting Solutions Suggesting solutions to solve the
obstacles which guide the team
members about who will provide
support and how, or relevant experts
that would be able to help

Visualising Solutions Visualising plan by providing a visual
form of action plan to all team members

Table 5.1 presents a summarised view of the themes. The first column lists the three
themes included in levels of awareness; the Activities in Each Level column lists
the activities performed by Agile teams to embody each level of awareness; and the
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Description column provides brief descriptions of the activities in a particular levels
of awareness. We now present an overview of each level of awareness.

5.1.1 Task Awareness

Task awareness involves Agile teams recognising team members’ task achievement
status and identifying who is currently doing which specific tasks. For example, in
the DSM an individual team member identifies and describes their progress, plan,
and obstacles to other team members by answering the three questions. Thus, task
awareness is gained through understanding of what is going on in the project on a
daily basis.

5.1.2 Situation Awareness

Situation awareness is related to how Agile teams understand of the current team
situation. Through gaining an understanding of task from previous level (i.e., task
awareness), Agile teams gained awareness from each team member tasks status
completion (i.e., progress), obstacles happened during finishing the tasks, and the
next actions. Progress and obstacles enable the teams to explore what team members
need to achieve the goals. The members are aware of team members’ needs and start
to analyse what action needed to assist other team members in accomplishing their
tasks through analysing team members’ availability to help. The discussion of team
members’ availability helps the team to receive support from other team members
to finish their tasks. Through building situation awareness, potential solutions can
be defined and generated.

5.1.3 Process Awareness

Process awareness is related to generating the next actions that can be performed
to solve the obstacles and provides guidance to team members about the next steps.
This level is realised when Agile teams know the team members’ situation and
availability to help from the previous level, and attempt to generate actions to
help or solve the obstacles for the team members. For example, a developer in a
team suggests to their teammate that they perform pair programming to solve an
issue. Thus, by suggesting actions (e.g., referring to relevant experts, taking over the
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task, or working together, and having further discussion), and clarifying outcomes
(e.g., generating daily goals, and moving user stories), Agile teams are able to build
process awareness. This gives the team members a full picture of the next tasks that
need to be focused on.

Figure 5.2: Themes Knowledge Management Strategies in DSM

5.2 Knowledge Management Strategies in DSM

We found three knowledge management strategies were applied in the DSM: discus-
sion, using artifacts, using visualisation. The term knowledge management strategies
emerged from our Systematic Literature Review analysis (described in Chapter 2),
and we use it here to describe how they facilitate Agile teams in achieving the levels
of awareness.

Figure 5.2 presents the theme of knowledge management strategies (KMS). In the
DSM, Agile teams use three knowledge management strategies, namely discussion,
using artifacts, and using visualisation to help Agile teams to achieve the levels of
awareness. Discussion is performed by Agile team members to update their progress,
plans, and obstacles. This strategy enables a team member to share verbally their
tasks status with other team members. Artifacts used in the DSM are shared by the
team members in the form of user stories and individual notes. Visualisation in the
DSM refers to the task board, such as a Scrum board or Kanban board, and images,
such as symbols or avatars showed on the board. The visualisation is helpful to
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gather individual knowledge shared in the DSM in which provided a whole picture
of the whole team members’ tasks with its status and the obstacles.

These knowledge management strategies are described in detail along with sub-
themes in Chapter 6.

5.3 Knowledge Types Involved in DSM

We identified that in DSM, each team member (individual) identifies and describes
their tasks progress, plan and task-related obstacles to the other team members.
In our study we found that the knowledge involved in the DSM can be specified
based on three knowledge types, resulting from our Systematic Literature Review
(described in Chapter 2), and based on the knowledge classification by Ebert & de
Man [3]. We used it again to describe and classify di�erent types of knowledge
involved in the DSM under product, project, and process knowledge.

Figure 5.3: Themes of knowledge types involved in DSM (based on [3])

Figure 5.3 presents the themes of knowledge types (KT) based on Ebert & de Man
[3] from our SLR. Table 5.2 presents a summarised view of the the knowledge types
involved in the DSM. The first column lists the knowledge types in the DSM; the
specific knowledge discussed column lists the specific knowledge shared by Agile
teams to; the Description column provides a brief description of the specific knowl-
edge involved in the DSM followed by the next column that describes the examples.
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These are detailed along with pertinent quotes and pictures from our observations
in Chapter 6.

Table 5.2: Knowledge Types (KT) in DSM (based on [3])

Knowledge

Types (KT)

in DSM

Specific

knowl-

edge

discussed

Description Examples

Product
Knowledge
(PROD)

Product
Obstacles

Obstacles shared related
to product being
developed and software
that is used to build a
product

Bugs, testing
environment

Product
Features

Details of product
requirements that is
broken down as tasks

Explaining product
stock feature

Designs Designs related to
product, which is shared
in the DSM

Sharing sketch or to
explain the email
layout or logo

Project
Knowledge
(PROJ)

Progress Progress shared by a team
member with the team

Pointing and explaining
particular task that is
currently focused on

Plan Plan shared by a team
member with the team

Explaining plans, such
as solving the bugs
obstacle or finishing
the task on user stories

Process
Knowledge
(PROC)

Process
Obstacles

Obstacles shared related
to working process that
potentially block
teamwork

Dependencies and lack
of business process

Team
Members’
Availability

Team members’
availability to provide help
to other team members or
take another tasks

Available to help or
work together with
other team members or
take another task

Product knowledge (PROD) was seen to be involved in the DSM when Agile teams
discussed obstacles related to the product (i.e., bugs, testing environment and hard-
ware), product features, and the designs of the product. Product knowledge seemed
mostly discussed when team members shared obstacles in the DSM. Project knowl-
edge (PROJ) shared in DSM was seen when Agile teams discussed progress and
daily goals, which refer to the sprint timeline (sprint date). Process knowledge
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(PROC) was addressed in the DSM when Agile teams discussed obstacles related to
the development process (i.e., dependencies, lack of business process and additional
requirement and changes) and team members’ availability. These knowledge types
are described in detail in Section 6.1.4, Section 6.2.3, and Section 6.3.3.

5.4 Knowledge Transformation in DSM

We now present an overview of the relationship between the themes: levels of aware-
ness, knowledge types involved and knowledge management strategies, i.e., knowl-
edge transformation in DSM. We found that awareness was transformed through
the knowledge shared between individual and team, and vice versa.

Figure 5.4: The relationships among levels of awareness (LoA), knowledge types
(KT) involved, and knowledge management strategies (KMS) involved in the
knowledge transformation in DSM

Figure 5.4 shows the Knowledge Transformation in DSM. The blue circles in the
picture represent themes generated from thematic data analysis. The connecting
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lines between themes represent the relationship between the themes. There are
three relationships embodied between the themes.

First, the relationship between knowledge management strategies and levels of aware-
ness. Knowledge management strategies comprise a number of ways to manage
knowledge, such as discussion, using artifacts, and using visualisation. Levels of
awareness represents to what extent Agile teams achieve awareness (e.g., task aware-
ness, situation awareness, and process awareness) in the DSM. This relationship
aims to explain which knowledge management strategies are applied in the DSM
to facilitate Agile teams to achieve a particular the level of awareness in DSM and
how.

Second, the relationship between knowledge management strategies and knowledge
types. This relationship aims to explain which knowledge management strategies
are implemented to manage specific knowledge types (product, project, and pro-
cess knowledge). Another relationship is between knowledge types, and levels of
awareness. This relationship aims to explain the three knowledge types involved in
achieving each level of awareness.

Through analysing the relationships among the themes, we found that the knowl-
edge transformation in DSM can be described as the transformation of the knowl-
edge types involved in each level of awareness that is embodied through facilitating
knowledge management strategies in the DSM. The detailed explanation of these
themes and the relationships between the themes are described in detail in the next
chapter.
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6 Levels of Awareness in Daily
Standup Meeting

In this chapter we describe the three levels of awareness, task awareness, situation
awareness, and process awareness, involved in knowledge transformation in the DSM,
and the knowledge management strategies and knowledge types involved in each
level. Figure 6.1 depicts knowledge transformation in the DSM, where the levels
of awareness are described in Section 6.1, Section 6.2, and Section 6.3, with each
describing the knowledge management strategies and knowledge types involved in
each level.

6.1 Task Awareness

As explained in the previous chapter, task awareness seemed involved in the DSM
when Agile teams gain updated information about what is going on in the project
and with the project tasks assigned to the team members [96, 89].

In this section, we describe the activities involved in building task awareness (i.e.,
identifying and describing the progress, plan, and obstacles), the knowledge man-
agement strategies used (i.e., discussions, use of artifacts, and use of visualisation)
and the knowledge types (i.e., project, product, and process knowledge) involved.
Descriptions of the knowledge management strategies is built into the activities’ de-
scriptions while a separate sub-section summarises the knowledge types involved in
each level.

We have included quotes from the individual and group interviews, observation notes
and photographs taken in-site to exemplify and detail the concepts.
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6.1 Task Awareness

(a) Team Jupiter (b) Team Saturn

(c) Team Neptune (d) Team Mars

Figure 6.2: Four teams during DSM situation

6.1.1 Identifying and Describing Progress

The progress shared by individual team member was identified and described in the
DSM based on each team member’s task status to show whether the task was still
in progress or had accomplished on the day before.

In identifying and describing progress, each team member in all teams applied knowl-
edge management strategies, such as discussion, using artifacts and using visualisa-
tion. As was seen from the observation, all team members shared their individual
progress by describing briefly to other team members. Figure 6.2 ( 6.2a, 6.2b, 6.2c,
6.2d) depicts the situation of the DSM conducted by four teams all from Company

2, and Company 3. All team members performed discussion by referring to and
facing the board.

A majority of the team members provided a brief explanation of the tasks that
they currently worked on and other team members gave some responses to the
explanation. As described by P14, a developer of Team Neptune, the features they
had accomplished included adding a new list, and adding it into the database.
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“Yesterday I implemented a new list in the app and I made a new frag-
ment and adapter and added some rows and bound the database work.”

– P14, Developer, Team Neptune, NZ

It was also supported by the DSM observations that in conducting a discussion of
their progress, each team member pointed to a particular user story or task card
on the task board which seemed to help other team members focus on each team
member’s explanation.

In updating the progress, the team members took turns reporting their progress to
provide a brief explanation of the task achievement. The task achievement was de-
scribed based on user stories, and then technical tasks. Several participants (12 out
of 26) reported taking turns to update individual progress to other team members.
As described by P14, the team members in Team Uranus gave each team member
a turn to speak to report their progress.

“Sometimes we will go around, and everybody will describe what he
or she are doing; and sometimes we will do the Walk the Board strat-
egy, where we just go through the stories and discuss them, rather than
everybody talk.”

– P14, Developer, Team Uranus, NZ

A turn for each team member to describe their progress seemed helpful for all team
members to focus on individual progress at a time. It was observed that in taking
turns, each team had di�erent strategies, such as using a light saber or a ball (as
described in Chapter 4). P2, a developer of Team Jupiter reported using such tools
to take turns in the DSM was useful to give each team member opportunity to speak
and helped the team member to be more focused in explaining (individual) progress
in the meeting.

“We have like a talking and speak day; so we have like a light saber, and
everyone has their turn speaking. By just saying what you are working
on then everyone knows what you are doing.”

– P2, Developer, Team Jupiter, NZ

Artifacts (another knowledge management strategies) were used in identifying in-
dividual progress when Agile teams referred to user stories on the task board that
represent small chunk of tasks from the product backlog. Figure 6.3 depicts user
stories shared by an Agile team. From the observations it can be seen that Agile
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(a) User Stories shared by Team Saturn (b) User Stories Shared by Team Mars

Figure 6.3: Examples of User stories taken from Observation

teams implement di�erent strategies in classifying user stories. For example, Team
Mars and Team Venus used di�erent colours to show a di�erent level of the stories.
The blue colour represented epics which included a general description on a large
product feature; the green sticky notes represented stories elaborated from an epic
and yellow which represented detailed technical tasks derived from each story.

From the observations it was seen that before starting the DSM, team members
added some task cards on their current user story. It seemed that they wanted to
break down their current task into small pieces which were described briefly on the
task card. Through breaking down the task into specific task card, it seemed to help
other team members to gain understanding on scope of task of other team members’
tasks.

Another example the use of artifacts in the DSM was when Agile teams moved the
story cards on the task board to di�erent columns and also conveyed it verbally.
For example, P17, a business analyst in Team Mars, explained their team members
moved some task cards on the board, such as moved a user story from left side of
the task board (i.e., backlog column) to the right side (i.e., to done column).

“Before we even get to a standup meeting we normally have tasks that
we’ve been working on that are on the board, at the left hand side of the
board. We then try and move the tasks [card] over to the right hand side
within the three week sprint that we do.”

– P17, Business Analyst, Team Mars, NZ
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Figure 6.4: Columns on the Scrum board that were used to update the team
members progress (Team Neptune)

Visualisations, (the third knowledge management strategy) that helped Agile teams
to identify and describe progress, included images that were showed on the task
board as information radiators. Figure 6.4 shows the photograph of a task board
that was taken during an observation session. The columns on the task board shows
the movement of each team member’s task cards to identify and visualise individual
progress. Images, such as avatars were also shared which represents each team
member’s profile picture and a sign to show finished tasks to other team members.

For example, from the observation it was seen that most team members had their
avatars on the particular tasks. It was useful to other team members to know a
person that would be responsible to finish the specific tasks. As can be seen in
Figure 6.5 where team members stick their avatar on specific task on the board.
The use of avatars on the task board was useful for other team members as was
confirmed by the team chapter lead of Team Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus and Neptune.
P16 mentioned that avatars were used in all teams to show the task allocation of
each person. All teams also understand that each person must be responsible for
one task at a time. Visualising avatars seem to help the team to be more aware of
other team member’s roles, tasks and their progress.

“Yes, first we have avatars. When we are doing work, we attach our
own photo or image onto a task. It, in theory, should only be one picture
of us on the board which means we can only do one thing at a time.”

– P16, Chapter lead, Across All Team

(Team Jupiter, Team Saturn, Team Uranus and Team Neptune), NZ
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(a) (b)

Figure 6.5: Avatars to show team member’s responsibility for specific tasks (Team
Jupiter and team Saturn)

Based on the example above, it can be concluded that knowledge management
strategies, such as discussion, artifacts and visualisations played important roles
in building task awareness in the DSM. Discussion enabled team members to gain
individual task progress through verbal descriptions, artifacts provided brief de-
scription of tasks in the explicit form (i.e., task cards), and images represents who is
responsible to the particular task. It was indicated by facilitating these knowledge
management strategies, Agile teams helped to identify and describe their individual
progress and enabled them to gain task awareness.

As described by 25 out of 26 participants during individual interviews, identifying
and describing progress among team members would help all to be aware of the
current stage of each team member’s work. P7, a designer and P8, a tester, both
from Team Saturn, mentioned that they were aware of other team members’ task
from sharing their progress in the DSM. For example, as explained below, through
sharing progress, P7 understood the tasks that were focused by each team member
in the team, and gained information of what next tasks.

“You know what everyone else is working on and that they know what
you are working on. To some degree there is a sort of transparency that
comes through the standup (. . . ). You are just absorbing information
and knowing what they are getting up to.”

– P7, Designer, Team Saturn, NZ

Similarly, P8 highlighted that the progress shared helped them to understand the
particular tasks that were assigned to team members. By knowing other team mem-
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bers progress, P8 was able to compare their current task with other team members’
progress status, and helped them to identify specific tasks for the next action. For
example, when developers had finished their task, it gave awareness to the tester in
the team to work on the test tasks.

“Say for example somebody is looking at the board they will also under-
stand who is working on what thing [task] (. . . ) Why I think it is pretty
important because for example, we are working on a project; how are we
going to know what I have to work [on]. I will be aware that I have to
test, but I will not do not know what exactly I have to test.”

– P8, Tester, Team Saturn, NZ

It was also supported by DSM observation in which all team members in all teams
were observed to engage in describing their task achievement based on their respon-
sibilities (i.e., roles), and relating each team member’s progress to get a full picture
of all tasks progress. For example, P12, a tester in Team Neptune explained, there
was a developer in the team who shared their progress on tasks with all team mem-
bers. This helped P12 as a tester to know the current tasks that had finished. The
testers also shared their accomplished tasks with the team members to show which
were ready to deploy. Designers in the team was also needed to share their progress
as they work on the design tasks which needed to finish prior developer and tester
tasks.

“Okay, one task is done, so that is ready to deploy. So we can go on to
the next task and complete as many tasks as possible in our squad (. . . )
Sometimes even the designer would share because they will be working
one step ahead of us. They know how everything is at and [name] does
an amazing job of coming up with designs and putting them up on the
board to the board on the wall.”

– P12, Tester, Team Neptune, NZ

From the examples above, it can be seen that identifying the individuals who carry
out specific tasks, the kinds of tasks, and tasks progress helped the team to build
task awareness. Task awareness was useful to provide a vision for the team to foresee
the next tasks that need to be focused on, or specific tasks that were still needing
to be finished.
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6.1.2 Identifying and Describing the Plan

A plan was identified and described in the DSM by each team member based on
their next action as related to their current task. In building task awareness, Agile
teams identified their individual plan and described to other team members in the
DSM. In identifying and describing plan, Agile teams applied several knowledge
management strategies, such as discussion, artifacts and visualisation.

From the DSM observations, it was seen that all team members were actively sharing
individual plans and discussing them in the DSM. As explained by P5, a developer
in Team Saturn, while identifying and describing their plan, they referred to blockers
(i.e., impediments) that were faced from the day before. This was supported by our
observations, where some team members discussed their plan to fix bugs related to
their previous tasks.

Another example was P12, a tester in Team Uranus, who explained that in describing
their plan, they mentioned specifically their test plan based on the subsequent or
related tasks without explicitly referring to the timeline.

“I am going to, let’s say for example, as a tester; for me, at the par-
ticular story, first thing is I have to come up with a test plan.”

– P12, Tester, Team Neptune, NZ

Besides discussion, artifacts and visualisation (e.g., task card and task board) were
also used to visualise the plan shared in the DSM. For example, a plan was identified
and described by a team member through visualising their next action on the task
board in the DSM. For example, P25 reported that their team distributed user
stories (using sticky notes) to show to other team members.

“We distribute sticky notes, and we stick it out [to the board]. So we
make our to-do-list, what we will do today.”

– P25, Developer, Team Mercury, Indonesia

It was supported by P13 that explained in sharing individual plans with the team
they were facilitated by the task board as a means to visualise their plan.

“There we work around our whiteboard which lists all the stories that
would be planned and working on.”

– P13, Developer, Team Neptune, NZ

Seventeen individual participants mentioned that they referred to their individual
plans shared in the DSM. For example, P11, business analyst of Team Uranus,
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described that team members discussed what tasks each team member was going
to achieve (e.g., what specific stories), and whether the plan aligned with the sprint
goals.

“It really is for the guys to show their commitment to what they are
going to be doing today and that they are aligned with the sprint goal or
the work that they are doing for the sprint.”

– P11, Business Analyst, Team Uranus, NZ

Besides identifying and discussing the plan based on the sprint goals, a designer,
P6 mentioned that they also considered whether the defined plan (e.g., particular
task) was achievable, thereby building task awareness. The team members were seen
to relate their individual plan with the timeline by measuring their progress based
on the project time frame. The team members discussed whether their progress
could meet their deadline. They also considered whether each team member faced
obstacles that would a�ect other team members (dependencies). If there were de-
pendencies, the team could not move forward to the next task unless another team
member handled the task or provided assistance to solve the obstacles.

“We only look at his or her work, how far has it been, and when the
deadline is. If it does not disturb anything, then there’s no problem.
However, if the work is coming closer to the deadline, somebody else
must handle it.”

– P22, Developer, Team Mercury, Indonesia

From the examples above, it was seen that in the DSM, each team member iden-
tified individual plan through applying discussion, artifacts and visualisation. It
indicated that describing clearly and visualising their individual plan would help
team members to gain an understanding of particular tasks that the individual was
currently working on or going to finish, and help them if required, thereby building
(individual) task awareness.

6.1.3 Identifying and Describing Obstacles

Obstacles identified and described in DSM were related to the issues occurred or
faced by each team member while finishing a particular task. The individual ob-
stacles shared in the DSM were facilitated through several knowledge management
strategies, such as through discussion, using artifacts and using visualisation.
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From the DSM observations, it was seen that all team members were actively in-
volved in the discussions around obstacles. Fourteen (out of 26) participants men-
tioned discussion as a strategy to share each team member’s obstacle. As explained
by P16, in discussing obstacles, team members explained it briefly.

Figure 6.6: Bomb symbol to show obstacles (Team Saturn’s board)

“Sometimes these things are spoken at a very high level or very lightly
as opposed to really emphasising it is an issue if there is an issue. I think
it works well at Trade Me.”

– P16, Chapter lead, Across All Team

(Team Jupiter, Team Saturn, Team Uranus and Team Neptune), NZ

Sharing of obstacles could lead other team members to ask for further clarifications.
As explained by P1, team members identified the obstacles in the DSM that may
hinder the team’s progress. By highlighting the obstacles, it would increase the
team’s awareness of tasks that were blocked or needed further discussion after DSM.

“If there are any obstacles or things which could hold somebody back
from doing his or her task, we try to figure it out at the beginning of the
day, in the stand-up or try to have a conversation after the stand-up”

– P1, Designer, Team Jupiter, NZ

Artifacts and visualisation were the strategies applied in the DSM to visualise each
team member’s obstacles. From the DSM observations it was observed that all team
members utilised task cards, and signs to describe the obstacles in the DSM. For
example, from the observation, Team Saturn’s designer allocated a bomb symbol on
their task (see Figure 6.6) to show that they currently had a problem and other team
members needed to be aware of their obstacle as it might a�ect them in finishing
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(a) (b)

Figure 6.7: Samples of Obstacles shared in DSM

their tasks. The bomb symbol seemed to be useful as a warning to other team
members during the DSM.

Another artifact related to the obstacles shared in the visualised form, Figure 6.7
shows that Agile teams used sticky notes to share their obstacles. The obstacles
shown on the board described obstacles (e.g., bugs or errors) that were faced by
a team member in finishing a particular story. The use of knowledge management
strategies, such as discussion, artifacts, and visualisations helped in building task
awareness. This was supported by group interviews:

“Sometimes we think it is easy but it takes other members sometimes,
or some blockers are blocking them so we are aware of that and we can
collectively take a decision. (...) I think we can get this piece of work
done today but then we actually start doing it, that is when we know, ok,
this is the blocking thing [obstacles] that’s why we cannot progress”

– (Group Interview) Team Saturn, NZ

In the example above, describing the obstacles in the DSM helped the team members
to understand the dependencies that existed in their team. Awareness increased
when the team members considered their task would be stopped if the obstacles had
not been solved.

Specifically, there were several examples of individual obstacles shared in the DSM,
such as bugs, dependencies, and team members’ availability. Bugs reported in the
DSM were mentioned by P1, P2, P6, P8, P9, P12, P19 and P20. P12 provided an
example of a team member in Team Neptune explaining that they faced bugs-related
issues. They shared the issues with the other team members to find out whether
other team members faced similar issues and were able to solve them. It seemed that
sharing the obstacles with other team members would elicit potential solutions based
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on other team members’ experience. Dependencies reported seemed to be considered
as an important aspect shared in the DSM since the process dependencies would
impact (i.e., block) to other works.

An example of the obstacle shared in the DSM was team members’ availability. Sev-
eral participants (10 out of 26) mentioned individual availability as their obstacles.
For example, when a tester P9 could not deploy based on the regular schedule, they
needed to mention their absence in the DSM. Their presence to deploy would impact
other team members’ tasks, since they relied on the deployment and it can be an
obstacle for the team to continue the deployment process.

“So we can only deploy within these times and if something has to
go out, say, this afternoon but I have a meeting with you so I can’t be
present in the deploy where I have to be present there, so these are our
process limitations.”

– P9, Tester, Team Saturn, NZ

It was seen that the team members gained task awareness when they explained the
obstacles. For example, when P19 repeatedly reported the same obstacles, it made
all team members felt pressured to resolve it.

“I guess they [team members] felt pressured to (laugh), to do what they
need to do. Especially when it is the second day I say it is a blocker, then
apparently some other person is also being blocked by the same thing, so
they feel pressured I guess, but yeah.”

– P19, Developer, Team Venus, NZ

Thus, it can be concluded that through identifying and describing obstacles in the
DSM, Agile teams gained awareness on task dependencies.

6.1.4 Knowledge Types Involved in Task Awareness

The following sections describe the details of three knowledge types involved in the
task awareness.

6.1.4.1 Product Knowledge

Product features such as product appearance, interface characteristics, and the com-
ponents (i.e., menu, button, function) are included in the product knowledge. It was
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observed that in explaining product feature, team members referred to user stories
shown on the board. User stories provided the brief descriptions of the product
features reported in DSM. From the DSM observation it was seen that most team
members in all (eight) teams described some product features when they shared
progress with other team members.

There were seven (out of 26) participants that mentioned that product features were
discussed in the DSM. An example was when P24 shared progress, They specified
by mentioning a particular feature (e.g., stock product feature) that had not been
validated. In the DSM, P24 explained specifically what was included in the stock
product, such as an order button with the function.

“I am doing the stock product which hasn’t been validated. Let’s say
there’s only one stock left, and two customers are clicking on the order
button together, they both can order. So when I add validation, the sec-
ond order will be informed that the stock is empty. That is what I did
yesterday but not finished yet. I do it today, and it should be done today
so I can move the card.”

– P24, Developer, Team Earth, Indonesia

Specifying product features seemed helpful for teams to identify the status of a
particular task to show progress or provide clarification of activities were currently
worked on.

Product knowledge seemed to be mostly discussed when team members shared ob-
stacles in the DSM, such as testing environment or issues related to hardware and
networking. Many team members (14 out of 26) elaborated on the obstacles based
on the details of the feature functions.

Bugs

In sharing bugs-based obstacles, Agile teams explained the specific function of the
requirement that was still had problems. For example, P10 explained there was a
mistake in the value (longitude and longitude) of the specific feature, which needed
to be fixed. It needed to be shared in the DSM since developers in the team should
know about and fix the obstacles.

“If there’s a bug in product saying that the latitude and longitude values
of this property listing are wrong; so in dev would be fixing it.”

– P10, Tester and Developer, Team Uranus, NZ
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Another example was when bugs in the order menu persisted. P21 explained the
details of calculation behind the order feature were correct, but the bugs in the
menu were always shown.

“About the bug—since we used flash—the most crucial is order prob-
lem. So, we used to order quite often, and our calculation was right, but
we also use GitHub and sometimes they crashed, and it became a bug. It
was like a never-ending order at that time, the number was correct, but
some days later, the error reoccurred.”

– P21, Developer, Team Mercury, Indonesia

Testing Environment

Product knowledge was seen to be involved when testing environment issues were
discussed since team members provided explanations and descriptions of the testing
issues. For example, when P17 said in the DSM, They shared details of testing
obstacles by explaining specifically the technical issues on automation program of
the testing tools.

“So, I am not able to do any testing; using our existing automation
programs. So, I was able to download it and get it setup on my machine,
and it was all ready to go. I ran it, and it failed, and I could not work
out why? There was no way to know because they had not had time to
do any documentation for it.”

– P17, Business Analyst, Team Mars, NZ

Another participant also faced a similar issue and shared it in the DSM. The testing
environment had been installed but it could not be operated.

“We are trying to get the test environment for our new project, and
there are some problems with this. It is done in [Location], and because
the technology is new they have some problems with setting up the envi-
ronment; that is the blocker.”

– P3, Developer, Team Jupiter, NZ

From the example above, it can be seen that identifying and describing the technical
issue, specifically of particular standard tools used during the development process,
would help the team to understand the causes of the product-based obstacles.
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6.1.4.2 Project Knowledge

Project knowledge shared in DSM was related to timeline as well as resources in
the team. The progress shared in the DSM seemed related to the timeline since
each team member’s working status and their task achievement indirectly referred
to the timeline. It can be deducted that sharing progress in the DSM would provide
a projection of team moving forward based on the timeline of team goals.

Besides timeline, resources are also included in the project knowledge. Resources
were referred to in identifying and describing progress when Agile teams shared
the specification of who has responsibility for a particular task (e.g., by visualising
avatars) (as described by 23 out of 26 participants). As explained by P16, the
chapter lead of Team Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus and Neptune, reporting who was
responsible (i.e., a human resource) for a particular task was necessary to be shared
in the DSM. For example, P16 reported two tasks that had been accomplished, the
finished tasks would a�ect the progress the business analysts.

“The most important it depends on who is being asked or who is the
person delivering the work of the squad. If I take two, it would be progress
for product management and product management in this sense occupies
the business analysts”

– P16, Chapter lead, Across All Team
(Team Jupiter, Team Saturn, Team Uranus and Team Neptune), NZ

Thus, it can be concluded that through understanding team members’ progress
against to the project timeline, and a team member as a resource that was respon-
sible for the tasks, the team would be more aware of team members’ scope of work,
and aware of task dependencies, i.e., task awareness.

6.1.4.3 Process Knowledge

Process knowledge, such as dependencies and team members’ availability were identi-
fied and described when discussing obstacles. There were 23 (out of 26) participants
including process obstacles in the DSM.

Dependencies
Dependencies occur when tasks rely on each other, where if one task has not been
finished, other tasks can not be done. The obstacles caused by dependencies dis-
cussed in the DSM can be classified as process knowledge. For example, there was a
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case when a team member (P12) asked the team members to suspend the working
process as some changes were coming.

“There have been many cases where I would have started testing, and I
get to know things, so the developers say, “Hey hold on, don’t work now
because there are more changes coming.” That will help me not to do the
task again and again. I wait until I get the new build and then test.”

– P12, Tester, Team Neptune, NZ

This is an example of process dependency between developer and tester. From the
example above, it was observed that obstacles related to process dependencies were
crucial in the DSM, which can be included as process knowledge. This type of
knowledge seemed to be important to share in the DSM to avoid repeated work and
blockage of other team tasks since the tasks correlated each other.

Team Members’ Availability

Besides obstacles, Agile teams also shared team members’ availability in the DSM.
From the observation, it was seen that two members from Team Mercury and Team
Earth shared their lack of availability on the next day due to training. It was
mentioned by fifteen (out of 26) participants that team members’ availability was
discussed as part of the DSM.

“The first thing we just try to plan in that one is like is everyone
available during that ten days of 15 days? It could be that I am going out
and the cases would be impacted because it will not be deployed; because
I have to deploy the cases. Or maybe another person is not there.”

– P8, Tester, Team Saturn, NZ

Similar to bugs-related obstacles, it can be concluded that team members’ availabil-
ity also seemed important to share in the DSM to avoid delayed work due to the
team members’ absence.

6.2 Situation Awareness

When Agile teams gain an understanding of the team’s situation from analysing
team members’ needs and availability to help, they build a situation awareness.
In this section, we describe the activities involved in situation awareness, such as
analysing team members’ needs and team members’ availability to help, through
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knowledge management strategies, such as discussions, use of artifacts, and use of
visualisation and involving the three knowledge types (i.e., project, product, and
process knowledge).

6.2.1 Analysing Team Member’s Needs

The team members’ needs seemed to be captured through the discussion of progress,
plan, and obstacles among team members in the DSM. Individual progress, and ob-
stacles shared from previous level (task awareness) were gathered, and transformed
as collective progress and collective obstacles, and analysed as team members’ needs.
From the individual interviews, (16 out of 26) participants explained that they gath-
ered team members’ needs in the DSM. As described by a developer in Team Jupiter,
P2 explained that in collecting the progress, the team members analysed and eval-
uated how many stories each team member had accomplished and how many were
done collectively to see how far the team had progressed. They compared each team
member’s progress with other team members’ progress and the team’s goals as a
whole.

“We have got points as well on our board and those points basically
are how much work we have done. So at our previous sprint we only got
16 points out of 50 or so; it was not a good sprint, so we had to evaluate
why did we not achieve as much as we thought we were hoping to achieve
and all that sort of stu�.”

– P2, Developer, Team Jupiter, NZ

Another example of how team members analysed their progress as collective progress
was explained by a developers, P18. They explained that in the DSM, team mem-
bers had a task focus from the day before, on the next day in the meeting, the
team members tracked the progress of the task to see whether the task had been
accomplished.

“On a daily standup we define the tasks which are required for that
and we track the progress of those tasks, whether they are in progress,
they are in complete, or they are in the backlog.”

– P18, Developer, Team Mars, NZ

It was supported by P9, who mentioned through explaining each team member’s
obstacle, all team members seemed to attempt to find a solution to the obstacles.
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“As soon as we think about that and we voice it out in our daily stan-
dards, we are actually working on getting rid of that impediment already
because we are voicing it out.”

– P9, Tester, Team Saturn, NZ

Team members needed to ensure all the tasks were in progress based on their previous
plan (i.e., deadline). They identified which tasks did not move from the backlog (i.e.,
had no progress), and analysed what obstacles caused the slow progress. When all
team members acknowledged there was no progress on a particular task, it seemed
that the awareness arose as they attempted to explore why the obstacles persisted
by asking for clarifications from the team members.

The team members asked further questions to get a clarification on the progress,
and obstacles from other team members. Several team members asked other team
members’ progress to see whether their progress aligned with the team goals (i.e.,
sprint deadline). As described by P11, business analyst of Team Uranus, there was
a situation where they needed to ask another team member, who was a developer,
the reason for slow progress. The team member noticed that the blocker was from
the developer. However, P11 did not share this voluntarily in the DSM until another
team member asked for clarification.

“We will say, “Hey [Name], how come this is taking so long? This
is stuck in Dev [developer] and there is loads of activity going.” We are
talking about this all the time and he will say, “Oh I am really stuck on
this particular area” and we will say, “What area is that?””

– P11, Business Analyst, Team Uranus, NZ

Several obstacles shared in the DSM were related to the process, such as testing
obstacles and team members’ availability. For example, P17 explained testing ob-
stacles, such as could not run the testing environment, and could not fix it as they
did not have the documentation of the tools. Through sharing this obstacle, all team
members understood that there was a need to document better or provide manual
instructions for the tools or a contact person in charge to fix the tool.

As described by P14 (developer of Team Neptune), they said that by building the
clarification of other team members’ progress, and obstacles, they were able to anal-
yse which task needed to be finished soon (high priority), or analyse other team
members that were able to help, thereby building situation awareness.
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“When people share their progress, I guess I am thinking about whether I
can help on that or not. We have a priority with the stu� we are working
on so if somebody is working on a story with the highest priority if there
is an opportunity for someone else to help out then I would help out on
that instead of what I am doing.”

– P14, Developer, Team Neptune, NZ

Another participant, P15, explained that clarifications enabled them to understand
the team’s situation, such as who needed help and the specific assistance needed.
Through an understanding of the team member’s needs and what the kind of assis-
tance needed, it enabled them be more aware of the team’s situation (e.g., from the
obstacles faced) and the actions to help the team to solve the obstacles.

“Mostly, it is there to understand, how that person found their day, did
they encounter any problems, what were they and can we help (... ) We
have all then asked, well maybe the product owner or someone who could
potentially help with that, will say, “Well how can I help with that?””

– P15, Tester, Team Neptune, NZ

Consequently, the team member would focus on providing assistance to finish the
tasks. Providing assistance for finishing a priority task seemed important since team
members understood that finishing important tasks prior to the other tasks would
help the team to satisfy costumer priorities. In getting the details of team members’
needs, team members became involved in a discussion to clarify the kind of help
that could be given and the task of prioritising during the sprint.

6.2.2 Analysing Team Members’ Availability to Help

After Agile teams achieved a clarification of team members’ needs, they attempted
to make a quick decision to solve the obstacles by analysing which team members
are available to assist other team members. Team members that were available were
expected to provide help.

In analysing team members’ availability, as mentioned by 12 individual participants,
team members often asked other team members’ working schedule whether they are
free, experience similarity, correlated tasks and roles in the team. Besides asking
explicitly, availability was also shared voluntarily.
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For example, when a tester needed a person to take over their tasks to finish the
deployment work, the team seemed to look for the one who had the same capability
or role as a tester to take over the task.

“We kind of discuss these as well, say, “Okay, yep, but I have a meeting
at 2 pm to 4 pm so I cannot be in a deploy” So maybe someone else picks
up the deploy from me or something like that as well.”

– P9, Tester, Team Saturn, NZ

Another example is when the team faced a di�culty in a task related to database and
the team needed someone to help from Database Administrator (DBA) to solve the
database issue. They shared this in the DSM with all team members. In finding a
solution, the team asked the DBA whether they were available to solve the obstacles.

“We did much work involving data, and we involved the DBA guys in
our standup, and they would join in a Skype meeting. We would say to
the DBA guys “Do you have the capacity to. . . ” because normally in
Trade Me DBA guys are shared. So, if they belong in multiple squads,
so we would ask them “Do you have the capacity to work on our cases?”
and they would say, “I am actually dedicated to this squad today, or this
amount of time today for this squad so not really”

– P10, Tester and Developer, Team Uranus, NZ

It was also supported by the observations that in finding a solution they often asked
for help from a teammate who had related tasks or similar skills and experience.

6.2.3 Knowledge Types Involved in Situation Awareness

This section describes knowledge types involved in situation awareness. We found
that process knowledge was included in situation awareness.

Process knowledge involved in analysing team member’s needs and analysing team
members’ availability to help when Agile teams explained process obstacles (depen-
dencies and team members’ availability). As described in the previous section, in
analysing team members’ needs, Agile teams focused more on obstacles that related
to dependencies. As explained by a tester in Team Neptune, P15 described that
when their team knew the obstacles that blocked them, they determined that to
solve their obstacles they needed assistance from other team members, or the team
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members from other teams. In their case, the obstacles needed to be solved by
coordinating with another team in a di�erent location that had a responsibility to
manage database and mobile applications.

“Normally if something is blocking us, it’ll be because it requires an-
other team to do some work; whether its database or even the mobile
team in [Location] because we deal with the property side of mobile and
that’s recently meant, that we also deal with the Trade Me apps property
section.”

– P15, Tester, Team Neptune, NZ

Another example was when P14 faced API obstacle that blocked all the team mem-
bers in progressing. The team understood that they could not finish the story per-
fectly. Thus, they shared this obstacles in the DSM expecting the product manager
find another team that would be able to solve the API issue.

“Let’s say we were blocked by needing some API work on a certain
story and that means we know that we can’t finish that story and we can’t
finish the sprint unless we finish that story. So that is an opportunity for
somebody (in that case it would be our product manager) to get another
squad to fix the API issues.”

– P14, Developer, Team Neptune, NZ

Through understanding the needs, Agile teams gained understanding of the team
situation, and investigated team members or teams who were available or able to
provide assistance to solve the obstacles. Agile teams discussed and analysed team
member’s availability in the DSM to find a member that was able to provide assis-
tance. For example, P7 explained to the team that the person that was potentially
able to help was busy, so they could not be appointed to solve the obstacle.

“Hey this person probably is going to be very busy for the next three
days and therefore I can’t actually ask work from them or sort of ask
them to commit some time towards something else.”

– P7, Designer, Team Saturn, NZ

From the example above, it can be concluded that through understanding team
members’ needs and team members’ availability, Agile teams would be able to build
an understanding of the team shared situation. Through building situation aware-
ness in the DSM, Agile teams would think forward, and become aware of potential
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solutions to their obstacles. The solutions generated from the discussions among
team members in the DSM will be explained in the next section, process awareness.

6.3 Process Awareness

Process awareness seemed to be constructed by Agile teams when the teams de-
signed and created plans about potential actions to solve obstacles. At this level,
Agile teams gained understanding about their next plan from the previous level (i.e.,
shared situation awareness). When Agile teams inspected who was available to help
and how to help, team members gained an overall picture of who would contribute
to solving the obstacles and how it would be solved. Specifically, process awareness
was gained by Agile teams when team members suggested solutions (e.g., referring
to a relevant expert, o�ering to work together, and through further discussion) and
visualised the outcomes (e.g., visualising plan/daily goals and moving user stories).
In suggesting solutions, Agile teams utilised discussion, artifacts, and visualisations
to clarify the solutions to the team members. For example, in suggesting solu-
tions, Agile teams perform discussion, and in clarifying solutions, Agile teams used
discussion, artifacts and visualisation.

6.3.1 Suggesting Solutions

Suggesting solutions provided the proposed solutions to team members about the
next step to continue the team progress. Several examples of solutions were: re-
ferring to relevant experts, o�ering to take over the task or working together and
furthering discussion.

Referring to Relevant Expert

Referring to relevant experts, as a solution, involved referring to some experts to
discuss the best way to solve the obstacles so that the team could continue their
work. In the DSM, it seemed that Agile teams discussed finding relevant experts
to solve the obstacles. In the search for relevant experts, the teams reviewed and
evaluated the person in charge who could address the obstacles. Most of the partic-
ipants (17 out of 26) mentioned referring to relevant experts as a solution when the
team members could not overcome obstacles on their own.
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There was a situation where the team could not find a person who could help, and
so getting external help is a way in which a solution can be provided. P8, a tester in
Team Saturn explained an example when the team could not get a solution to address
the testing platform issue and the team members did not know how to contact the
person who managed the platform. From the situation, the team designed a plan to
contact the product manager. It was expected that by making a plan to share the
obstacles with the product manager, the product manager could contact the person
in charge to solve the platform issue.

“We don’t have the actual idea like how we are going to do it so maybe we
have to check with the marketing team (...) The person can help us with
some other means like who to contact. We just maybe will try to check
with the product manager (. . . ) maybe he has to contact the platform guy
or if that particular platform guy is unavailable the person can contact
another person or those kinds of things.”

–P8, Tester, Team Saturn, NZ

It could be concluded that by knowing whom to contact (i.e., product manager,
Team Lead), the team members knew what to do next. It was considered that
referring the relevant experts who can solve the obstacles would guide the team to
finish the tasks and meet the sprint deadline.

Taking over Tasks or Working Together

Taking over tasks or o�ering to collaborate was another solution proposed in the
DSM. From the DSM observation, it was seen that all teams were seen fully en-
gaged in o�ering help to take over the task or address the obstacles together. They
discussed the process of how they would collaborate, which related to process knowl-
edge.

For example, P19 explained when team members were free and thought about What
should I do next they thought about how to keep working toward to the deadline
by taking over the tasks that still had slow progress or taking other remaining tasks
in the backlog.

“So I am mostly focused on my one [task] and then when I actually
picked up someone else’s who left so I started focusing on that one. So
it is more of a, at the moment like yesterday actually became a little bit
free but yeah, I did not know which one to choose. But, yeah, the plan,
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yeah basically just plan to do this. Hopefully, finish it and then, yeah,
something like that.”

– P19, Developer, Team Venus, NZ

P26, a tester in Team Earth provided another example where they had a task with
a significant scope that seemed not achievable. The Team analysed the task against
the deadline, and realised that it did not have enough time to finish. The team
decided to o�er the tasks to the team members who were free and they would have
to take responsibility for the tasks.

“The carryover [to the next sprint], the cards, for example, this card
is too big; we have no time to finish it while the review is on the way
and then we carry it over. If someone does not show up, we decide who
should carry over the card, and the one who’s idle will hold it.”

– P26, Tester, Team Earth, Indonesia

Working together was another solution o�ered as an action that was performed to
move towards the sprint goals. It happened when the team members faced di�cul-
ties in finishing particular tasks, they o�ered help by working together (i.e., pair
programming to overcome the obstacles). As described by P23, a tester in Team
Earth had an experience when a team member shared di�culties in finishing a task
in the DSM. In the meeting, a team member o�ered to perform pair programming as
a solution, because they were available and had knowledge related to the obstacles.

“If the person in charge says it is di�cult, then if the others have spare
time they may provide assistance. Perhaps someone will say I have a
half an hour free and I know something about that, then we employ pair
programming so that the job is done faster and on time.”

–P23, Tester, Team Earth, Indonesia

It was indicated that by providing help to work together, the team members were
aware that the working process would be faster and could be finished on time.

Further Discussion

Performing further discussion was a solution used when Agile teams needed more
time to explain their obstacles. Further discussion was proposed to the team mem-
bers that provided detailed explanations to the team, which might have uncover
some important aspects. Due to time pressure (as DSM is meant to be short,
around 15 minutes), it could not be discussed in the DSM.
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“If we go on talking about that thing it’s kind of wasteful for all of the
people, so we just try to have the bullet points and then we just go and
have a separate meeting and we just talk about that thing.”

–P8, Tester, Team Saturn, NZ

Our observations supported that the majority of discussions about obstacles were
by developers and testers. Thus, their discussion was more detailed and technical
(e.g., code workflow and bugs) compared to the other role, designers. The follow-
ing examples were about further discussions that needed to be continued in other
informal meetings.

“Our product manager does not really want us to stand around while
the devs are talking about how to solve a problem so if a discussion does
start then we might say we will take it o�ine and talk about it after
standup. Then after standup has finished, everybody can leave, and the
people who need to discuss it will discuss it.”

– P14, Developer, Team Neptune, NZ

According to the examples above, it was indicated that the Agile teams decided
how to perform discussion in the DSM, as they were aware that the meeting process
was limited to 10 -15 minutes. As a solution, further discussion guided Agile teams
about what aspects need to be addressed if the members needed further explanation.

6.3.2 Visualising Solutions

Outcomes in the DSM were visualised by generating daily goals and visualising it
on the task board.

Visualising Plan/Daily Goals

Daily goals created in the DSM provided an overall goal and specific tasks that
needed to be focused on a day. One example of plan generated from the DSM was
stretch goals. As explained by P16, a stretch goal can be included as an additional
goal in the sprint if possible. It could be another task from the product backlog,
new additional task, or subtask from the product backlog.

“We also have something called stretch goals; so that is something that
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we are not committing to the sprint unless we have cleaned the sprint and
there is no work left and we just might take something else on board.”

– P16, Chapter lead, Across All Team

(Team Jupiter, Team Saturn, Team Uranus and Team Neptune), NZ

(a) Team Saturn’s Daily Goals (b) Team Uranus’ Daily Goals

Figure 6.8: Daily goals generated in DSM

It was observed that some teams had daily goals generated from the DSM. Figure 6.8
shows daily goals generated by Team Saturn and Team Uranus. It seemed that
generating daily goals would help Agile team to recognise the next action to solve
the obstacles. As described by Team Saturn from group interviews, and P7 from
Team Saturn, all team members agreed that daily goals helped them to remind them
of the target of the day, and to identify particular tasks that needed to be focused
on that day.

Visualising the plans and solutions on the board seemed to help Agile teams in
recognising the agenda of the day and identifying particular tasks that needed to be
focused on that day.

“Come to agenda that we are going to cover a particular story and we
just try to work on that.”

– (Team Interviews), Team Saturn, NZ

“I think for our daily goals the sticky notes are just to remind ourselves
that okay, this is our daily goal. Sometimes, say it is Friday and we put
a daily goal, you tend to forget whatever you worked on, on Monday.”

– P9, Tester, Team Saturn, NZ

Daily goals were also useful to remind team members about the tasks they needed
to accomplish, which would be helpful for the team members to provide a picture
of the next process.
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Moving User Stories

Moving user stories to a di�erent column (e.g., from backlog column to to do column,
from to do column to in progress column, or from in progress column to done column)
and visualising obstacles were knowledge management strategies that were applied
to show the important aspects in the next process.

Moving cards to di�erent columns seemed to help Agile teams recognise the next
process which was specified in user stories that were classified in a di�erent column.
As seen from the observations, there was a sticky note in the to do column, which
means a team member will be responsible for that particular user story so the others
could focus on another task. As described by P2 and P13, artifacts used to visualise
the plan, or daily goals would help them as a constant reminder of the subtasks that
people currently focuses on.

“When there is a sticky on the board visually, they are a constant
reminder.”

– P2, Developer, Team Jupiter, NZ
“I guess the post it notes just helps people remember all these little things
that people are working on.”

– P13, Developer, Team Neptune, NZ

Thus, it indicated that visualising the artifacts provided a better overview of the
whole process, and focus on the next task.

The example above explained that to gain process awareness, Agile teams needed to
generate solutions to the obstacles and plan to focus on the next day. The suggested
solutions needed to be shared in the discussions, the generated daily goals or plans
needed to be shared visually with all team members in the DSM. Through discussions
the potential solutions, the team would achieve optimal suggestions from the team
members, which would helped them to make a decision for next steps. Through
generating daily goals or plans, Agile teams were able to gain understanding of the
next team goals, and become more focused on team goals. Moving user stories in
process awareness may also help Agile teams to be more focused on their own tasks.

6.3.3 Knowledge Types Involved in Process Awareness

This section describes knowledge types involved in process awareness. We found
that project knowledge and process knowledge were included in process awareness.
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Project knowledge was involved in building process awareness when Agile teams
referred to the deadline. Process knowledge was involved in this level when the
team gained understanding of the actions needed for the next steps.

6.3.3.1 Project Knowledge

Project knowledge was involved when Agile teams referred to the deadline that was
visualised on the task board. The project knowledge (i.e., deadline) was gained by
individuals when each team member focused on their individual plan, and gained
by the team as a whole when the team members viewed the deadline as a team
deadline.

6.3.3.2 Process Knowledge

Process knowledge was involved in this level when the team gained an understanding
of the next steps with regards to the suggested solutions (e.g., referring to relevant
experts, taking over task or working together, and further discussion) as the next
actions that were needed to be taken. Besides the solutions, visualising the solutions,
such as daily goals that was written on the sticky notes (artifacts) seemed to help
all team members to be aware of and focused on particular task based on the team
goals and the deadline.

By having daily goals, the team would be able to measure and analyse their progress
based on their previous goals. As described by P3, daily goals was useful for Team
Jupiter to evaluate their progress by referring to the daily goals that were defined a
day before.

“We set the daily goals and we discuss the daily goal from yesterday.”
– P3, Developer, Team Jupiter, NZ

From the examples above, it can be concluded that by suggesting solution in the
discussions, and using artifacts and visualisation to clarify the daily goals or plan,
Agile teams would be able to raise awareness of the next steps.

6.4 Chapter Summary

This chapter presented a detailed description of the levels of awareness in the DSM
including the knowledge management strategies used, and the knowledge types in-
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volved in each level. Although the DSM is meant to be a brief meeting to synchronise
team progress, we found that di�erent levels of awareness with various activities are
involved in the DSM. We found that in the DSM, there are three levels of awareness
and seven activities performed within these levels.

First, task awareness is achieved by Agile teams when each team member focuses
on sharing individual knowledge, such as identify and describe progress, plan and
obstacles. In sharing individual progress, plan and obstacles, they facilitate discus-
sion, use of artifacts and visualisations. All three knowledge types were involved in
task awareness, such as product, project, and process knowledge. For example, in
identifying and describing progress and identifying and describing plan, Agile teams
focuses more on discussing and visualising product features (i.e., included as product
knowledge). It can be seen that through sharing product knowledge (i.e., product
features) in identifying and describing progress, Agile teams would be able to gain
awareness of each team member’s task status. To identify and describe plan, Agile
teams refer to the sprint deadline (included as project knowledge) which is visualised
on the task board. In identifying and describing obstacles, Agile teams discuss, use
artifacts and visualise product obstacles (i.e., product knowledge), and process ob-
stacles (i.e., process knowledge). It raises Agile team awareness which emphasises
the tasks, and highlights the potential aspects that would a�ect the team’s ability
to meet the deadline.

The next higher level of awareness in the DSM is situation awareness. This level
can be achieved when Agile teams analyse individual progress, plan and obstacles
from the previous level (task awareness). In this level, Agile teams used discussions
to analyse team members’ needs to know specifically the support needed to help
them to solve their obstacles, and analyse team members’ availability to help to
investigate team members who are available to provide a support to other team
members. Process knowledge (i.e., team members’ availability) helps Agile teams
to raise awareness of the current needs in order to find the potential solutions. This
level guides team members to be more aware of the real actions that can be suggested
to the team as solutions, which will be addressed in the next level of awareness.

Process awareness was identified as the highest level of awareness that focuses on
finding resolutions and generating plans (i.e., daily goals) that are shared through
discussion, use of artifacts and visualisation (e.g., moving user stories, showing daily
goals). In this level, Agile teams suggest solutions to the team members that can be
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applied to solve the obstacles, such as referring to relevant experts, taking over the
task or working together, and performing further discussion. Project and process
knowledge involved in this level help Agile teams to view the next action on that day.
The next action can be gained by individual when they focus on their individual
tasks and individual goals, and other team members’ tasks which represent a whole
picture of teamwork and team goals.
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7 Cross-case Analysis - Knowledge
Transformation in DSM

The cross-case analysis in this study aims to capture similarities and di�erences
among the eight teams (cases) from three companies. In this chapter, we present a
cross-case analysis across the findings of knowledge management strategies (KMS),
knowledge types (KT), and the levels of awareness (LoA) in DSM (see description
in Chapter 6). We evaluated each team based on each component in KMS, KT, and
LoA. We categorised the team by using three symbols, which is given to each team
based on all combined data - individual and group interviews, and observations.
The symbols are: (**) a symbol that is given to the team that fully applied, used or
achieved a component in each theme (i.e., KMS, KT, and LoA), (#) symbol is given
to the team that partially applied, used or achieved a component in each theme, and
(-) is given for the team that did not apply the component. Further analysis is also
conducted by summarising the mapping table to capture the co-relation between
KMS, KT, and LoA in DSM (see Section 7.4).

The cross-case analysis in DSM is elaborated based on the specific aspects in KMS,
KT, and LoA. We assessed the eight teams based on our combined data from in-
dividual and group interviews, and observation to report to what extent they im-
plemented knowledge management strategies (KMS), such as discussion, the use of
artifacts, and the use of visualisation. Besides KMS, we also explore the eight teams
to capture how the three knowledge types (KT) are shared in the DSM. Levels of
awareness in the eight teams were also analysed to see the levels of achievement by
the eight teams in the DSM. Through assessing KMS, KT, and LoA in DSM, it
enables us to investigate further the relationships between KMS, KT, and LOA.

The following sections discuss the cross-case analysis and refer to the summary
provided in Table 7.1.
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7.1 Knowledge Management Strategies
Implementation in DSM

As seen in Table 7.1, three teams (Team Jupiter, Team Saturn, Team Uranus) in
Company 1 were fully engaged in implementing the three knowledge management
strategies (discussion, artifacts and visualisation). In contrast, the other five teams
(Team Neptune, Team Mars, Team Venus, Team Mercury, and Team Earth) were
partially using the knowledge management strategies in their DSM. The relative
application of knowledge management strategies implementation in the DSM, by all
teams is summarised in Figure 7.1.

Figure 7.1: Cross-case analysis - the teams’ relative level implementation of knowl-
edge management strategies in the DSM (H: High; M: Medium; L: Low; C1:
Company 1; C2: Company 2; C3: Company 3)

The full implementation of knowledge management strategies was seen in the DSMs
of Team Jupiter, Team Saturn, and Team Uranus (Company 1). Thus, the teams
were categorised at high (H) level in implementing knowledge management strategies
in the DSM. The three teams were fully engaged in discussions, the use of artifacts,
and the use of visualisation. In their discussion, all team members participated and
actively responded to other team members’ progress, plan, and obstacles. Asking
for clarification, suggesting a solution, sharing their availability, and o�ering help
formed the evidence that discussion was fully implemented in the DSM. The use
of artifacts and visualisation in the three teams seemed to be utilised e�ciently
to gain knowledge. For example, avatars were used as a sign of a team member’s
role, and they visualised symbols to show obstacles to the team. It was observed
that artifacts and visualisation applied in the DSM helped the team members build
an overall picture of team situation and team goals. Building the whole picture
through artifacts and visualisation helped the teams to be more aware of their team
situation.
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In comparison to the previous three teams, Team Mercury and Team Earth from
Company 3 were seen at a medium (M) level in implementing knowledge manage-
ment strategies. Team Mercury and Team Earth were fully engaged in two knowl-
edge management strategies each. Discussion and the use of artifacts were e�ciently
utilised by Team Mercury and Team Earth in Company 3, while visualisation was
only implemented partially. The visualisation was not entirely used in their DSM
as they did not have the visualisation of the DSM outcomes (e.g., daily goals). The
DSM outcomes, such as daily goals, were only shared verbally through discussions.

Team Neptune from Company 1, Team Mars and Team Venus from Company 2 on
the other hand, only applied one strategy and were therefore categorised at the lower
level (L). Team Neptune from Company 1 did not fully apply the three knowledge
management strategies. Team Neptune used artifacts to show their progress, plans,
and obstacles. However, Team Neptune did not actively involved in the discussion
during DSM as they shared the progress, plans, and obstacles very briefly. For
example, a team member reported their progress briefly by pointing to a particular
user story, and there were not many responses from other team members. Only
one or two team members asked for clarification on the progress and the obstacles
faced. The use of visualisation was also limited to visualise avatars of team members
without visualising daily goals generated from their daily standup meeting.

In Company 2, Team Mars and Team Venus were similar; they fully implemented
the use of artifacts in the DSM. However, they partially applied discussions and
visualisations in the DSM. They did not adequately perform further discussions in
their DSM. Due to the large team size and the limited time to speak, each team
member had limited time to share their progress, plan, and obstacles. It seemed
that there was no further discussion on the obstacles of each team member during
the DSM. As a solution, it was seen that the Scrum Master in Team Mars and Venus
suggested having informal discussions after the DSM to discuss the obstacles and
discuss further potential solutions. Team Mars and Venus were not fully applying
visualisations during their DSM. For example, to visualise their obstacles, both
teams only used red flags on the user stories without additional images or symbols
to show the task allocation to particular team members’ progress, blockers, or daily
goals. The size of the red flag did not seem significant to provide alerts (i.e., other
team members’ progress, obstacles) to all team members. Another evidence that
the use of artifacts was not implemented e�ciently in their DSM was because they
did not visualise their daily goals, unlike Team Saturn and Uranus (see Figure 7.1).
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7.2 Knowledge Types Involved in the DSM

As shown in Table 7.1, four teams (Team Jupiter, Team Saturn, Team Mercury,
and Team Earth) were fully engaged in sharing the three knowledge types (product,
project, and process knowledge) in their DSMs. Two other teams (Team Uranus
and Team Mars) only focused on sharing two knowledge types, and the third type
was shared partially. Team Neptune and Team Venus did not fully share process
knowledge in the DSM. The relative levels of each team in using the three knowledge
types in the DSM is summarised in Figure 7.2.

Figure 7.2: Cross-case analysis - the knowledge type involved in DSM (H: High;
M: Medium; L: Low; C1: Company 1; C2: Company 2; C3: Company 3)

Team Jupiter, Team Saturn, Team Mercury, and Team Earth fully shared all three
knowledge types in their DSM. Thus, they were classified a high (H) level in involving
all three knowledge types in DSM. Specifically, in sharing product knowledge, the
four teams focused on sharing task based on product features and product obstacles.
The project knowledge shared in their DSM was progress and plan, and process
knowledge shared in the DSM was about process obstacles and team members’
availability. For example, when a team member shared their obstacle, other team
members provided some responses by sharing their availability to help.

Team Uranus and Team Mars shared fewer knowledge types compared to the pre-
vious four teams, and are categorised at medium (M) level. These teams only em-
phasised sharing two knowledge types. Team Uranus from Company 1 fully shared
project and process knowledge. However, product knowledge shared only focused on
product obstacles, not entirely sharing the product features. This may be due to the
fact that Team Uranus was a team that was responsible for the team’s continuous
improvement, so Team Uranus put emphasis on sharing more process-related and
product-related obstacles rather than product features.
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While Team Uranus fully shared the team members’ availability (i.e., process knowl-
edge), Team Neptune seemed quite reluctant to do so. It was observed in Team
Neptune’s DSM that there was less response given by other team members and less
sharing of availability to help. Team Mars from Company 2 only shared product and
project knowledge, while the process knowledge shared only focused on team mem-
bers’ availability. As shown in Table 4.2, Team Mars had 20 team members which
was a challenge for them to allocate time to discuss in great detail about the process
obstacles in the DSM. It was observed that the Scrum Master of this team was a
person in charge to manage the obstacles. When a team member shared obstacles
in the DSM, the Scrum Master accordingly asked the team member whether they
were available to discuss further, or asked other team members that were available
to discuss and provide help to solve the obstacles after the DSM.

Team Neptune and Team Venus were categorised at low (L) level. Team Venus fully
shared product and project knowledge, but they did not entirely share the process
knowledge. Process knowledge, in particular, process obstacles and team members’
availability, were only shared briefly in the DSM. It seemed Team Venus’ Scrum
Master directly made the decision to suggest solution or investigate the obstacles
further before finding a solution. An example of making the quick decision in the
DSM was when a team member shared obstacles, the Scrum Master directly assigned
another team member to help.

Another example was when a team member shared that their task was blocked by
another task (dependencies obstacles), the Scrum Master responded: “Let me have a
look, let’s see who can fix it”. It indicated that process knowledge was not normally
discussed in the DSM, whereas discussion among the members directly would have
facilitated a better understanding of team members’ obstacles and volunteering of
help.

Similarly, Team Neptune was not fully sharing process knowledge (e.g., process
obstacles and team members availability). They just shared briefly the process
obstacles without further discussing the process issues. For example, a team member
shared their obstacle about the testing issue that a�ected other teamwork processes.
Another team member responded by o�ering help without specifying the action to
the team. The team member o�ered: “Let me see your problem after the meeting”,
and the discussion was not continued further. This deprived the rest of the team an
awareness of how the issue was resolved.
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7.3 Levels of Awareness

Figure 7.3: Cross-case analysis - the levels of awareness in DSM achieved by eight
teams (H: High; M: Medium; L: Low; C1: Company 1; C2: Company 2; C3:
Company 3)

As shown in Table 7.1, three teams (Team Jupiter, Team Saturn, and Team Uranus)
were fully achieving all levels of awareness in the DSM, while two teams (Team
Mercury and Team Earth) were only achieving two levels of awareness, and the
other three teams (Team Neptune, Team Mars, and Team Venus) achieved only
one level of awareness. The relative levels of each team in achieving the levels of
awareness in the DSM is summarised in Figure 7.3.

Team Jupiter, Team Saturn, and Team Uranus fully reached all levels of awareness
(task awareness, situation awareness, and process awareness). Thus, Team Jupiter,
Team Saturn, and Team Uranus were classified at high (H) level. Specifically, in
achieving the first level of awareness, the three teams were fully engaged in identi-
fying and describing progress, plans, and obstacles which enabled the three teams
to perform discussion to analyse team members’ needs. Through analysing team
members’ needs, the teams were able to provide some responses, such as sharing
their availability to help (i.e., build situation awareness). By analysing team mem-
bers’ needs and team members’ availability to help, the teams were able to generate
potential solutions. It was observed that the teams gained an understanding about
the next actions through the suggested solutions.

Team Mercury and Team Earth from Company 3 were categorised at medium (M)
level as they only reached two levels of awareness (task awareness and situation
awareness). From the interviews and observations, it was seen that the two teams
were fully engaged in identifying progress, plans, and obstacles (building task aware-
ness), and analysing team members’ needs and team members’ availability (situa-
tion awareness). However, Team Mercury and Team Earth did not reach the highest
level of awareness (i.e., process awareness). In building process awareness, the two
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teams were only partially involved in suggesting solutions. There was some evidence
in both teams’ DSM; all team members only focused on the other team members
progress, plan, and obstacles. They discussed the obstacles and tried to find solu-
tions without defining the exact solution and generating it into the explicit form,
such as actions written on the Scrum board. Another example was that there was
no visualised form of the next action (e.g., daily goals) as the outcomes of DSM.
Thus, Team Mercury and Team Earth did not reach the highest level of awareness.

Compared to the five teams that have been mentioned previously, Team Neptune
from Company 1, and Team Mars and Team Venus from Company 3 only achieved
task level awareness, the initial level of awareness. The three teams did not fully
actualise the situation awareness and process awareness. This may be because of
the brief nature of discussions that were performed by the three teams, making it
di�cult for the team members to gain an understanding of the team situation as a
whole. Instead, they only gained limited understanding of other team members’ task
statuses and obstacles, and other team members’ plans. As explained in Section 7.2
and presented in Table 7.1, it was seen that Team Neptune, Team Mars, and Team
Venus were not fully engaged in sharing process knowledge, such as process obstacles
and team members’ availability. Also, in implementing knowledge management
strategies, Team Mars and Team Venus seemed to rely only on the artifacts, which
was not fully supported with further discussions or more visualisations on the Scrum
board. These aspects (i.e., knowledge management strategies applied and knowledge
types shared in the DSM) contributed to limited situation awareness, and process
awareness was not fully achieved.

7.4 Summary of the Cross-case Analysis - Knowledge
Transformation in the DSM

This section summarises the cross-case analysis by comparing the results between
knowledge management strategies, knowledge types involved in DSM, and levels of
awareness achieved by the eight teams. As can be seen from Figure 7.1, Figure 7.2,
and Figure 7.3, each team achieved di�erent levels in implementing knowledge man-
agement strategies, involving knowledge types in DSM, and reaching level of aware-
ness in DSM. Table 7.2 provides a summary of the results from Figure 7.1, Figure 7.2,
and Figure 7.3.
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Table 7.2: Summary of cross-case analysis results - knowledge transformation
in DSM (KMS: knowledge management strategies; KT: Knowledge Types; LoA:
Overall Level of Awareness; H: High, M: Medium, L: Low)

KMS KT LoA Teams

H H H Team Jupiter (C1)
Team Saturn (C1)

H M H Team Uranus (C1)

M H M Team Mercury (C3)
Team Earth (C3)

L M L Team Mars (C2)

L L L Team Neptune (C1)
Team Venus (C2)

From Table 7.2, the results are mapped into five categories based on the combination
of knowledge management strategies (KMS) and knowledge type involved (KT). The
combination of KMS and KT are the enablers for Agile teams in achieving levels of
awareness (LoA) in DSM.

We can see that a high level of awareness can be achieved when the KMS and KT
were fully applied in the DSM which was realised by Team Jupiter and Team Saturn.
High levels of awareness were also achieved for teams where KMS was applied at
high level combined with KT at the medium level (e.g., Team Uranus). In contrast,
when KMS was applied at the medium level and KT at the high level, the team
reached the overall levels of awareness at the medium level (e.g., Team Mercury
and Team Earth). Additionally, when KMS was applied at the low level combined
with KT at medium level, the team achieved the overall levels of awareness at low
level (e.g., Team Mars). Another combination was when both (KMS and KT) were
applied at the low level. The teams (e.g., Team Neptune and Team Venus) achieved
low level of awareness because of the combination mentioned above.

As shown in Table 7.2 our analysis suggests that KMS was the dominant factor with
a high correlation to levels of awareness. As can be seen on Table 7.2, there were
three teams (Team Neptune, Team Mars, and Team Venus), which only partially
applied discussion in their DSM, reached the low level of awareness. An interesting
point to note is the low level achieved by the three teams is likely related to the
team’s average Agile experience.

As shown in Table 4.2 in Chapter 4, Team Neptune had 3 out of 4 who participated
were doing Agile project for the first time. Similarly, two team members of Team
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Mars and Venus were also doing Agile project for the first time. Thus, there was a
co-relation between team members’ experiences with the levels of awareness achieved
in the DSM. It indicates that the team with new team members tends to reach the
low level of awareness in the DSM. Another interesting point to note is there is
an indication that discussion was the important strategy that enables Agile teams
to reach the highest level of awareness. Without discussion in the DSM, levels of
awareness would not be e�ectively achieved by Agile teams.

The next chapter presents the discussion of the knowledge transformation in the
daily standup meeting which consists of level of awareness builds on each other, a
framework of knowledge transformation in the DSM, and discussion of our findings
in the light of literature.
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8 Discussion of Knowledge
Transformation in DSM

We now discuss the findings related to knowledge transformation in the DSM. We
present a theoretical framework of knowledge transformation in DSM which is de-
veloped through combining the levels of awareness, knowledge types involved in
DSM, and knowledge management strategies implemented in the DSM. Section 8.1
describes how each level of awareness in knowledge transformation in DSM builds
on the other, Section 8.2 describes the theoretical framework of knowledge transfor-
mation in DSM, followed by a discussion of the level of the framework in light of
related literature.

8.1 Levels of Awareness Build on Each Other

The following section of the discussion moves on to describe in greater detail the
levels of awareness performed by the teams studied. One interesting finding was that
only three out of eight teams achieved the highest level of awareness in a DSM. At
a glance, Agile teams performed DSMs, but not all teams achieved the highest level
of awareness, in particular, in terms of visualising the outcomes captured through
daily goals/plans.

The task awareness level (detailed in Section 6.1) involves gaining an understanding
of the team’s current task based on identifying progress, plans, and obstacles. It
seems that if Agile teams only focus on identifying particular progress without iden-
tifying plan and obstacles, they will not know what tasks are needed to be taken
by another team member, and will not know the obstacles in each task that might
block them. As can be seen in Table 7.1 in Chapter 7, the results show that eight
teams reached the task awareness level because they fully engaged in sharing their
progress, plans, and obstacles.
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The next level, situation awareness (detailed in Section 6.2) involves analysing the
team members’ needs and team members’ availability to help. In this level, Agile
teams attempt to understand the current team situation based on the team members’
needs, by asking for help and ideas to solve the obstacles, and by assessing their
availability to help. Table 7.1 in Chapter 7 shows there were five teams that reached
the level of situation awareness, while three teams did not reach this level because
they were not fully active in analysing team members’ needs and availability to help.

The level of process awareness is achieved when Agile teams suggest solutions to
other team members and the suggested solutions are captured into visualised forms,
such as plans/daily goals and by moving user stories. When the teams have solutions
that are suggested and visualised, it helps Agile teams to be more aware of the next
actions required.

For example, Table 7.1 in Chapter 7 shows there were three teams (Team Jupiter,
Team Saturn and Team Uranus) seen to achieve process awareness as they fully
engaged in o�ering solutions to other team members and visualising the solutions
on their task board. The other five teams (Team Neptune, Team Mars, Team Venus,
Team Mercury, Team Earth) did not achieve the final level of awareness (process
awareness). From the observation of the DSMs, it was seen that these five teams
did not have explicit description of a plan or daily goals.

Thus, our findings show that the teams that are actively involved in identifying
and describing individual progress, plans, and obstacles would be able to reach the
first level of knowledge transformation, task awareness. Once this is achieved, it
becomes possible for the team to analyse the team members’ needs and availability
to help, leading them to reach the next level of knowledge transformation, situation
awareness. Finally, having discussed who and how to help, teams can visualise the
decided solution plans and next action steps, thereby reaching the highest level of
knowledge transformation, process awareness.

8.2 Knowledge Transformation in the DSM

We now discuss the findings in light of our research question: How does knowledge
transformation occurs in a DSM and what are the aspects involved in the knowledge
transformation in a DSM?
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Figure 8.1: Types of transfer in knowledge transformation: adapted from [4]

Table 8.1: Levels of Awareness with the knowledge involved and knowledge man-
agement strategies applied in DSM

Levels of Awareness Knowledge Types
Knowledge

Management

StrategiesTask Awareness

Identifying and describing
progress

Product knowledge
(e.g., Product
features)

Discussion,
Artifacts and
VisualisationIdentifying and describing plan Project knowledge

(e.g., Daily goals)

Identifying and describing
obstacles

Product knowledge
(e.g., Product
Obstacles) and
Process knowledge
(e.g Process
obstacles)

Situation Awareness

Analysing team members’ needs
Process knowledge
(e.g., process
obstacles) Discussion

Analysing team members’
availability to help

Process knowledge
(e.g., team members’
availability)

Process Awareness

Suggesting solutions
Process knowledge
(e.g., Solutions/the
next actions) and
Project knowledge
(e.g., plan)

Discussion,
Artifacts and
VisualisationVisualising solutions

Referring to Nonaka and Hedlund [4], knowledge transformation occurs in a two-way
dialogue between individual and team (see Figure 8.1). Specifically, the transforma-
tion occurs when an individual transfers knowledge to the team, which is defined
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as extension, and from the team to the individual called appropriation [4]. In our
study, we found that a knowledge transformation occurs in the DSM when each
individual team member shares their progress, plan, and obstacles (three questions
that need to be reported in the DSM) with the team. The specific knowledge is
transformed in the DSM in the form of awareness.

Table 8.1 presents a summarised view of knowledge transformation in the DSM which
emerged from analysing the levels of awareness, knowledge management strategies
and knowledge types as described in the previous chapters. The first column lists
levels of awareness and activities included in each level as they emerged from the-
matic analysis; the knowledge types column lists the three knowledge types involved
in each level of awareness, and the knowledge management strategies column lists
the knowledge management strategies used in the levels of awareness.

By defining the relationships among these themes, a framework of knowledge trans-
formation in DSM was developed. Figure 8.2 shows how the knowledge transfor-
mation occurs in the DSM. Figure 8.2 depicts the overall picture of the knowledge
transformation in the DSM. Green boxes represent product knowledge, yellow boxes
represent project knowledge, and orange boxes represent process knowledge. It can
be seen that from the first level, Agile teams share product knowledge (e.g., prod-
uct features, and product obstacles), project knowledge (e.g., timeline), and process
knowledge (e.g., process obstacles).

As described in the previous chapter (Chapter 6) we found evidence of product,
project, and process knowledge types being involved in the three levels. The identi-
fied and described knowledge (progress, plan, and obstacles) transformed into aware-
ness through the use of knowledge management strategies, such as discussion, arti-
facts, and visualisation.

Task awareness enables the product, project and process knowledge to fuse as process
knowledge in the next level (i.e., situation awareness). This process occurs as the
team members shift, and merge their focus from task to process. In the next level,
when Agile teams build process awareness, the process knowledge combined with
project knowledge emphasise the process awareness. Thus it can be concluded that
the knowledge shared in the DSM transformed from product knowledge to process
knowledge.

The knowledge transformation occurs in building task awareness when individuals
share their individual knowledge and this is progressively gathered and recognised
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as collective team knowledge through collective discussion, the use of artifacts and
visualisations in the DSM.

During the discussion, Agile teams gain the description of individual progress, plan,
and obstacles in tacit form. The visualised structure of the task provides an explicit
form that can be accessed through artifacts (i.e., task card), and visualisation (i.e.,
task board). Task card enables the team members to monitor the team members’
progress, plan, and obstacles from a specific point of view (based on individual
knowledge). For example, a developer in the team can focus on the testing task to
monitor a tester’s progress in the team (i.e., focus on individual progress) to assess
whether the tester can meet the deadline. Task boards help the teams to gather, and
recognise all team members’ progress, plan, and obstacles as collective knowledge
(i.e., from individual to team). For example, most team members have blockers
shown on the task board, which means the progress would be slow because of the
blockers. Through monitoring and recognising individual and team progress, it helps
the team members to extend individual knowledge into team knowledge about the
tasks, thereby achieving the first level of awareness, i.e., task awareness. Specifically,
gathering individual knowledge enables the knowledge transformed since the team
members gain the external perception (of other team members), and combine their
understanding with individual perception [99]. In the DSM, an individual team
member is the owner of the knowledge (progress, plan, and obstacles).

The next level of awareness, situation awareness, is achieved when Agile teams gain
an understanding of the current status of the team from the previous level (i.e., task
awareness). In building situation awareness in the DSM, Agile teams interpret and
evaluate the situation by asking for clarifications about team members’ needs. In
analysing team members’ needs, Agile teams focus on correlating individual process
obstacles (included in process knowledge from the previous level task awareness)
with the team’s overall situation. The team members’ needs are generated from
the clarification provided by a team member in the discussion. This clarification
enables the team members to construct a comprehension of the whole team situation.
The situation is analysed from both perspectives (i.e., individual and team). For
example, when there is a bug issue that is faced by a developer for three days, it
impedes them in finishing their task. In this level, the team members view the
obstacle as a team obstacles as they aware that the bug issue will impact the whole
team in finishing the task, and impede their progress.
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Besides analysing team member needs, analysing team members’ availability to help
(included in process knowledge) also raises team situation awareness. After the team
members construct the whole picture of the team situation, they determine a focus
area that needs more attention by the team by discussing what kind of assistance
is required to solve the obstacle. This discussion leads the team to analyse team
members’ who are available to help. Thus, through analysing team members’ needs
and team members’ availability to help in the DSM, discussions help Agile teams to
build a team situational awareness.

The third level of awareness is process awareness. This level attempts to explore
team members’ tasks or capabilities that can be applied to the current situation
of the project and gives a guide to what needs to be done in order to accomplish
the team goals. In the previous level (situation awareness), Agile teams decide
on the main concerns that need to be focused on. Through building that level, it
leads the team to explore the possible solutions based on the team situation. We
found that suggesting solutions, such as referring to relevant experts, taking over
the task or working together, are the realisation of exploring team members’ tasks
and capabilities that can fill in the gap when the team faces a problem. Through
this exploration, the team members can propose some options to solve the problem.
In suggesting the solution, Agile teams discuss the possible solution with the team
members. The discussion helps the team to gain a team perspective and in turn
find the best way to solve their individual obstacles.

Visualising solutions in the DSM provides an explicit form of DSM outcomes. Through
visualising daily goals and information radiators (i.e., task cards and task board),
team members can identify their focus from both perspectives (individual and team).
In this level, the knowledge is transformed in both ways from individual to team
and vice versa. For example, a developer in a team knows that they need to do pair
programming on that day with another developer to solve the obstacles (bugs), and
they focus on the deadline to solve the issues. It means they build their process
awareness from the individual perspective, which only focuses on what they are go-
ing to do next (i.e., process knowledge), and focuses on their deadline (i.e., project
knowledge). Another perspective is viewed as a team, where the point of view is
seen from the process as a whole.

The daily goals generated is a team target where all team members should fully pay
attention to the goals. For example, the daily goal of a team may be to finish all the
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map features in the mobile application. To achieve these goals, all the team members
should be aware of the team’s target and understand that task dependencies will be
a crucial aspect of accomplishing the target. From this situation, all team members
become aware of the obstacles that will occur during finishing the target and share
their obstacles during the day, focusing on meeting the deadline. Thus, through
suggesting and visualising solutions through discussion, artifacts and visualisation,
it helps the team members to focus on the specific task and goals for their next
steps.

8.3 Related Works

An initial Systematic Literature Review (SLR) on knowledge management in ASD
and reflective practice in ASD has been presented in Chapter 2. We now relate our
findings in light of related literature.

Task Awareness Task awareness is an essential aspect in team coordination and
collaboration [92, 96, 89, 100, 91, 101]. Task awareness provides an understanding
for an individual about their tasks that can be adjusted with other tasks, and how
to identify obstacles and solutions accordingly [102]. Task awareness in teamwork
related is related to how software teams determine several elements in the workspace
[92, 100, 103], such as identity, activity level, action, intention, changes, and abilities
[101].

The identity elements can be captured by answering the question, Who are par-
ticipating in the particular activity? [101]. The action element is related to the
question What are they doing? [101]. Our findings on task awareness when Ag-
ile teams identify and describe individual progress are consistent with identity and
action elements [101]. In identifying and describing the progress, each team mem-
ber explains the activities/tasks based on product features (i.e., product knowledge)
shown on the board. Each team member represents a particular role in the team
who has a responsibility for a specific task.

Identifying and describing the plan in our findings is related to the intention element,
which aims to answer a question, What are they going to do? [101]. The answer
to this question is shared by a team member when the team member clarifies their
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plan to the team. In describing the plan, the team member focuses more on the
next action which refers to the team goals and deadline (i.e., project knowledge).

Our findings on identifying and describing obstacles in DSM are consistent with
the influence element. The influence element can be captured by answering the
question, How the obstacles a�ect something? [101]. This element is related to
another element, abilities which can be captured by answering the question, What
can they do? [101]. In describing individual obstacles, a team member explains the
aspects that would block the team. The obstacles shared in the DSM focus more
on product obstacles (i.e., product knowledge) and process obstacles (i.e., process
knowledge). For example, Agile teams explain testing issues that would block other
team members’ work as they cannot continue their task when the testing task has
not been resolved. Explaining testing issues to other team members is an example
related to the influence elements and the abilities element since Agile teams state
their initial plan to solve the obstacles.

Another element is expectation, which attempts to answer the question, What do
they need me to do next? [101]. The expectation elements is raised in the next level
when the obstacles cannot be solved individually. Agile teams seek help from other
team members to find a solution. It raises the awareness of the team members to
get involved in solving the obstacles by asking clarification of team members’ needs.

Regarding knowledge management strategies, our results show the Agile teams ap-
ply all knowledge management strategies in building task awareness. Discussion is
the main strategy applied in this level while artifacts and visualisation are used as
a display of individual knowledge. In building task awareness, discussion is useful
for individuals in the team to provide detailed explanation to other team members.
Artifacts (e.g., user stories) and visualisation (e.g., task board) are useful to show
the small chunks of individual knowledge. The knowledge management strategies
applied help Agile teams to gather individual knowledge and from the whole picture
of teamwork. Our results confirm previous research on knowledge sharing in ASD
[41, 104] which explain discussion is a higher level of strategy, and is able to support
detailed information. Our results also confirm the acknowledgement that visualisa-
tion provides new viewpoints of teamwork from the perspective of the whole project
overview [17, 105].
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Situation Awareness The situation awareness in Agile teams is correlated to
“how people are kept informed of what is going on, e.g., through what they can see,
what they can hear and what is accessible to them” [90]. Sharp et al. [17] reported
that, in the DSM, team members have a lack of situation awareness since the team
members rarely capture the knowledge that is explicitly exchanged in the meeting.
Our findings confirm this as not all teams explicitly captured daily goals/plans.
Specific knowledge referred to by Agile teams in building situation awareness is
process knowledge, and in particular process obstacles. Individual obstacles from the
previous level is transformed as team obstacles in this level. By defining individual
obstacles as team obstacles, the teams become more aware of what happens in the
team and concerned with the impact if the obstacles persist.

Task awareness from the previous level enables Agile teams to analyse further by
asking for clarification of team members’ needs. The teams analyse the team mem-
bers’ needs to perceive What do they need me to do next? [101]. By understanding
the teams’ expectation to solve the obstacles, they would be more aware and shift
the thinking to finding a solution.

In finding a solution, our findings show that Agile teams analyse team members’
availability to assist other team members in solving the obstacles, and is part of
process knowledge. It can be seen that in this level, Agile teams tried to move
toward achieving team goals by sharing the team resources. Providing assistance
to solve the obstacles and accomplishing the team goals is correlated with backup
behavior in teamwork theory [106]. Backup behavior can be defined as providing
feedback for the purpose of improving team performance, o�ering team members
assistance in accomplishing tasks to achieve team goals and accomplish a task when
the team is not able to complete the task due to overload [106].

Regarding knowledge management strategies, our observation suggest that Agile
teams rely on discussion in addressing process obstacles and finding team members
that are available to provide assistance to solve the obstacles. When they talked
about team members’ needs and team members’ availability to help, Agile teams do
not refer to artifacts and task boards since those aspects are not explicitly described
in the visualised form. By discussing obstacles and providing clarification, Agile
teams will be able to assign the task to other team members and suggest solutions
(in the next level). Our results confirm previous research on DSM investigation
[26, 28, 27] that acknowledge that in the DSM Agile teams emphasise problem-
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focused communication consisting of clarification, obstacles and task coordination.

Process Awareness Previous studies from knowledge management (not specif-
ically on software development) [91, 107] suggest in building process awareness, a
team needs to have a detail description and clear visualisation of the process for team
members. Our findings show that in the DSM, Agile teams suggest solutions by ex-
plaining to other team members. Further discussion from previous levels (shared
situation awareness) is when the team members propose several solutions to solve
the obstacles. The solutions suggested are referring to relevant experts, taking over
a task or working together, and further discussion. For example, when a team mem-
ber o�ers to perform pair programming (working together), they refer to specific
issues (e.g, bugs issue) and their availability.

The visualisation is necessary to correlate process activities, actors, and artifacts
[17, 56, 81]. It gathers all small elements of a task as a whole picture for the teams.
Our findings on visualising solutions are consistent with the previous studies. In
clarifying the solutions, Agile teams generate plan/daily goals and move user stories.
By having alternative solutions that were visualised on artifacts and task board, Agile
teams seemed to improve their process awareness.

Team members gain the solution as process knowledge (as team knowledge) to con-
tinue and synchronise their work in the visualised form. A team member gains the
suggested and clarified solutions as individual plan when they filter the solutions
and apply one for their personal action.

For example, by referring to relevant experts and knowing who will take over the
tasks or work together provides process awareness of who has the responsibility to
perform the tasks, who will assist the team members in continuing the work based
on the plans and how to coordinate others to integrate the tasks. Similarly, previous
research explains that by knowing the team situation, Agile teams will be able to
develop plans for the next day [16].

Stray et al. [27] proposed a guideline to conduct DSM recommend that a DSM
should be focused on the future and aim to improve team awareness. Especially,
addressing obstacles and making a plan are more important than reporting progress
in the DSM. Our findings support this guideline by providing knowledge transforma-
tion framework in the DSM. Furthermore, we recommend that Agile teams should
generate solutions and visualise their action points. By having solutions and explicit
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action points, Agile teams would be more aware of their next actions and achieve
better process awareness. Our findings, a framework of knowledge transformation in
the DSM, complements Stray’s et al. [27] guideline and provides detailed guidelines
for Agile teams to improve team awareness by focusing on performing specific ac-
tivities, such as identifying and discussing progress, plans, and obstacles; analysing
team members’ needs and availability to help; and generating solutions. Addition-
ally, we also describe the knowledge management strategies and knowledge types
involved in achieving higher levels of awareness in a DSM.
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9 Reflection in Retrospective
Meetings

In the previous chapters, Chapter 5, Chapter 6, and Chapter 7, we focused on de-
scribing our findings on knowledge transformation in the DSM. We now present our
findings on reflection in the retrospective meeting, a Scrum practice dedicated to
inspecting and adapting the process. In this chapter, we first present the findings,
then we present the cross-case analysis on related to reflection in retrospective in
Chapter 10. This is followed by a discussion of the levels of reflection and related
works in Chapter 11.

As described earlier in Chapter 1 - Section 1.1.2, about the standard, there are five
stages of performing retrospective meetings. The stages are: setting the stage,
gathering data, generating insight, deciding what to do, and closing the retrospective
meeting [6, 47].

The main purpose of a retrospective meeting is to enable the team to review and re-
flect on their previous sprint and decide action points for improvement [7]. Previous
research on reflection in retrospective meeting, also discussed earlier in Section 2.2,
focused more on the techniques (e.g., post-iteration workshop and postmortem re-
view [31, 34, 108]) and the reflection classification (i.e REALM [19]). The techniques
for performing retrospective meetings are well known. However, the actual reflection
in retrospective meetings has remained unclear. In particular, we aim to answer the
questions How does reflection occur in a retrospective meeting? and What are the
aspects involved in the reflection in the retrospective meeting?

Reflective practice according to Osterman and Kottkamp [109], is defined as “a
means by which practitioners can develop a greater level of self-awareness about the
nature and impact of their performance, an awareness that creates opportunities for
professional growth and development”. Bain et al. [5] classified reflection into five
levels: reporting, responding, relating, reasoning, and reconstructing. Level 1 and
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2, reporting and responding, enable learners to share brief descriptions of their ex-
perience, their feelings about events, facts or problems that they encountered. Level
3 is relating, and involves connecting experience with personal meaning.

Understanding at this level occurs when learners try to highlight good points (e.g.,
their ability, successful work) and negative points (e.g., mistakes, failure) to learn
and identify areas of improvement. Level 4 is reasoning, where learners explore the
information shared as well as background knowledge related to the occurrences.
Level 5 is reconstructing, which signifies a high level of learning where learners
generate the general framework of thinking, which is specified in a plan or action
for responding to similar obstacles in the future.

Our study refers to these levels of reflection proposed by Bain, et al. [5] and groups
the levels into three main levels, i.e., reporting and responding, relating and rea-
soning and reconstructing, based on our observations of the Agile retrospectives in
practice. Reporting and responding are grouped together as the first level as these
levels closely related to reviews sharing and discussions at the beginning of the ret-
rospective meeting. Relating and responding are grouped as the second level as
Agile teams participate in a further discussion after they report and respond to the
reviews. The third level, the reconstructing level, is embodied when Agile teams
discuss to formulate a plan as an improvement for the next sprint.

Figure 9.1 shows a thematic map of the levels of reflection in retrospective meeting.
In reporting and responding, Agile teams identify and discuss feelings and obstacles.
In relating and reasoning, Agile teams analyse previous action points, identifying
background reasons, and identifying future action points. These findings have been
published in [85].

Table 9.1 summarises these codes and themes along with their mapping to the re-
flection levels. Our approach to thematic analysis, including the use of the Bain’s
et al. framework [5] has been described in Chapter 3, Section 3.5.4. We found that
reflection occurs when the Agile teams embody these aspects within three levels of
reflection. The levels of reflection are described below, along with pertinent quotes
and photographs from our individual interviews, group interviews, and observations
of retrospective meetings.
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Figure 9.1: Levels of Reflection in Retrospective Meetings: a Thematic Map

Table 9.1: Themes representing topics discussed during retrospectives, their de-
scription, examples and mapping to levels of reflection based on [5]

Levels of

Reflection

Themes/Topics

Discussed

Description of

Themes

Examples

Reporting and
Responding

Identifying and
discussing
obstacles

Problems, issues and
concern causing
blockages.

Unfinished tasks and
dependencies (e.g.,
expertise, activity,
resource or entity and
technical.)

Identifying and
discussing
obstacles

The subjective response
that reflects the
situation, fact or events
from the previous sprint.

Negative and positive
feelings.

Relating and
Reasoning

Analysing previous
action points

Evaluating the process
improvement based on
previous action points

Some improvement
achieved or persisting
obstacles.

Identifying
background reasons

Analysing some causes
and aspects related to
team improvement.

Testing environment issue
related to external person
in di�erent location, who
is di�cult to contact

Identifying future
action points

Evaluating what areas
need to be focused on
more to be defined as
future action points

Evaluating successful
stories and failures.

Reconstructing Generating action
points

Define some action
points for the next plan.

Generating action points
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The following sections explain each level of reflection in the retrospective meeting
along with its relation to knowledge management strategies and the knowledge types
involved in each level. Section 9.1 presents reporting and responding in retrospective
meeting that includes identifying and discussing obstacles, and discussing feelings.
Section 9.2 explains the level of relating and reasoning, which involves analysing
previous action, background reasons and identifying future action points. Section 9.3
presents how Agile teams generate action points in retrospective meeting to embody
the reconstruction level.

9.1 Reporting and Responding

According to Bain et al. [5], reporting and responding enables learners to share brief
descriptions of their experience, their feelings about events, facts or problems that
they encountered. In our study we found that Agile teams report on obstacles and
feelings, and respond to the same shared by their team members.

All teams were seen to engage in the reporting level of reflection by actively iden-
tifying and reporting obstacles and feelings. Similarly, all eight teams were seen
to be actively involved in responding to their retrospective meeting discussions by
providing brief comments on the obstacles and feelings being shared. Teams were
seen to report on obstacles such as dependencies and unfinished tasks and respond
with negative and positive feelings based on the previous sprint, described below.

9.1.1 Identifying and Discussing Obstacles

Obstacles reported in the retrospective meetings related to the aspects that hindered
the team from making progress. During the retrospective meeting, Agile teams
gathered all the problems that occurred in the previous sprint, which would be
useful for the teams to highlight areas of improvement. There were two specific
types of obstacles reported: dependencies and unfinished tasks.

Dependencies. Most of the participants (13 out of 26) mentioned dependencies
as a specific type of obstacle most commonly reported in the retrospective meeting.

“Not really. If I am not able to design a certain piece of work it
might be because of the process behind it; it might be because I didn’t
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get the correct information from people who should give me the correct
information and they didn’t give me because of some other reason; so
it’s all about the process. If you follow the process correctly and talk to
each other and communicate with each other it is all good. That is the
negative points that we discuss in retros”

– P6, Designer, Team Saturn, NZ

“Usually like in factory I do something, you’re next then the third
person is after you. If it’s delayed at the first point, if something is
wrong at the first point the next person feels it. So, if one brings it
up [in the retrospective] and if it’s a true concern you will have support
because it does a�ect people.”

– P16, Chapter lead, Across All Team
(Team Jupiter, Team Saturn, Team Uranus and Team Neptune), NZ

Specifically, resource and process dependencies were the types of dependencies most
commonly discussed in the retrospective meeting. Resource dependency related to
an entity or person required in a project [110, 111]. In the retrospective meetings,
several participants (P12, P13, P14, P16, and P17) mentioned resource dependency
as an obstacle shared. It was observed that by sharing resources dependencies, Agile
teams would be able to recognise the cause of the blockage and any requirement of
additional team members.

For example, in Team Neptune, P12 and P14 explained the lack of tester resources,
which led to an imbalance in the team. There were four developers and a tester
in the team. It was seen that the Team Neptune members strongly relied on the
tester to finish the work. Thus, when all developers gave some tasks to be tested,
sometimes the testing work was suspended because of work overload.

“I was the only tester and there were more than four developers in my
squad and it is a little burden. I used to get stressed a lot initially because
four people working on four di�erent stories and for me, I can work on
one particular story at a time and by the time too many things are ready
to test and it is waiting for me, it was bothering me.”

– P12, Tester, Team Neptune, NZ

“We might find a note that says that there was not enough dev work or
too much test work, a misbalance in the amount of work, which means
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that the developers might have been sitting there doing nothing or the
testers might have had nothing to do. That is one that has come up quite
a few times.”

– P14, Developer, Team Neptune, NZ

Another type of dependency shared in the retrospective meeting was process de-
pendency. Process dependency related to an activity that was still suspended and
a�ected other processes (also reported in [110, 111]). Several participants (8 out
of 26) reported process dependency in the retrospective meeting. For example, as
explained by P14, they could not continue to the next story because the preceding
design tasks had not finished. This situation led to a stack of the task after the
design task had finished. It would give the team members a pile of work that need
to finish, and required rework.

“We have had examples when the design wasn’t done before we started
a story and it meant that we had to rework a bunch of stu� once the
design happened.”

– P14, Developer, Team Neptune, NZ

Another example was about the testing work, which required a long time to deploy
and was not transparent to team members, particularly to the testers and developers.
It can be observed that if the tester’s work could not be finished by the deadline, or
if the expected deadline was not shared with the team members, it would lead to
delays in other team members’ work.

“For example, again about testing. Sometimes you don’t realize that
testers spend a lot of time on the deploy which is not that visible to
developers. For example in retros there is this sprint or doing deploys;
they say “Yeah, yeah, maybe we can optimize this somehow.”

– P3,Developer, Team Jupiter, NZ

“say for example we have to do something within two days and that’s
kind of an interdependent thing; like until you do it I won’t be able to do
it. If you are taking the whole day say for example two whole days, how
would I be able to do it?”

– P8, Tester, Team Saturn, NZ

By sharing problems about dependencies, team members became aware of the other
team members’ tasks and how they related to their own tasks. By being aware of
this issue the team could think about ways to solve the dependency problems.
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Unfinished tasks. Unfinished tasks were mentioned by five participants (P9, P12,
P17, P27 and P29) as an obstacle reported in retrospective meetings. An unfinished
task was a problem where team members could not accomplish the tasks they had
planned or considered the team to be making slow progress.

“We were not achieving that daily goal and it is a kind of demotivat-
ing. . . let’s say you plan 10 stories for the sprint and you achieve just
two or three. The rest we couldn’t complete for whatever reason. So, we
say that is one thing which didn’t go well.”

– P12, Tester, Team Neptune, NZ
“You know, most of the problems are the bug, the testing or the QA is
not yet complete so the bug keeps popping up. And sometimes there’s a
problem with internet connection which is very slow and sometimes it’s
down.”

– P29, Tester, Team Earth, Indonesia

Surfacing the obstacles was helpful for teams to understand how much more e�ort
was required to finish the tasks, what tasks were challenging, and why the tasks
were di�cult to finish. In the case of Team Earth from Indonesia, the retrospective
allowed issue with infrastructure, e.g., internet connectivity to surface. Another
is when Team Neptune faced a problem with a requirement that delayed finishing
tasks, they asked for clarifications from the product manager. It was evident that
such dependencies led to unfinished tasks in some cases.

9.1.2 Discussing Feelings

Besides obstacles, Agile teams also shared their feelings, which were visualised in
several forms, e.g., as drawings or journey lines. The feelings shared by team mem-
bers represented the sense of facts and occurrences from the previous sprint, such
as when they were feeling down or happy.

There was an example of positive feelings shared, which had a positive impact on
the team’s productivity, where their work can be distributed well. Team Neptune
recruited an additional tester after they had a problem with testing. They felt happy
because their team was complete and balanced between developers and testers. This
had a positive impact on team’s productivity, where their work can be distributed
well.
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“We do put down smiley [symbol]. When we got a new tester on board,
a new person we had a happy smiley saying that our squad is complete.
When we do not have a designer or BA we are sad, when we got a new
person we were so happy that yes our squad is complete now. It is like
that “

– P12, Tester, Team Neptune, NZ

This was supported by Team Jupiter’s group interview, which explained sharing
feelings among team members enabled all team members to recall their experience
and remember some important events during the previous sprint. The experience
of finishing particular tasks successfully seemed to help the team to underline the
good points that could be preserved for the next sprint, while negative experiences
(e.g., failure or mistakes) directed the team to investigate the causes of the failure.

“I start out really happy and then I worked on this bargain and went
really sad and then we worked in this awesome worked we survived, and
see like the happiness in the squad and it is really good if you get everyone
to think about want happened.”

– (Group interviews), Team Jupiter, NZ

“There are two side of great action plan but if members of the team
still don’t like it all the way that we executed it, that’s a problem that we
should probably try to fix because when people are happy, they perform
well. So, yeah I keep on thinking it is important, you definitely wanna
see what the morale of the team is. I did one of the morale tests and I
scored myself really low, I said I wasn’t very happy.”

– P4, Business Analyst, Team Jupiter, NZ

These obstacles and feelings identified and discussed during the retrospective meet-
ing, were supported by our observations of the retrospective meetings of Team
Jupiter, Team Saturn, and Team Neptune. It was observed that Team Jupiter
reported their review by defining some words on sticky notes (see Figure 9.2). For
example, muddy was used to describe a di�cult situation where team members had
di�culty in understanding the detailed description of specific user stories in the
project. Upon asking a team member about the meaning of muddy, a participant
explained:
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“So, I think, he and I came up with the term of ‘muddy’; from obser-
vation - they were really struggling to get the right data and really had to
analyse the data for this project. I observed that and for me, I would pick
out a description which would explain what I’ve observed; as a general
team.”

– P1, User Interface Designer, Team Jupiter

However, there were situations when some team members were reluctant to share
their feelings, as feelings seemed too personal. They considered that sharing emo-
tional aspects, such as reporting that the tasks were really hard, would be perceived
as incompetent. As a participant mentioned:

“I guess; vulnerable. In a workplace, traditionally, you’re not used
to sharing your emotions. You’re meant to be very professional. So, if
you’re saying, “Actually, I really struggled.” Then you’re opening yourself
up; to people. So, you’re a little bit nervous and you’re hoping that they’ll
take it well; and, if you’ve got a good squad, then it is good. You know
and people will be like, “Oh okay, how can we support you better or what
do you need?” And, you get solutions out of it.”

– P17, Scrum Master and Tester, Team Mars NZ

The example above illustrates that some team members occasionally hesitated to
share their feelings. Nevertheless, it was not about judging how professional the team
members were or whether they could finish all the tasks. Based on the observation,
if team members shared their failure or negative feelings, all teams we observed
generally perceived it positively and provided help. It can be observed that issues
of an individual were reflected as a team issue, which needed to be solved together.
Thus, it was about openness. When all team members were open to share their
feelings and their issues, they received support from each other. By sharing and
acknowledging other impediments, as a team, they provided some ways to solve the
problems, which can lead to team improvement.

In identifying and discussing obstacles and feelings, Agile teams emphasised sharing
their obstacles through discussion. Besides discussing obstacles and feelings, some
teams shared artifacts to describe briefly the important aspects from the previous
sprint on the artifacts (sticky notes), or visualised the obstacles and the feeling on
the board.
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(a) Team Jupiter (words: 100%, muddy, mul-
titasking, dependent)

(b) Team Saturn

(c) Team Uranus

Figure 9.2: (a) Words to describe obstacles and feelings in the Retrospective Meet-
ings; (b) and (c) Journey lines Visualising emotions during a sprint in Retrospec-
tive meetings

For example, Figure 9.2a shows how artifacts, such as sticky notes were used to pro-
vide a review through a word to describe the obstacles or feelings in the retrospective
meeting. Each word that was mentioned on the artifacts had a particular meaning
that described previous sprint’s situation. In sharing the meaning of the words,
Agile teams provided clarification and detailed explanation through discussions.

Besides artifacts shared in the meetings, Team Neptune used artifacts to identify
their obstacles and feelings which was stored in a retro box. As described by P14,
they noted down the obstacles and their feelings on sticky notes and put it in the
retro box. Team Neptune’s retrospective meeting relied on how many sticky notes
were in the box. If there were no sticky note in the box, they would not perform
the retrospective meeting.
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“we have a retrospective box in our squad area which throughout the
sprint we will put in points we want to talk about. If there is nothing in
the box, then we won’t have retrospective.”

– P14, Developer, Team Neptune, NZ

Figures 9.2b and 9.2c show examples of visualisation by Agile teams to provide a
review of the previous sprint through a journey lines. It was observed that Team
Saturn initiated the meeting by asking all team members to draw journey lines ex-
pressing their feelings during two weeks’ sprint. Journey lines represented up and
down situations, which was followed up by sharing some background reasons of their
feelings by putting sticky notes. For example, in Team Saturn, team communica-
tion and bugs that a�ected team member’s feelings. Team communication made
them happy as they felt it improved and made it easier for them to coordinate and
synchronise their work. Bugs were the background reason why team members felt
stressed during the two weeks sprint.

According to the example above, it can be concluded that discussing, using artifacts,
and visualising the obstacles and feelings helped Agile teams to express and clarify
their feelings to the team, and helped Agile teams to understand the previous sprint
situation, and reflect on that situation.

9.2 Relating and Reasoning

Relating and reasoning are defined as connecting experience with personal meaning
and exploring the information shared as well as background knowledge related to
the occurrences [5]. In our study, we found that Agile teams compile the obstacles
and the feelings shared (from the previous reporting and responding level) and in-
vestigate the relationship between those aspects. These levels consisted of activities
such as analysing previous action points, identifying background reasons, identifying
future action points. The sub-sections below present the findings from the individual
interviews, supported by group interviews and observations.

9.2.1 Analysing Previous Action Points

We define an action point as a specific item selected by the team to focus on for
improvement. In analysing previous action points (i.e., action points from previous
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sprint), Agile teams referred to those agreed upon by the team in the previous
retrospective and evaluated the actual e�ort made by the team on that specific
point. Nine participants provided explanations about analysing previous action
points in the retrospective meeting. P17, a business analyst in Team Mars briefly
explained how their team viewed the previous action points. They observed how
many action points had been accomplished and how many remained. Analysing this
seemed to signal to the team to what extent an improvement had been achieved so
far.

P4, the business analyst, explained about how they measured previous actions
points, which was supported by Team Jupiter’s group interview.

“(...) that’s how you define if you made any changes, we measure
ourself based on our action points and that you’ve actually made changes
for. You could make 200 action points of your 20 weeks, but [if] not a
single one of those was followed up on, you really haven’t done anything.”

– P4, Business Analyst, Team Jupiter, NZ

“In these particular to action points, you really need to make sure that
we follow up so otherwise we will slow down the actual development of
[what] we are doing at the moment.”

– (Team interview) Team Jupiter, NZ

A detailed explanation was provided when the team asked for clarification about
a particular task from previous action points. For example, when a team member
committed to focusing on a particular story to solve the process dependency in the
team, but the team member could not accomplish the target from the action point.
From this point, as mentioned by P18, the team reflected their achievement based
on what happened during the sprint.

“If you committed on a story and they find out last time you didn’t
deliver everything, if say for example 10 stories were there and you only
delivered one story. (. . . ) Everybody is there, there was one guy who only
completed one story and everybody was involved with that for example.
It’s only completion again.”

– P18, Developer, Team Mars, NZ

From the example above, it was observed that Agile teams reflected on the previ-
ous action points by measuring the outcomes achieved by the teams (i.e., good or
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slow progress). This statement was further supported by the observations, where
during the retrospective meetings, Agile teams shared the process improvement or
the failures of the previous sprint.

From the observations, only three teams documented their action points, and the
Scrum Master would be responsible to bring the previous action points to the ret-
rospective meeting. The action points documentations helped the teams to analyse
and evaluate how many action points had been achieved. Thus, it indicated that
Agile teams would be able to analyse their action points through discussions and
the use of artifacts.

9.2.2 Identifying Background Reasons

When teams were not actively progressing, they would explore the reasons why and
what blockers were related to this problem. By identifying the background reasons,
teams would understand what aspects needed to be improved.

This point is supported by Team Jupiter’s group interview, where a team member
tried to identify the reason of the major problem during the retrospective meeting.

“I think we addressed like the major issues [that] are causing the squad
[to be] stuck at the moment and things like test environment and [..]deal-
ing with an external dependency like platform team in [city name]. “

– (Team Interview), Team Jupiter, NZ
“It’s about observing what went wrong and the reason for that, and then
through the action points; trying to get rid of that.”

– P1, Designer, Team Jupiter, NZ

Another example of the background reason identified in the retrospective meeting
was the mistake in prioritising stories, which made team members too confused to
continue their work. The confusion in the previous sprint made the team members
agree on sharing this issue as a negative point. Sharing the negative point provided
a guide to team members to evaluate their mistakes and make sure the failure could
be avoided in the next sprint.

“I think we hadn’t prioritized some of the stories or we hadn’t scored
them correctly and so, I think that must have been negative point that
came out of it and so, the action as a result was; we kind of went over,
you know what we’re going to be doing next week and then we had that
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right away, to make sure that. . . oh because it directly related to the
week, the work would be starting.”

– P15, Tester, Team Neptune, NZ

Besides a mistake in prioritising, bugs-related issues and task complexity were also
mentioned by five participants [P17, P8, P9, P24 and P26] as background reasons
why previous action points could not be achieved. As explained by testers, P8 and
P9, there was a situation when the team could not finish a particular task in the
sprint. Team members attempted to analyse and identify the causes of their failure
to finish the task during the sprint. Some team members shared their feelings that
they felt occupied with so many tasks. They analysed that this issue was caused
due to the high complexity of the product. Another possibility is the process can be
too complex or there was a mistake in defining e�ort estimation. The complex task
was estimated same as the regular task. This situation would lead to work overload
as there were too many tasks allocated, which made the team feel fully occupied
during the sprint.

“We’re just like, okay, yes, product is complex and we did not achieve
what we could, so might as well talk about what we can improve to achieve
it. So might be processes, might be just estimation, saying, okay, this is
very hard. We estimated it to be very easy but this is very hard.”

– P9, Tester, Team Saturn, NZ

“And then I will be talking about “I was feeling within the sprint that
I was really occupied with a lot stu� so maybe next time, next sprint, we
need to look out as to how we can have the proper estimation about the
work.”

– P8, Tester, Team Saturn, NZ

Another example mentioned by a developer in Team Mercury, P24, was that a
particular task was not finished as they felt overwhelmed by the product variants
that needed to finish from previous the sprint, and the tasks will need to be carried
over. They thought that the e�ort estimation had to be based on the specific task,
and analysed the e�ect if the estimation was incorrect in terms of how it would
impact the team progress.

“I think I can’t do this card this week”because there are a lot of product
variants at that time so that the card should be carried over. That’s
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why in sprint planning we should be able to foresee the e�ect, should be
detailed.”

– P24, Developer, Team Mercury, Indonesia

Sharing this issue in the meeting seemed to help the team to think about how to
have better task estimation to avoid such issues (unfinished task and work overload).
Having more accurate estimation would help Agile teams to finish their work and
make progress in a sprint.

Agile teams mainly utilised discussions which focuses on cause analysis to analyse
the background reasons. As was seen during the observations, further discussion
happened in this level of reflection while artifacts were shown on the board were
used as a reference to describe the situation.

For example, when team members shared their negative feelings experienced during
the first week sprint, team members shared the reasons, such as unclear user stories
or the user story was considered as a big task. The Scrum Master guided the team
to identify the causes by asking why they used the negative feeling notation for
the first week. Several reasons were shared, such as too many tasks, the initial
estimation and the actual e�ort were di�erent, the unclear scope of work restricted
their progress. Discussing those reasons led to the point where the team realised the
main background reason was about inaccurate estimation, i.e., the team had created
high achievement expectations for the big tasks without considering the actual e�ort
required.

9.2.3 Identifying Future Action Points

Identifying future action points happened when the teams analysed previous action
points and identified the background issues, which were followed by identifying areas
of improvement and asking ideas and agreement from the team members. From the
discussions, the teams gained an understanding of the existing issues which lead to
thoughts on which areas need to improve and how to improve on them.

In identifying future action points, the teams discussed areas of improvement, which
were focused on the process improvement. For example, in the retrospective meet-
ing, most Agile teams discussed testing environment issues that delayed the team
progress.
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“We list down what didn’t go well or problems or whatever, we usually
derive action points on those things, which is a good way to improve
maybe something immediately like getting a test environment set up so
we can test something.. . . like a more immediate thing. . . but there are
also action points that are related to the squad as well; determine a team
chart or something like that.”

– P2, Developer, Team Jupiter, NZ

From the example above, it was observed that knowledge of the existing issues
enabled the team to understand several areas of the process that needed to be
focused on. To determine future action points the teams also discussed by asking
each other’s opinions.

Although di�erent views often trigger a conflict, the conflict helps the team to formu-
late future action points to improve the process. Di�erent thoughts and perspectives
would provide a precise analysis from each team member, which would be useful to
compile all the possibilities and extract the best solutions.

Another example on identifying future action points was when P8 from Team Mars
discussed a problem about the retrospective meeting that they performed. Team
members often forgot what happened in the last two weeks. Thus, it meant that
some important issues were not addressed in the meeting. In this case, the team
members decided to improve by changing to a half retrospective, i.e., an informal
retrospective during the middle of the sprint. Half retrospective was an area of
improvement that can be an action point applied on the next sprint.

“It [meeting] would be a bit more informal and we’d kind of just quickly
go through the last week and do an update, just because we found that,
from a previous retro, people were forgetting what happened within the
last two weeks. So we had a lot that happened in the last week but what
happened in the week before, or were it the week before that, that hap-
pened. It got a bit confusing so we tried out half sprint/retros, and that
worked. People loved it.”

– P18, Developer, Team Mars, NZ

During the retrospective observations of Team Saturn, an example of how the team
identified their future action points was noted. Team Saturn had identified that
the main reason for their slow progress was inaccurate estimation. Some ideas
for addressing this included elaborating the stories into small tasks, providing the
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clear definition of done for specific tasks, and asking for clarifications from the
product manager about the scope of work. The team members were asked their
opinions and perspectives about these ideas. Most team members agreed on asking
for clarifications from the product manager and elaborating the stories into small
tasks. Consequently, the Scrum Master of Team Saturn made these ideas as o�cial
action points for the next sprint.

9.3 Reconstructing

The term reconstructing is defined as a high level of learning where learners gen-
erate the general framework of thinking, which is specified in a plan or action for
responding to similar obstacles in the future [5]. In our study, we found that level of
reflection seems to happen when a team constructs an agreement on a specific plan
based on the team members’ perspectives. There were three out of the eight teams
(Team Jupiter, Team Saturn, and Team Uranus) that seemed to engage in the re-
constructing level as they performed further discussions and finalised by visualising
their action points.

9.3.1 Generating Action Point

In reconstructing, teams generated plans based on their discussions in the retrospec-
tive meeting. There were twelve participants that stated that generating a plan is
an activity involved in retrospective meeting. Action points are an explicit outcome
of the retrospective meeting. It is useful to remind all team members about the goal
for the next sprint, who will be responsible, and what the associated deadlines will
be.

“So, when they go up on their board and they are doing their sprint
work, they can see, “Right, let’s not forget what came out of this retro”
and it is getting ticked o�. (...) They need to write down the actions,
someone needs to own those actions and they need to give us deadlines
on those actions.”

– P11, Business Analyst, Team Uranus, NZ

This point was brought up in a group interview (of Team Jupiter) where most of
the team members agreed that action points were used as a reference for evaluating
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improvement in the next retrospective meeting. It was also supported by partici-
pants (P3, P4, P5, P7, P8, P13, and P15) that explained action points were useful
to evaluate the process improvement from the previous sprint.

“We pulled out action points on the board. So, over the next two weeks,
we will make sure that everything talked about we follow through on.”

- (Group interview), Team Jupiter, NZ

Besides assisting Agile teams to evaluate progress, action points were also useful to
provide explicit actions to improve the process. As described by P3, action points
were useful to clarify the actions and the person who has a responsibility to each
action point.

“Usually the all have the same outcome; this is action points – what
can we improve? Then maybe trying to make the action points so they
are something which is achievable; something which can really be done
and not like be a better squad. Real action points and assign people.”

– P3, Developer, Team Jupiter, NZ

In addition, P16 added specific explanations about real action points that were fo-
cused in the retrospective meeting. The action points involved in generating action
points are maintaining good points from the previous sprint, and improving or solv-
ing the obstacles that occurred in the previous sprint. Maintaining good points were
meant to repeat or keep the way that had been applied and successful to improve
the process. Improving the process means focused on the actions that need to be
performed to improve the process.

“You might have an underlying role where you have action points.
Action points is something that you take little notes. Action points will
come up out of what worked well and could work better; something that
we should be doing to either keep doing as is because it is working, or
fix whatever is not working and perhaps in brackets we put the owner of
something that is to be fixed or to keep doing.”

– P16, Chapter lead, Across All Team

(Team Jupiter, Team Saturn, Team Uranus and Team Neptune), NZ

It was observed that Team Jupiter preserved their concrete action points on their
Scrum board (see Figure 9.3). Other evidence from the observations was Team
Mercury, and Team Earth actually have action points but their Scrum Master made
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Figure 9.3: Action points generated by Team Jupiter posted on their Scrum Board
(Photo taken during on-site observation, sensitive data and names blurred for
privacy reasons)

some notes during the meetings and only shared verbally the points that needed to
be focused on the next sprint at the end of the retrospective meeting.

P8 also explained Team Saturn had action points related to their process. In develop-
ing a plan related to the project, they formulated the plans in the sprint planning.
This is good as Team Saturn committed to that the retrospective meeting is for
generating action points for their process and the sprint planning is a meeting to
generate project related plans.

“We do plan it but in a way in action point we just put it like that;
“Okay next time we have to work on this thing.” But we really don’t plan
the things; we have a separate planning session for planning the projects
and the sprint. We actually don’t plan the project in the retro. We talk
about the action points kind of thing but action points are more relative
to the individual kind of things”

– P8, Tester, Team Saturn, NZ

Another example was taken from the retrospective meeting observation of Team
Mars and Team Venus. Team Mars and Team Venus did not have explicit action
points visualised on the board. They relied on the retrospective meeting facilitator
that would preserve the meeting discussion, and the meeting outcomes. The facil-
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itator shared the retrospective meeting outcomes to highlight the important areas
and actions needed to be performed on the next sprint by emailing the action points
to the team members.

According to the example above, it can be concluded that discussing, using artifacts
(action points), and documenting the retrospective meeting outcomes would help
Agile teams to focus on the areas of improvement, provide a guide to the team
members of the next actions in the next sprint, and helped them to track their
improvements in the next retrospective meetings.

9.4 Chapter Summary

This section presented a summarised finding on reflection in retrospective meeting.
This research found that there are six important reflection activities discussed in
the retrospective meetings: identifying and discussing obstacles, discussing feelings,
analysing previous action points, identifying background reasons, identifying future
action points and generating a plan. This research found that the reflection that
occurs in retrospective meetings can be classified into three levels of reflection [5]:
reporting and responding, relating and reasoning, and reconstructing.

To achieve the first level of reflection, reporting and responding, Agile teams need
to identify and discuss their obstacles and feelings with the team. This is followed
by analysing previous action points, identifying background reasons, and identifying
future action points in the relating and reasoning level. To achieve the reconstructing
level, Agile teams need to clarify plans to the teams by generating a detailed plan
explicitly, such as action points.

The discussion chapter (next) describes how the levels of reflection are embedded in
standard retrospective meeting practice and how they build on each other.
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10 Cross-case Analysis - Reflection
in Retrospective meeting

The cross-case analysis in this study aims to capture similarities and di�erences
among the eight teams (cases) observed in three companies. In this chapter, we
present a cross-case analysis across the findings of reflection in retrospective meeting
which is presented based on the findings from our thematic analysis (presented in
Chapter 9). We evaluate each team based on reflection activities involved in each
level of reflection which are classified based on Bain et al. [5], such as reporting
and responding, relating and reasoning, and reconstructing. We assessed each team
based on the retrospective meeting observations to see which activities in the level
of reflection were performed.

Similar to the cross-case analysis of knowledge transformation in the DSM in Chapter 7,
we categorised the team by using three symbols, which is given to each team based on
all combined data - individual and group interviews, and observations. The symbols
are: (**) a symbol that is given to the team that was fully engaged in performing
an activity in each level of reflection (i.e., reporting and responding, relating and
reasoning, and reconstructing), (#) symbol is given to the team that was partially
engaged in performing an activity in each level of reflection, and (-) is given for the
team that did not perform the reflection activities in their retrospective meeting.

The cross-case analysis in the retrospective meeting is elaborated based on the ac-
tivities in each level of reflection in retrospective meeting. We assessed the eight
teams based on our combined data from individual and group interviews, and obser-
vations to report to the extent to which they achieved levels of awareness through
performing several activities, including: identifying and discussing obstacles, feel-
ings, and previous action points; identifying background reasons and future action
points; generating action points, which consisted of discussing and visualising action
points.
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10.1 Reporting and Responding

The following sections discuss the cross-case analysis and refer to the summary
provided in Table 10.1.

10.1 Reporting and Responding

As can be seen in Table 10.1, three teams (Team Jupiter, Team Saturn, Team
Uranus) in Company 1 were fully engaged in all activities in reporting and re-
sponding (identifying and discussing their obstacles and feelings). In comparison,
the other three teams of Company 2 and Company 3 (Team Venus, Team Mercury
and Team Earth) partially performed the activities in reporting and responding
level in the retrospective meeting. Team Venus, Team Mercury and Team Earth
fully paid attention to identifying and describing obstacles, but two of them (Team
Mercury and Team Earth) did not fully identify their feelings, while Team Venus
did not identify their feelings. Team Neptune from Company 1 partially identified
and discussed their obstacles. The relative performance of activities in reporting
and reasoning level in the retrospective meetings, by all teams is summarised in
Figure 10.1.

Figure 10.1: Cross-case analysis - the teams’ relative level of performing activities
in reporting and responding level (H: High; M: Medium; L: Low; C1: Company
1; C2: Company 2; C3: Company 3)

In reporting and responding in the retrospective meeting, Team Jupiter, Team Sat-
urn and Team Uranus are categorised at high (H) level. It was seen that Team
Jupiter, Team Saturn and Team Uranus actively identified and discussed their obsta-
cles and feelings in their retrospective meeting. In discussing obstacles and feelings,
Team Saturn and Team Uranus used journey lines (Figure 9.2) to share their obsta-
cles and feelings from previous sprint, and Team Jupiter used a technique defining
a word (Figure 9.2).
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As described in the case overview (see the Chapter 4), the Scrum Master of the three
teams actively shared previous action points at the beginning of the retrospective
meeting, and they were fully involved in sharing their feelings and review of the last
sprint by implementing di�erent techniques. Examples of the techniques applied
by Team Jupiter include defining a word to describe the previous sprint situations
followed by performing a game to explain Agile values to the team members, jour-
ney lines used by Team Uranus to express team members’ feelings including the
background stories of their feelings (as described earlier in Section 9.1.2). Similar
to Team Uranus, Team Saturn also applied journey lines to disclose team members’
feelings and their review, which was followed by a game to show team members the
importance of the correct estimation. Through these techniques, all team members
in Team Jupiter, Team Saturn, and Team Uranus were observed to be fully focused
and engaged in exploring their obstacles and feelings.

In comparison to the previous three teams, Team Venus from Company 2, and
Team Mercury and Team Earth from Company 3, were at medium (M) level in
reporting and responding. The three teams only actively engaged in identifying
and discussing their obstacles while feelings were only partially shared by Team
Mercury and Team Earth. Team Mercury and Team Earth classified their feedback
as positive and negative. However, they did not fully share and discuss their feelings
in the retrospective meeting beyond the classification. There is a possibility that
it is related to the background culture of the team, and sharing feelings seemed
uncommon in these teams. It was seen that a team member shared a positive
feedback about team communication which improved since the last sprint. They
mentioned that as the Team Lead they were happy as the interactions among team
members helped them to coordinate with other members and solve obstacles in the
team quickly. However, unlike Team Jupiter, Team Saturn and Team Uranus that
actively shared their feelings, there was only one member in Team Mercury and Team
Earth who shared their feelings in the retrospective meeting. Thus, Team Mercury
and Team Earth were categorised at the medium level in achieving reporting and
responding.

Team Neptune from Company 1 on the other hand, was at a low (L) level in re-
porting and responding since in their retrospective meeting they only focused on
sharing their obstacles that were allocated in the retro box (as described earlier in
Chapter 4). Based on Team Neptune’s retrospective meeting observation, they only
briefly discussed the obstacles from the retro box related to the changing of task pri-
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orities needing confirmation from the product manager. Once they agreed on that
obstacle, the product manager directly proceeded to the Scrum board, addressed
the issue and wrapped up the meeting. They did not discuss further about their
feelings or evaluate previous action points. It is unsurprising that their retrospective
meeting lasted 15 minutes, while the average time for other teams was between 45
and 90 minutes.

10.2 Relating and Reasoning

As shown in Table 10.1, three teams (Team Jupiter, Team Saturn, and Team Uranus)
were fully engaged in all activities of the relating and reasoning level, i.e., analysing
previous action points, identifying background reasons and future action points.
Other three teams (Team Venus, Team Mercury, and Team Earth) were only fo-
cused on sharing background reasons, and briefly analysed previous action points
and future action points. The relative levels of each team in performing activi-
ties in relating and reasoning level in the retrospective meeting is summarised in
Figure 10.2.

Figure 10.2: Cross-case analysis - the teams’ relative level of performing activities
in relating and reasoning level (H: High; M: Medium; L: Low; C1: Company 1;
C2: Company 2; C3: Company 3)

Team Jupiter, Team Saturn, and Team Uranus were actively engaged in analysing
previous action points, identifying background reasons and future action points.
Thus, they were classified as a high (H) level in reaching the level of relating and
reasoning in the retrospective meeting. These teams actively engaged in discussions
analysing previous action points, evaluating background reasons and identifying
future action points represented by 2 stars (**) in Table 10.1. As described in
Chapter 4, the Scrum Master of the three teams actively shared their previous action
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points at the beginning of the meeting and evaluated the improvement that they
had achieved.

From the observations, it was also seen that participating in a game in their retro-
spective meeting helped the team members to speak and disclose the background
reasons. Speaking and disclosing the obstacles led the team to analyse the reasons
why the obstacles occurred. Some aspects of the obstacles that were identified dur-
ing the discussions in the game also helped the team members to investigate other
possible actions that were suitable for the team. For example, the game of building a
tower in Team Saturn helped the team to identify the reason for particular tasks that
took longer to finish. Playing the game provided the team members with a simula-
tion to identify the cause of the problem of the unfinished task, which was identified
as the issue of inaccurate estimation (as described earlier in Chapter 4). Through
investigating the causes of the obstacles, Team Jupiter, Team Saturn, Team Uranus
were able to discuss with what actions were needed to overcome the obstacles, as
the future action points.

On the other hand, Team Venus from Company 2, and Team Mercury and Team
Earth from Company 3 achieved a medium (M) level. During the retrospective
meeting, it was observed that the team members in both teams actively discussed
the background reasons for their obstacles. However, not all three teams analysed
their previous action points. Team Venus shared their previous action points briefly
(shared by Scrum Master). However, the previous action points shared relied on the
Scrum Master’s notes. Not all action points from previous retrospective meeting
were discussed. They just shared briefly what they have done based on the action
points.

In identifying background reasons, the three teams were actively engaged in explor-
ing the causes of the obstacles from the previous sprint. As shown in Table 10.1 and
the description of Team Venus’ retrospective meeting in Section 4.2.6, the duration
of Team Venus’ retrospective meeting was 90 minutes. During the retrospective
meeting, Team Venus had a further discussion on exploring the causes of the obsta-
cles. In identifying future action points, team Venus only discussed briefly the next
actions without considering consequences of the actions, or asking team members’
account and agreement to define next actions to improve their process.

One team achieved a low (L) level in relating and reasoning. Team Neptune from
Company 1 was categorised as low since this team was not fully sharing their back-
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ground reasons for the obstacles (represented by one star (*) in Table 10.1). As
described previously in Chapter 4 and shown in Table 10.1, Team Neptune had a
short meeting that directly discussed their obstacles with less discussion on the rea-
sons. Team Neptune also did not use action points in their retrospective meeting.
Thus, Team Neptune was assessed to be only at a low level of relating and reasoning.

10.3 Reconstructing

As can be seen in Table 10.1, three teams (Team Jupiter, Team Saturn, and Team
Uranus) were fully engaged in the reconstructing level through discussing action
points and visualising action points in their retrospective meeting. Other four
teams (Team Neptune, Team Venus, Team Mercury, and Team Earth) only par-
tially discussed and visualised their action points. The relative levels of each team
in performing activities in relating and reasoning level in the retrospective meeting
is summarised in Figure 10.2.

Figure 10.3: Cross-case analysis - the teams’ relative level of performing activities
in reconstructing level (H: High; M: Medium; L: Low; C1: Company 1; C2:
Company 2; C3: Company 3)

Team Jupiter, Team Saturn, and Team Uranus were fully engaged in the recon-
structing level in the retrospective meeting. The three teams actively discussed
their action points at the end of the meeting, and the Scrum Master wrote the
points into their notes, and then visualised them on their Scrum board. For ex-
ample, Team Uranus discussed how to communicate and coordinate with the other
testers from other teams. As described in Section 4.2.3, Team Uranus has a re-
sponsibility to handle additional features from the customer, and had a problem
in coordinating with other testers in other teams in synchronising their work. In
their retrospective meeting, the team members in Team Uranus agreed on a team
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member to be responsible and take an action by contacting the other testers or the
Team Lead to provide a time to work on additional features that were requested by
the customer. Generated action points noted down by the Scrum Master mentioned
that the participant, P10 needed to contact the squad master or tester for syncro-
nising the work with Team Uranus. Similarly, Team Jupiter and Team Saturn also
actively discussed and visualised their action points (as described in Chapter 4).

In comparison to the previous three teams, four teams were achieving at a low (L)
level in the reconstructing level. Team Neptune from Company 1, Team Venus
from Company 2, Team Mercury, and Team Earth from Company 3, did not fully
discuss action points. The four teams only summarised very briefly their plans at
the end of their retrospective meetings. For example, Team Neptune, whose meeting
lasted only for 15 minutes, did not summarise their future plans at the end of their
retrospective meeting. It was observed that they discussed their prioritisation of
obstacles and directly found the solution by discussing the best sequence of priorities
of their task. They directly went to their Scrum Board, had a brief talk and finished
their retrospective meeting. Compared to Team Jupiter, Team Saturn, and Team
Uranus from the same company that reached a high level in the reconstructing level,
Team Neptune reached a low level in the reconstructing level. There is a possibility
that this result was related to the team being new in adopting Agile (1.5 years),
where for two of their team members this was their first Agile project (as shown in
Table 4.2). It seemed they were still learning and finding ways of performing Agile
retrospective meetings.

Team Venus from Company 2 also reached a low level in the reconstructing level of
reflection. They discussed their previous action points and generated action points
which were represented in the list of What if we in their retrospective meeting.
However, there are several points captured from the observation and the written
reports of their retrospective meeting. First, the long duration of their retrospective
meeting (90 minutes) was mostly spent on identifying What did not go well (i.e.,
negative feedback). Team members discussed their negative feedback from the pre-
vious sprint further by sharing evidence or explaining what happened in the previous
sprint. It seemed that their explanation was too broad and they were often out of
focus. As can be seen in their report (see Appendix D), they had 9 points of What
went well, 20 points of What did not go well, and 8 points of What if we (i.e., action
points for the next sprint). An interesting point to note is that not all the negative
items were discussed and analysed to find ways of improvement (as the next action
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points). There was a possibility that as the discussion was dominated by addressing
the negative feedback and providing evidence, so the team lost a focus on discussing
the next action for improvement. Another point was the way they presented their
What if we list, there was less detail of real actions in each points. For example,
it was mentioned in point number 3 of What if we: are more restrictive with scope
management? This point was observed as confusing to understand. Besides no
details were provided on how to restrict the scope management, the question mark
(see Figure 4.13) also indicated that there was a hesitation to do the action.

Similar to Team Venus, Team Mercury and Team Earth from Company 3 reached
a low (L) level in reconstructing. From the observations in discussing action points,
their Scrum Master summarised very briefly the actions for the next sprint. For
example, there were two action points shared by the Scrum Master: all team mem-
bers must report their absence as soon as possible to avoid blockage every day and
make a new team which is responsible for handling team distraction (additional re-
quirements). These action points were shared very briefly by the Scrum Master and
were not visualised on their Scrum Board. Thus, Team Mercury and Team Earth
reached a low level in the reconstructing level.

10.4 Summary of the Cross-case Analysis

This section summarises the cross-case analysis by comparing the results of the levels
of reflection achieved by seven teams which include: reporting and responding,
relating and reasoning, and reconstructing. As shown in Figure 10.1, Figure 10.2,
and Figure 10.3, each team achieved di�erent levels of reflection in the retrospective
meeting. Table 10.2 provides a summary of the results from Figure 10.1, Figure 10.2,
and Figure 10.3.

From Table 10.1, the results are mapped into three categories (see Table 10.2) based
on the levels of reflection in the retrospective meeting. We can see that a high
level of reflection in the retrospective meeting can be achieved when Agile teams
are actively engaged in performing each reflection activity in each level of reflection,
including identifying and discussing obstacles and feelings, analysing previous action
points, identifying background reasons, identifying future action points. Reflection
in the retrospective meeting was achieved at a high level when a team performed all
the activities in all levels (e.g., Team Jupiter, Team Saturn, and Team Uranus). In
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Table 10.2: Summary of cross-case analysis results - reflection in the retrospective
meeting (H: High, M: Medium, L: Low)

Reporting and

responding

Relating and

reasoning

Reconstructing Teams

H H H
Team Jupiter (C1)
Team Saturn (C1)
Team Uranus (C1)

M M L
Team Venus (C2)
Team Mercury (C3)
Team Earth (C3)

L L L Team Neptune (C1)

contrast, when a particular activity in a level was performed partially (medium) or
not performed at all (low), the team reached an overall low level of reflection (e.g.,
Team Neptune, Team Venus, Team Mercury, Team Earth).

As shown in Table 10.2, our analysis suggests that reflection in the retrospective
meeting requires an explicit outcome (i.e., action points). When Agile teams do not
generate action points from their retrospective meeting, the process of improvement
on the previous sprint cannot be evaluated clearly. As shown in Table 10.2, there
were four teams (Team Venus, Team Neptune, Team Mercury and Team Earth) that
reached a low level in the reconstructing level as they only discussed briefly and did
not generate action points in their retrospective meeting. Thus, it can be concluded
that generating action points in the retrospective meeting is a dominant factor in
the reflection in the retrospective meeting. An action point in the retrospective
meeting is a reference for the team to inspect what improvement has been achieved
and improvement that is still needed. Without action points, Agile teams would
likely struggle to evaluate their process improvement and find ways to improve.

The next chapter discusses reflection in Agile retrospective meetings: levels of re-
flection build on each other, a framework of reflection in retrospective meeting, and
discussion of our findings in the light of literature.
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Retrospective Meetings

We now discuss the findings related to reflection in the retrospective meetings.
We present a framework of reflection in retrospective meeting, which is developed
through combining the levels of reflection: reporting and responding, relating and
reasoning, and reconstructing. Section 11.1 describes how each level of reflection
builds on each other, Section 11.2 describes the framework of reflection in retrospec-
tive meeting, followed by a discussion of the level of the framework in light of related
literature.

11.1 Levels of Reflection Build on Each Other

We now move on to describe in greater detail the levels of reflection performed by the
teams studied. One interesting finding is that only three out of seven teams achieved
the highest level of reflection in the retrospective meeting. At a glance, Agile teams
performed retrospective meetings, but not all teams achieved the highest level of
reflection, particularly in terms of generating action points through the retrospective
meeting.

At the reporting and responding level, the three teams that reached a high level
were actively involved in identifying and describing both obstacles and feelings.
The obstacles shared in their retrospective meeting were supported by the feelings
shared in the meeting. Fully reporting obstacles and feelings enable team members
to understand the previous sprint situation, which is gathered from individual and
team perspectives. It seems if Agile teams do not discuss their obstacles and feelings,
they will not move toward to the next level of reflection. For example, Team Jupiter,
Team Saturn, and Team Uranus, fully performed reflection activities in the reporting
and responding level (i.e., identifying and discussing obstacles and feelings), thereby
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they reached a high level in the next level of reflection (i.e., relating and reasoning).
In comparison, Team Venus, Team Mercury, and Team Earth, achieved at a medium
level in reporting and responding level as they only focused on identifying and
discussing obstacles with a lack of supporting the obstacles with descriptions of
their feelings, thereby they reached a medium level in relating and reasoning level.
Team Neptune only identified and discussed their obstacles very briefly and without
describing feelings and achieved a low level in relating and reasoning.

The next level, relating and reasoning involves analysing previous action points,
identifying background reasons, and identifying future action points. This is a level
where Agile teams evaluate and compare the previous target of improvement with
the current situation. The previous target of improvement is represented in the form
of action points from the previous retrospective meeting. These action points are
evaluated and compared to the current situation which is part of reflecting their
process. When the teams have the action points in an explicit form, it helps them
to reflect, analyse background reasons of their obstacles, and identify future action
points. Thus, our findings show that the teams that actively performed reflection
activities in the relating and reasoning level (i.e., analysing previous action points,
identifying background reasons, and identifying future action points), performed
better in the reconstructing level. Without having an explicit form of action points
in the retrospective meeting, the team will likely struggle to achieve a high level of
reflection. For example, Team Jupiter, Team Saturn, and Team Uranus achieved
a high level in relating and reasoning, they also achieved a high level in the recon-
structing level. The three teams generate the outcomes (i.e., action points) from
their retrospective meeting which enables them to analyse their improvement.

In contrast, Team Venus, Team Mercury and Team Earth reached a medium level in
relating and reasoning, and a low level in the reconstructing level. This is similar to
Team Neptune that was at a low level in relating and reasoning and reached a low
level in the reconstructing level. Since they did not have action points generated
from their retrospective meeting, they did not have an explicit form of action points
to be evaluated in the retrospective meeting. Thus, they could not perform reflection
activities e�ectively.

Thus, it can be concluded that without having full involvement in the first level, re-
porting and responding, Agile teams cannot move towards the second level, relating
and reasoning, and without being fully active in relating and reasoning, Agile teams
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cannot reach the highest level of reflection, reconstructing. In other words, the
highest level of reflection, reconstructing, may not be reached at all or not reached
e�ectively until the prior levels are accomplished e�ectively.

11.2 A Framework of Reflection in Retrospective
Meetings

Based on these findings, we present a reflection framework which consists of the
three levels of reflection in the retrospective meeting and their respective reflection
activities.

Figure 11.1: Agile reflective framework for retrospectives (based on Bain et al. [5])

Building on the levels of reflection described by Bain et al. [5], Figure 11.1 shows
the framework generated from our findings. The first level of reflection is reporting
and responding, where Agile team perform reflection activities, such as identifying
and discussing obstacles and feelings. The second level of reflection in the retro-
spective meeting is relating and reasoning. In this level, Agile teams analyse their
previous action points, identify background reasons, and identifying future action
points. The highest level is reconstructing, a level where Agile teams need to gen-
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erate their action points as action plans to improve their process. Figure 11.1 also
shows the classification of the teams that reached a particular level of reflection in
the retrospective meeting. For example, there were three out of seven teams that
achieved highly in the reconstructing level in their retrospective meetings.

Figure 11.2: Standard Agile retrospective meeting based on [6]

Figure 11.2 shows the standard Agile retrospective meeting [6] (five steps) include:
set the stage, gather data, generate insight, decide what to do, and close the retrospec-
tive. Setting the stage involves welcoming and explaining the aim of the retrospective
meeting. Gathering data is performed by evaluating and identifying what went well
and what did not go well. Generating insight occurs when Agile Teams identify the
causes of a particular situation or moments that occurred in the previous sprint and
analyse possible actions to be taken or try to improve the situation and the process.
Deciding what to do is a step when Agile teams agreed on particular actions that is
needed for the next sprint. Closing the retrospective meeting is the final step, where
Agile teams summarise the outcomes of the retrospective meeting.

We also provide an overview of the combination of the standard Agile retrospective
[6] (the five steps shown on Figure 11.2 – set the stage, gather data, generate insight,
decide what to do, and close the retrospective) – and our levels of reflection – re-
porting and responding, relating and reasoning, and reconstructing [5] within those
steps (depicted on Figure 11.3).
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Figure 11.3: Levels of Reflection in a standard retrospective Meeting based on [6]
(levels of reflection depicted in shaded areas based on [5])

Setting the stage involves welcoming and explaining the aim of the retrospective
meeting. Gathering data embodies the reporting and responding level of reflection
as Agile teams share their reviews (e.g., identifying and discussing obstacles and
discussing feelings). Furthermore, the reflection activities of identifying and dis-
cussing obstacles and feelings in retrospective meetings corresponds with descriptive
reflection [112] – a reflection which attempts to answer questions, such as “What
is happening?, How do I know?, How am I feeling?, What am I pleased and/or
concerned about?, and What do I not understand?”

The obstacles and feelings shared by all team members answer these questions.
From the obstacles and feelings reported, the teams would be able to record and
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collect important points of the previous sprint. By having reviews (e.g., obstacles
and feelings) of the previous sprint, team members can be prepared to deal with
other similar experiences.

Generating insight embodies the relating and reasoning level, where Agile teams
are involved in analysing previous action points, identifying the background reasons
behind identified issues and identifying future action points. Discussing these aspects
was seen to be related to descriptive reflection, which attempts to answer questions:
“Does this relate to any of my stated goals and to what extent are they being met?”
[112] and “Why the issues happen in the previous sprint?” The answers to these
questions support the reflection in the form of comparative reflection and looking
back to the background issues, which help Agile teams to determine what areas
needed to be focused on. Agile teams move to deep analysis on ideas or perspective
shared to identify future action points for the next sprint. It can be perceived
that there is a transformation in the discussion from answering What is happening?
in the previous sprint; to “What are the alternative views of what is happening?”
and “What are the implications of the matter when viewed from these alternative
perspectives?” [112]. These questions are answered when all team members provide
their accounts about solutions of the obstacles or ways to improve. In the deciding
what to do step, Agile teams have an explicit formulation, which is generated in the
form of action points (generating plans). The action points will be used as a reference
for Agile teams to act upon and improve the process. Closing the retrospective
involves summarizing the outcomes of the retrospective meeting.

11.3 Related works

We now compare the findings from this research with relevant findings from prior
research on Agile retrospective meetings. As discussed earlier, prior research in
Agile retrospective meeting emphasises on techniques in performing the retrospective
meeting.

Postmortem review is a technique in performing retrospective meeting [6, 47] which
focuses on problem cause analysis [48, 49, 108, 113]. Specifically, stages included in
postmortem review include: (a) introduce the meeting to team members, (b) elicit
positive experience, (c) elicit negative experience, and (d) root causes analysis [108].
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The second and the third stages of the postmortem review are related to the re-
flection activities in the first level of our reflection framework (i.e., reporting and
responding). Elicitation of negative and positive experience have similar purposes
as identifying and describing obstacles and feelings in the reporting and responding
level, where obstacles represent negative situations based on team members experi-
ence, and feelings cover both positive and negative experience.

The last stage of the postmortem review, root causes analysis, is comparable to
the relating and reasoning levels of our reflection framework, where reflection is
embodied through reflection activities, such as analysing previous action points and
analysing the background reasons, which are used to formulate the future action
points.

What is not clear from the studies [48, 49, 108, 113] is the explicit outcomes gen-
erated from the root causes analysis. The research does not specify whether the
results of root causes analysis are visualised by the team members. Our study fills
that gap by describing the reconstructing level, which includes generating and vi-
sualising future action points. This helps to preserve the meeting outcomes and
visualise the outcomes for Agile teams to monitor their improvement areas.

Next, we discuss the relationships between our reflection framework and the re-
flective practice skills [114] and the aims of performing the retrospective meeting
[50].

The reflective practice skills involved in reflection include speaking, disclosing, prob-
ing and testing [114]. Speaking is related to articulating a collective voice from
individuals. Disclosing is a skill needed in the reflection which aims to utter individ-
ual team member’s doubt or passion. Probing is a skill that aims to investigate the
facts, reasons, assumptions, and possible pieces of advice to generate possible ac-
tions for improvement. Testing is an exploration skill that focuses on the discussion
that aims to generate new ideas and action of improvement.

In reporting and responding, Agile teams are involved in reflection activities, such
as identifying and discussing obstacles and feelings, which seem related to speaking
and disclosing skills [114]. Through identifying obstacles and discussing feelings,
Agile teams are able to reveal the hidden stories from an individual team member’s
experience and enable the team members to o�er assistance to each other. The
feelings shared in the retrospective meetings address opinions and feelings about
what is positive and negative [115]. The opinions and feelings are shared by use of
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artifacts (i.e., post-it notes) or by use of journey lines indicating the ups and downs of
the process [115]. Our finding a�rms that Agile teams use artifacts and express their
feelings using journey lines (as described in Chapter 9, and Section 9.1.2). Kerth [50]
emphasises that “high-performance teams are fully capable of developing safe ways
to discuss the feelings and needs of each member”. This statement supports our
findings that including feeling in the retrospective meeting is necessary and needed
for reflection in the retrospective meetings.

Testing skills can be said to be involved in relating and reasoning when Agile teams
ask for clarifications and make suggestions to other team members which help un-
cover new ways to improve. Testing skill are also involved in the reconstructing
level when Agile teams generate action points. In testing, team members promote
possible actions to improve the process, which is similar to action points that are
generated at the reconstructing level. Generated action points in the retrospective
meeting encourage team members to follow the action points.

Other reflective practice skills involved in the retrospective meeting are probing
and testing skills. We can say these skills are involved in the levels of relating
and reasoning and reconstructing. In relating and reasoning, Agile teams analyse
previous action points, identifying background reasons, and identifying future action
points. These activities involve testing and probing skills. For example, probing is
required when Agile teams evaluate their achievement based on previous goals of
improvement (i.e., action points), explore the causes of failure or success stories, and
investigate the facts behind the stories.

The retrospective meeting aims to inspect and adapt the process in the team. Specif-
ically, Kerth [50] underlines the expected goals from the retrospective meetings,
which include: “capture collective experience, get the story out, capture e�ort data,
enjoy the accomplishment, and improve the process.”

Our findings indicate that reporting and responding, and relating and reasoning help
Agile teams to achieve the retrospective meeting goals, in particular, capture collec-
tive experience, get the story out, enjoy the accomplishment, and capture the e�ort
data. As described in the previous paragraph, speaking in reporting and responding
helps Agile teams to share their individual experience. Sharing experience about
what happened in the previous sprint enables Agile teams to capture collective ex-
perience in the retrospective meeting. For example, when a team member faces an
error in the testing tool installation, other team members respond to the obstacles
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by confirming that they face similar issues. By knowing most team members face
similar issues, Agile teams are able to determine the installation issue as a team
issue (see details in Section 9.1.1).

Regarding disclosing skills involved in reporting and responding, asking for clarifi-
cation to reveal the stories behind the obstacles and feelings is a part of getting the
story out. By getting the story out, Agile teams would be able to highlight impor-
tant aspects of the previous action points and use the aspects for further evaluation
in the next level of reflection. Also, the feedback or review shared in the retrospec-
tive meeting can be about negative stories (what did not go well). For example,
dependency related obstacles are almost always shown in the sprint (as described in
section Section 9.1.1). Positive stories shared in the retrospective meeting include
the stories, such as completing a team with new team members (Section 9.1.2), or
accomplishing all the tasks during a sprint (Section 9.1.1). When the team shares
positive feelings or stories, it gives them a sense of enjoying the accomplishment. For
example, a team member shares their happiness, because they can solve bugs related
issues that had blocked them during the sprint (Section 9.1.2). This story influences
other team members who are also a�ected by the same issue, the success story in
addressing the problem gives a relieving account to the team. Through sharing
positive stories, Agile teams would be able to celebrate the success and praise each
other, which means the team enjoys their accomplishment.

Relating and reasoning seem correlated to the goal of capturing the e�ort data which
was achieved through analysing actual e�ort embodied in the previous sprint based
on previous action points, collecting the facts, reasons, and clarifications through
analysing the background reasons, ideas and perspectives to explore areas of im-
provement to be formulated as future action points.

Thus, it seems that through speaking and disclosing in the reporting and responding
level, and involving testing and probing in relating and reasoning level, Agile teams
would be able to achieve the goals of retrospective meetings (i.e., capturing collective
experience, get the story out, enjoy the accomplishment and capturing the e�ort
data).

The reconstructing level in our finding seems related to the goals of capturing col-
lective experience, and improve the process. In the reconstructing level, Agile teams
generate action points from gathering team members’ perspectives and ideas, which
come from individual experience. Through sharing experiences, Agile teams would
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be able to explore the relationships between individual experience and perspective
(related to probing and testing skill) to be integrated into a new pattern of ideas and
actions. Action points o�er guidance to Agile teams to focus on particular areas for
improvement. From the action points generated in the retrospective meeting, Agile
teams would be able to achieve the goals of the retrospective meeting, to improve
the process and procedures in the software development process. Thus, it may be
concluded that involving testing and probing skills to generate action points would
enable Agile teams to achieve the goals of the retrospective meetings, in particular
capture the collective experience and improve the process [48].
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12 Discussion and Conclusions

This chapter presents a comparison between our two frameworks (knowledge trans-
formation in daily standup meeting and reflection in the retrospective meeting) and
how the two frameworks enable inspect and adapt in DSM and the retrospective
meeting. We also describe the implications of our study. We then discuss the limi-
tations and the evaluation of our study followed by our research contributions, and
Section 12.3.5 discusses how the research can be extended in future works. Finally,
Section 12.3.6 summarises this chapter.

12.1 Comparison Between Two Frameworks

This section discusses a comparison between our two frameworks, knowledge trans-
formation in daily standup meeting (DSM) and reflection in the retrospective meet-
ing. There are several points about the similarity between these two frameworks.
First, both frameworks have three levels. The framework of knowledge transforma-
tion in DSM has three levels of awareness which includes task awareness, situation
awareness, and process awareness; while the three levels of reflection in the retro-
spective meeting are reporting and responding, relating and reasoning, and recon-
structing. Specifically, the highest level in each framework focuses on formulating
the plan, which in knowledge transformation in DSM process awareness can be
achieved when Agile teams generate daily goals, and the highest level of reflection
in the retrospective meeting (i.e., reconstructing) can be achieved when Agile teams
generate action points. According to this, it can be concluded that both frameworks
have a similar target at the highest level that requires Agile teams to generate and
visualise their plans for the team.

Second, each level in both frameworks builds on each other where the lowest level
is a foundation for Agile teams to achieve the next level. Also, not all teams in
this study reached all levels in both frameworks. There are five (out of eight)
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teams that did not reach the highest level in each framework. This suggests a
concept of maturity of knowledge transformation and reflective practice in DSM and
retrospective meeting respectively. Based on their average Agile experience and the
number of members who were new to Agile, it can be said that Team Jupiter, Team
Saturn, and Team Uranus were at a high level in their knowledge transformation
and reflection since they had the most Agile experience overall and with regards to
individual members. Team Mercury and Earth were at the medium level in their
knowledge transformation, while Team Neptune, Team Venus, Team Mercury, and
Team Earth were at the low level in their reflective practice, and they also had the
least average Agile experience and a maximum of three members for whom it was
their first Agile project.

In particular, it can be seen that there are di�erences in knowledge transformation
and reflective practice in teams within the same organisation. For example, Team
Jupiter, Team Saturn, and Team Uranus achieved highly while Team Neptune from
the same organisation (Company 1) achieved at a low level in knowledge trans-
formation and reflective practice in their daily standup and retrospective meetings
respectively. These findings are consistent with the theory of becoming Agile [116]
where teams within the same organisation vary in their reflective practice.

The key distinction between knowledge transformation in DSM and reflection in the
retrospective meeting is based on their focus and aims based on standard practices.
As mentioned in the Scrum guide [1, 21], DSM focuses on team improvement, and
retrospective meeting focuses on process improvement. As explained in Chapter 6,
knowledge transformation in DSM places an emphasis on team improvement through
team awareness that is transformed through the knowledge shared in the DSM. Com-
pared to DSM, which highlighted the knowledge shared in the DSM, the framework
of reflection in retrospective meeting focuses more on reflection that occurs in the
meeting.

12.2 Two Frameworks Enable Inspect and Adapt

Inspection means regular process evaluation which focuses on detecting the unac-
ceptable aspects involved in the process [23]. Adaptation can be defined as the
process of adjusting to some undesirable aspects detected in a process [23]. This
section describes how two frameworks (i.e., knowledge transformation in DSM and
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reflection in retrospective meeting) facilitate Agile teams to inspect and adapt to
the team and their process (see Figure 12.1).

12.2.1 Knowledge Transformation in DSM Enables Inspect and
Adapt

As explained in the Chapter 5 and Chapter 6 about knowledge transformation in the
DSM, the three levels of awareness involved in the DSM are task awareness, situ-
ation awareness, and process awareness. In building task awareness, Agile teams
need to identify their progress, plan, and obstacles. In this level, Agile teams pass
their knowledge (i.e., plan, progress, and obstacles) to the team to provide a pre-
condition (team situation through the reported progress, plan, and obstacles) for
inspection. By sharing the team situation, Agile team members are enabled to
gather and gain the knowledge to be evaluated. This might be the starting point of
inspection achieved by Agile teams. In this level, the team observes and evaluates
other team members’ achievement, their following action, and their obstacles. In
the evaluation, Agile teams utilise the progress, plan, and obstacles shared in the
discussion, displayed on the artifacts, and Scrum board. Through this, Agile teams
are able to evaluate the issues in the team and track the team members’ tasks to
monitor all the task activities in relation to the team’s expectations. This evaluation
can be related to mutual performance monitoring in teamwork [29]. Mutual per-
formance monitoring is identifying team performance to “keep track of fellow team
members’ work while carrying out their own to ensure that everything is running
as expected and that they are following procedures correctly” [29]. Thus, it can be
concluded that inspection in the DSM can be initially embodied through identifying
progress, plan, and obstacles.

Further inspection and adaptation is involved in the next level (i.e., situation aware-
ness) when Agile teams analyse team members’ needs and availability to help. In
analysing team members’ needs, the teams attempt to find the main issues in the
team based on the team members’ experiences. Through analysing team members’
needs, Agile teams will be able to inspect how frequently the issues are experienced
by the team members, and any serious obstacles involved in the teamwork.
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Inspection also occurs when the team analyses the e�ect of the obstacles on team-
work (e.g., dependencies-related obstacles). Furthermore, adaptations are initiated
by the team when they think about the actions required to solve the obstacles. As
mentioned earlier, adaptation correlated to the ability to shift the action or plans
based on the situation [23]. This means that when Agile teams analyse team mem-
bers’ availability to help, they inspect the available resources (i.e., team members
who can be pointed to or voluntarily provide assistance) to perform actions to solve
the obstacles based on the team members’ needs. When Agile teams inspect team
members who are available to help, it involves backup behaviour in their inspection
which leads to adaptation. Backup behaviours can be defined as providing feedback
for improving team performance, giving team members assistance in accomplishing
a task to achieve team goals [29]. Through exploring team members who are avail-
able to help (back up behaviour), Agile teams seem to strive to adjust or adapt their
situation to the current situation based on team members’ needs. For example, they
will change their plan to take over the tasks that still have an obstacle associated.

Agile teams seem to be able to achieve adaption in the DSM through generating
daily goals as a DSM outcome. When the Agile team produces daily goals, it means
that they have a list of tasks as a form of their actions to adapt the team situation
which is driven by team goals. By analysing team members’ needs and availability
to help, Agile teams gain a starting point to adapt. The starting point of adaptation
will be clarified further to the teams through generating daily goals in the DSM.
This clarification guides the teams to focus on particular tasks to improve teamwork.

Thus, it can be concluded that inspection and adaption in the DSM can be embod-
ied through applying a framework of knowledge transformation in DSM. Inspection
in the DSM can be realised when Agile teams are building task awareness and situ-
ation awareness through identifying and describing the progress, plan and analysing
team members’ needs. Adaptation in the DSM can be realised when Agile teams
build situation awareness and process awareness through analysing team members’
availability and generating daily goals. Thus, we conclude that through applying
the framework of knowledge transformation in DSM, Agile teams would be able
to achieve the main aim of inspect and adapt in DSM, i.e., team improvement.
Figure 12.1 (left hand side : (A)) depicts a summarised view of how knowledge
transformation in DSM enables inspect and adapt.
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12.2.2 Reflection in Agile Retrospective Meetings Enables
Inspect and Adapt

Reporting and responding, the initial level of reflection is seen as a preparation to
inspect the process in the retrospective meeting. The preparation is started when
Agile teams elaborate team members’ reviews and feedback of the previous sprint.
The reviews and feedback shared help Agile teams to gather previous sprint situation
based on team members’ perspectives.

Agile teams initiate inspection when they engage in relating and reasoning, which
focuses on analysing previous action points as their areas of improvement and iden-
tifying background reasons. Agile teams evaluate areas of improvement that have
been achieved from previous action points, evaluate the areas of improvement that
have not been achieved by the team, and explore the reasons why the points were
not achieved.

Adaptation in the retrospective meeting seems to occur when Agile teams attempt
to identify future action points. They evaluate undesirable aspects of the process
(e.g., What did not go well) and expected process through sharing what went well.
Through analysing the undesirable aspects of the process, Agile teams would be
able to explore how to improve the process through sharing ideas and perspectives
among team members. What went well aspects of the process also provide a positive
influence for the Agile teams to adapt to a similar process that is successfully applied
in the previous sprint. In generating a plan (reconstructing level), Agile teams adapt
through generating explicit points (i.e., action points) for the next sprint. When
Agile team generate action points, it means that they have a list of activities of
improvement to adapt their process.

Thus, it can be concluded that inspection can be embodied through identifying and
discussing obstacles and feelings, analysing previous action points, and identifying
background reasons; and adaptation can be realised by Agile teams through iden-
tifying future action points and generating a plan. Adaptation cannot be realised
if inspection is not achieved. Thus, we conclude that through applying the frame-
work of reflection in the retrospective meeting, Agile teams would be able to achieve
the main aim of inspect and adapt in retrospective meeting, i.e., process improve-
ment. Figure 12.1 (right hand side: (B)) depicts a summarised view of how reflective
practice in retrospective meeting enables inspect and adapt.
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12.3 Conclusions

This section concludes this thesis by providing the implication for practitioners and
researchers, limitation of this research, evaluation of our Case Study research, our
research contribution, future work, and conclusions of this thesis.

12.3.1 Implications

We now discuss the findings related to implication of our study for both practitioners
and researchers.

12.3.1.1 Implication for Practitioners

To achieve teamwork improvement from performing the DSM, Agile teams need
to have a deeper understanding of the specific knowledge types involved, knowl-
edge management strategies applied and aspects addressed in reaching each level of
awareness. Based on our findings on knowledge transformation in DSM, not all Agile
teams reach all levels of awareness by simply performing a DSM. Our findings show
that high implementation of knowledge management strategies and high involve-
ment of three knowledge types in the DSM facilitate Agile teams to reach the higher
level of awareness in DSM. Knowledge management strategies are the important
factors for Agile teams in reaching the levels of awareness. Specifically, discussion
(as a knowledge management strategy) is the contributing factor for Agile teams
to achieve higher levels of awareness in the DSM. Thus, to achieve a high level of
awareness and team improvement in the DSM, we recommend Agile teams should
fully implement all knowledge management strategies, and in particular, actively
engage in the discussions in DSM.

With regards to the knowledge types involved in DSM, our findings show that not
all Agile teams share all three types of knowledge in DSM. Although knowledge
management strategies is a dominant factor for Agile teams to achieve the highest
level of awareness, the knowledge types involved are also needed. In particular,
product knowledge, process knowledge and project knowledge need to be shared at
the same level in each level of awareness. Thus, to optimise the benefits of DSM, and
improve team awareness, we suggest Agile teams should involve the three knowledge
types in the DSM.
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In addition to maximise the benefits of DSM, we recommend Agile teams to apply
our knowledge transformation framework to self-assess their level as a whole based
on their understanding of their team context and track it in practice to achieve
higher levels of awareness.

Our findings on reflection in retrospective meetings show that not all Agile teams
reach all levels of reflection by simply performing retrospectives. By being aware of
the di�erent levels of reflection that is meant to be achieved in each retrospective
step, teams can consciously strive to achieve the most out of their retrospective
meetings. In particular, they can see that only reporting and responding, and re-
lating and reasoning levels are not enough, rather reconstructing to generate action
points and following up on those points in future meetings is critical to harnessing
retrospective meetings to achieve continuous process improvement. Furthermore,
the reporting and responding level can not be fully achieved if identifying and dis-
cussing obstacles is not included along with discussing feelings. This finding shows
that Agile teams need to pay more attention to all reflection activities in retrospec-
tive meetings. Thus, to maximise the benefits of their retrospective meetings, we
recommend Agile teams use our reflection framework to self-assess their level as a
whole based on their understanding of their team context and track it in practice
to achieve higher levels of reflection.

12.3.1.2 Implication for Researchers

Based on our study we recommend that using software engineering knowledge clas-
sification (project, product, process) by Ebert & de Man [3] is more appropriate
for studying and understanding knowledge transformation in ASD than using the
tacit-explicit classifications. While Ebert & de Man [3] provided this knowledge clas-
sification for software engineering, we have further classified it for ASD in particular
by mapping it to specific Agile practices in Table 2.2.

We have also identified specific knowledge management strategies (discussion, visual-
isation, using artifacts) specifically for Agile practices in Table 2.3. ASD researchers
can use our knowledge types and knowledge management strategies classifications
to study di�erent Agile practices such as pair programming.

In our study, we used the knowledge management in ASD framework (Figure 12.2)
to explore the knowledge transformation in DSM (Figure 12.3) and reflection in the
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retrospective meeting (Figure 12.4). Future studies can refer to our knowledge man-
agement in ASD framework to explore the knowledge transformation and reflective
practices in other agile practices such as the sprint review meeting or release plan-
ning meeting.

For researchers in the area of knowledge transformation or reflective practice in ASD,
our findings present a new perspective for exploring these topics in Agile teams.
Using the frameworks presented in this thesis, researchers can study the process of
knowledge transformation from a viewpoint of levels of awareness and Agile teams’
reflective practice in terms of levels of reflection in other practices (e.g., release
planning, sprint review, pair programming). Future studies can explore new aspects
or topics covered in each level and further explore how the levels build upon each
other in di�erent team contexts.

12.3.2 Limitations

There are some limitations to this study. First, our choice of participants was
restricted by our access to teams who were willing to participate in our research.
Within the teams, not all team members participated, and we could not force them
to do so.

Secondly, the limited frequency of the observation is not strong enough to establish
and confirm a particular team’s overall levels of reflection. For example, retrospec-
tive meeting observations consist of a single retrospective meeting per team, and not
all teams were observed. For example, for Team Mars we did not get permission to
observe their retrospective meeting.

We did, however, conduct multiple observations of the DSM (e.g., two sets each
for Team Jupiter, Team Saturn, Team Uranus, Team Neptune, Team Mercury, and
Team Earth). However, by triangulating the observational data with the individual
and group interviews, we were able to achieve reasonably appropriate evaluation of
the levels of awareness in DSM and reflection in the retrospective meeting.

The third limitation is to do with the group interview that was conducted immedi-
ately after the daily standup and retrospective meeting. Given the variable meeting
times, work commitments and deadlines for di�erent teams, it was not possible to
gain further team availability for group interviews. Thus, because of those reasons,
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we were only able to conduct four group interviews (Team Jupiter, Team Saturn,
Team Uranus, and Team Neptune).

Another limitation is while we have collected data from NZ and Indonesia, we did
not focus on or analyse any potential national cultural di�erences as this was not the
focus of our study. We did, however, find similarities on account of Agile experience,
where teams on their first Agile projects in both New Zealand and Indonesia did
not manage to achieve a high level of awareness in their DSMs.

This research focused on analysing 8 Agile teams from 3 companies to build the
two frameworks (knowledge transformation in the DSM and reflection in the retro-
spective meeting). The limitation of including three companies might lead to some
aspects missing in the two frameworks. Future work can include more contexts to
enable extensions to the the frameworks with any new/further aspects.

The thematic analysis provides valuable arguments from the interviews that can be
interpreted in various perspectives of interpretation [86, 57]. Thus, there is no defi-
nite or one way to interpret qualitative data and the findings of qualitative research.
Therefore, trustworthiness can be improved if the research findings are presented in
a way that enables the reader to view the findings from di�erent perspective and
interpretation [88].

12.3.3 Evaluation of Case Studies

Lincoln and Guba [117] suggested three important characteristics that need to be
concerned in achieving a trustworthy qualitative study: credibility, transferability,
and dependability and confirmability. Cruzes and Dyba [88] also recommended these
three characteristics to assess the trustworthiness of qualitative studies in software
engineering research.

• Credibility is a characteristic related to engagement with data extraction in
the thematic synthesis, and how relevant data is included and irrelevant data
is excluded [57, 117]. The data engagement is associated with the intensity of
communication with the participants and regularity in collecting the data. To
achieve this characteristic, prior to the observations and interviews, an infor-
mal discussion was conducted with a contacted person to know the software
teams’ structure, meeting schedule and workplace environment. We tried to
interview as many as participants as possible from each team individually, and
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as many teams as possible for the group interviews. Conducting individual and
group interviews provided both individual and team perspectives. Regular ob-
servations, such as that of the daily standup meeting enabled us to gain more
deep understanding of the meeting situation. We also captured photographs
during the observations. In analysing and classifying data, relevant data can
be inadvertently or systematically included or irrelevant data can be excluded.
To minimise those mistakes, we analysed themes and classified them based on
the similarity as well as supported with di�erent data sources (e.g., pictures,
observation notes).

• Transferability refers to thick descriptive data which provides a narrative de-
scription of the context, which provides the readers with some insights and
consideration to transfer the findings to di�erent meaning based on the lev-
els of suitability and similarity [88]. Embodying transferability, this research
provides a clear and separate description of each stage of analysis and for-
mulation the findings. Detailed descriptions on each stage of the analysis is
presented through thorough explanation of the literature review process, such
as selecting primary studies, synthesis process and formulating the findings
(Section 2.1.2). Each stage of the data analysis process until the findings were
formulated and presented in this thesis (Section 3.5). Narrative description is
also applied in the thematic analysis, which provides interpretation of the data
(i.e., interviews) from the interview quotes classified based on di�erent context
and themes. Themes presented in this thesis were also supported by relevant
pictures from the observations (e.g., Figure 9.2a, Figure 6.2, and Figure 4.4).
Through a thorough description, a rich and robust presentation of the findings
is expected to improve the transferability.

• Dependability and confirmability refer to auditing the analysis and the find-
ings, which involves external auditors who examine the process and formulate
the findings [88]. In this research two experienced researchers played the role
of supervisors (or auditors) of the process, analysis, and formulation of the
themes that were analysed in NVivo 11. For example, before defining a par-
ticular theme, the supervisors checked the themes thoroughly, observed the
transformation of the synthesis process, confirmed and agreed on the findings.
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Table 12.1: Main contributions, review and research questions, and publications

Contributions Review and research

questions

Publication

1. A Framework of Knowledge
Management in ASD (SLR)

Review questions 1 and 2
(Section 2.1.3 and Section 2.2.3)

[51]

2. A Framework of Knowledge
Transformation in DSM (Case
Study)

Research questions 1 and 2
(Chapter 6 and Chapter 7)

In progress

3. A Framework of Reflection in
Retrospective Meeting (Case
Study)

Research questions 3 and 4
(Chapter 9 and Chapter 10)

[85]

12.3.4 Research Contributions

In this research, we conducted an SLR to answer the following review questions:

1. Which specific Agile practices support knowledge management?

2. What is the inherent knowledge involved in these Agile practices? And how do
Agile teams manage that knowledge.

Following the SLR, we conducted Case Study to answer the following research ques-
tions:

1. How does knowledge transformation occur in a daily standup meeting?

2. What are the aspects involved in the knowledge transformation in a daily
standup meeting?

3. How does reflection occur in a retrospective meeting?

4. What are the aspects involved in the reflection in the retrospective meeting?

The findings presented in this thesis are based on a detailed and thorough analy-
sis of individual and group interviews, and observations of twenty-six participants
from eight teams in three di�erent companies in New Zealand and Indonesia. Data
collection was carried out to investigate the process and main aspects in knowledge
management and reflective practice in daily standup and retrospective meetings
which include: nine hundred and sixty minutes (16 hours) of individual interviews,
fifty minutes of group interviews, and six hundred minutes (10 hours) of observations
of daily standup and retrospective meetings. Conducting Case Study research and
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analysing the data collection using thematic analysis, our research contributions and
their relationships with the posed research questions and papers are summarised in
the Table 12.1.

1. A Framework of Knowledge Management in ASD. This thesis presented
a framework of knowledge management in ASD. The finding of three knowl-
edge types based on Ebert & de Man classification [3] and three knowledge
management strategies answer our review questions 1 and 2. It was generated
from a Systematic Literature Review (SLR) (Chapter 2). The framework of
knowledge management in ASD showed that three knowledge types are man-
aged by performing Agile practices and knowledge management strategies, and
the practices work using the knowledge involved. The framework of knowledge
transformation in ASD was shown in Figure 12.2. The following list provide
a brief description of knowledge types and knowledge management strategies
involved in the framework of knowledge management in ASD.

a) Knowledge types involved in ASD which were classified based on three
knowledge classification by Ebert & de Man [3]. The knowledge involved
in ASD are product features, designs and requirements, which were clas-
sified as product knowledge; team progress, timeline, impediments, incre-
ments, e�ort estimation, which are classified as project knowledge; and
process knowledge that includes ideas for improvement, flow of coding,
coding integration, system flow, and synchronised teamwork.

b) Knowledge management strategies applied in ASD practices are practices
applied to manage the knowledge shared. Discussion is used to manage
impediments, plan, progress, feedback, estimation, ideas for solutions,
and experience. The use of artifacts is a knowledge management strat-
egy that is used to manage product backlog, user stories, task cards, and
action points. Another strategy is visualisation, such as information ra-
diators, which is useful to show prototype, UML modelling, display code.

2. A Framework of Knowledge Transformation in DSM. The finding of
knowledge transformation through achieving levels of awareness in the DSM,
answer our research questions 1 and 2. This thesis presented a framework of
knowledge transformation in DSM, which consisted of three levels of awareness
(see Figure 12.3). These three levels of awareness were embodied through
implementing knowledge management strategies and sharing three knowledge
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types in the DSM (as presented in Chapter 5, and Chapter 6). The three levels
of awareness are:

a) Task awareness. This is the level where Agile teams build the level of
task awareness through identifying and describing progress, plan, and
obstacles.

b) Situation awareness. This is the level where Agile teams build the level
of situation awareness through analysing team members’ needs and team
members availability to help.

c) Process awareness. This is the level where Agile teams build the level
of process awareness through generating and visualising solutions in the
DSM.

3. A Framework of Reflection in Agile Retrospective Meeting. The find-
ing of levels of reflection and the aspects involved answer our research questions
3 and 4. This thesis presented the reflection in Agile retrospective meetings,
which explained that the reflection occurs in the retrospective meetings. The
reflection occurred through reporting and responding, relating and reasoning
and reconstructing. This findings were described in details in Chapter 9 and
depicted in Figure 12.4. The following list are the reflection occurs in the
retrospective meeting.

a) Reporting and responding was the level of reflection where Agile teams
identified and discussed obstacles and feelings.

b) Relating and reasoning was the level of reflection where Agile teams fo-
cused on analysing previous action points, identifying background rea-
sons, and identifying future action points.

c) Reconstructing was the level of reflection where Agile teams generated a
plan for the next sprint in the form of action points.

12.3.5 Future Work

The findings of this study disclose a number of interesting areas to explore for further
studies.

• Our frameworks of knowledge transformation in the DSM and reflection in
retrospective meeting can be used as a tool to study and evaluate how well
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Figure 12.4: Agile reflective framework for retrospectives

teams achieve levels of awareness in the DSM, or the levels of reflection in
retrospective meetings respectively.

• Previous studies found that team awareness was correlated to team collabora-
tion and coordination. Further research can be carried out to investigate how
levels of awareness and levels of reflection influence team and process improve-
ment respectively, from the viewpoint of team collaboration and coordination.
For example, applying these two frameworks of knowledge transformation and
levels of reflection for Agile teams in performing other Agile practices. Obser-
vations before and after the intervention are required to explore the di�erences
in team improvement.

• The emergent concepts of knowledge transformation and reflective practice
in this study are limited to two major meeting practices in ASD. Further
exploration can be conducted by applying our findings to other practices, such
as release planning, sprint review, pair programming. Such exploration would
be useful to investigate levels of awareness and levels of reflection involved in
other Agile practices.
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12.3.6 Summary

This thesis commenced by introducing the importance of DSM and retrospective
meeting that aim to inspect and adapt team improvement and process improvement
respectively. To inspect and adapt in DSM, Agile teams need to be aware of the
team situation on a daily basis. Thus, one of the benefits of DSM is improved team
awareness. Team awareness is gained through sharing knowledge in the DSM.

The retrospective meeting is a meeting that aims to inspect and adapt Agile pro-
cess improvement. This meeting is exclusively dedicated for Agile teams to perform
reflection after one sprint. To improve the awareness in the DSM, it is necessary for
Agile teams to understand how was the knowledge shared and how well knowledge
management strategies were applied in the DSM, that facilitated them to improve
their awareness. Similarly, it is important for Agile teams to have a deeper under-
standing on how the reflection can be realised in the retrospective meeting.

This thesis then introduced the research gaps and the research problem. The knowl-
edge management strategies applied and the specific knowledge type involved in the
DSM had previously not been well described, and the specification was not closely
related to Agile practitioners. Another research gap identified in this study was
the knowledge transformation that occurred in the DSM, that is meant to enable
teams to improve team awareness, is not well understood. In addition, how reflection
occurred in the retrospective meeting has also not been well explored or understood.

In this research, we conducted a Case Study research using the qualitative approach
to explore how knowledge transformation occurs in the DSM and how reflection
occurs in the retrospective meeting. This research included twenty-six participants
from eight teams from two companies in New Zealand and one company in Indonesia.
There were twenty-six of individual interviews (16 hours), four team interviews (fifty
minutes), and DSM and retrospective meeting observations (10 hours). Additional
data was also included, such as photographs and three documents of retrospective
meeting reports. All data was analysed using thematic analysis.

The findings of the research formed three frameworks: a framework of knowledge
management in Agile Software Development derived from an SLR, and a framework
of knowledge transformation in DSM, and a framework of reflection in the retrospec-
tive meeting derived from our own Case Study. This framework, derived from our
Systematic Literature Review (SLR) was utilised in our own research study to study
and explain knowledge transformation in the DSM, based on industrial data. The
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framework of knowledge management in ASD describes three knowledge types that
are managed by performing Agile practices and knowledge management strategies,
and using the knowledge types involved. The framework of knowledge transforma-
tion in DSM describes how knowledge management strategies and three knowledge
types involved in the DSM facilitated Agile teams in our study in achieving three
levels of awareness: task awareness, situation awareness, process awareness in the
DSM. The framework of reflection in retrospective meeting describes how reflection
occurs in the three levels: reporting and responding, relating and reasoning, and
reconstructing.

Our key findings show that not all Agile teams reach all level of team and process
awareness by simply performing the DSM and retrospective meeting respectively.

Agile teams can use our knowledge transformation and reflection frameworks to self-
assess and improve their team and the process through reflection activities in the
DSM and retrospective meetings respectively. Applied well, they can enable Agile
teams to inspect and adapt team and process improvement in practice.
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Electrical and Computer Engineering 
38 Princes Street, Auckland, New Zealand 

+64 9 373 7599  
 

The University of Auckland 
Private Bag 92019 

Auckland, New Zealand 
 

PARTICIPANT INFORMATION SHEET  
Software Practitioner 

 
Project title: Becoming a Self-Organizing Agile Team 
Name of Researcher: Dr. Rashina Hoda, Prof.Robert Amor, Yogeshwar Shastri, Yanti 
Andriyani 
 
Researcher introduction  
Dr. Rashina Hoda is a Lecturer of Software Engineering in the department of Electrical and 
Computer Engineering at The University of Auckland, New Zealand. 
 
Prof. Robert Amor is Head of the Department of Computer Science at the University of 
Auckland. 
 
Yogeshwar Shastri is a PhD candidate in the Department of Electrical and Computer 
Engineering at The University of Auckland, New Zealand. 
 
Yanti Andriyani is a PhD candidate in the Department of Electrical and Computer 
Engineering at The University of Auckland, New Zealand.  
 
 
Project description and invitation 
Self-organizing teams are a fundamental principle of Agile methods. With the increasing 
popularity of Lean and Agile methods, more and more software teams are faced with the 
challenge of becoming self-organizing Agile teams. This research aims to explore the 
process followed by software development teams in order to become self-organizing Agile 
teams including project management and knowledge management in agile software 
development. Findings of this research will provide guidance for teams attempting to adopt 
Agile and become self-organizing as well as highlight the potential pit-falls to avoid in the 
process. 
 
We invite software practitioners with a minimum of 2 years industrial experience of 
practicing Agile software development to participate in our research. Call for participation 
adverts will be posted to Agile user groups online. If you volunteer to participate, you will 
be given further information about the project and asked to arrange an interview time. All 
data collected will be kept confidential. See ‘Anonymity and Confidentiality’ section below 
for details. 
 
Project Procedures 
This research uses Qualitative and mixed research methods e.g. Grounded theory, case 
studies etc. Using this method, data will be collected using face-to-face, semi-structured 
interviews, pre-interview questionnaires, surveys and observation of workplace and 
practices. The interview will be approximately an hour long and will be audio-recorded and 



 

transcribed to assist in analysis. Observations will be approximately 2 hours long and will 
involve the research observing workplace settings and practices without causing any major 
disruption to normal mode of work. Photographs of workplaces settings and artefacts may 
be taken with permission from the participants. 
 
Analysis of the data will involve comparing data from one interview to another in order to 
identify patterns of common concepts. Further abstraction of data at different levels will 
lead towards a ground theory which will help explain the main challenges faced by software 
practitioners and their solution strategies. 
 
Results from this research will be published for the benefit of the greater practitioner and 
researcher communities. Participant confidentiality and anonymity will be maintained in 
any publications arising out of this research. The data will be published in a manner that 
does not reveal you as the source. Participation in this research is voluntary. 
 
Data storage/retention/destruction/future use 
Data (digital and paper artefacts) will be securely stored at the researcher’s office under 
password protection (for digital artefacts) and under lock and key (for paper artefacts) for 
a period of 6 years and destroyed thereafter. 
 
Interviews will be audio recorded and transcribed by either the researchers or another 
transcriber (or both). In case of a third party transcriber, the person will have signed an 
appropriate confidentiality agreement. Observations may include digital photographs of 
workplace and any other artefact as the participant agrees to share. Reproduction of these 
photos or artefacts in publications/reports etc. will avoid identification of the individual 
participant or company. 
 
Your details, details of your company, and all information you share will not be made 
available to any third parties (except for a transcriber if used.)  Your confidentiality and 
that of your company will be maintained. Any publications or reports will not mention any 
specific names or details which make you or your company identifiable. 
 
Right to Withdraw from Participation 
You have the right to withdraw from participation at any time up to 30 days after the 
interview. 
 
Anonymity and Confidentiality 
All materials collected will be stored in a confidential way and will be destroyed at the 
completion of the research. Personal information (name, age group, occupation) collected 
by means of the pre-interview questionnaires and surveys will be securely stored using 
password protected folders with restricted access (if collected electronically) and under 
lock and key (if data collected on paper).Personal data of the participants shall only 
accessible by the concerned researchers. The data collected will be kept confidential to the 
researchers and the transcriber (person type writing the audio interviews). The audio 
recordings will be stripped of any personal information before being sent to the transcriber. 
Any papers published as a result of the study will not identify the participants as 
individuals..  As a general practice of ethics approval, we will need the written consent of 
the interviewee to be interviewed. A consent form to the same effect is attached herewith. 
 
Contact Details and Approval Wording 
Dr. Rashina Hoda 
Lecturer of Software Engineering 
Electrical and Computer Engineering 
The University of Auckland 
38 Princes Street, Auckland 
New Zealand 
email: r.hoda@auckland.ac.nz 



 

phone: +64 9 373 7599 ext. 81377 
 
 
For any queries regarding ethical concerns you may contact the Chair, The University of 
Auckland Human Participants Ethics Committee, The University of Auckland, Research 
Office, Private Bag 92019, Auckland 1142. Telephone 09 373-7599 extn.87830/83761.  
Email: ro-ethics@auckland.ac.nz. 
 
APPROVED BY THE UNIVERSITY OF AUCKLAND HUMAN PARTICIPANTS ETHICS 
COMMITTEE ON 17th Jan 2012 till 17-01-2018, Reference Number 7867 
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Electrical and Computer Engineering 
38 Princes Street, Auckland, New Zealand 

+64 9 373 7599 
 

The University of Auckland 
Private Bag 92019 

Auckland, New Zealand 

 
CONSENT FORM 

Software Practitioner 
THIS FORM WILL BE HELD FOR A PERIOD OF 6 YEARS 

 
Project title: A study of aspects of Self-Organizing Agile Teams, Project Management and  
Knowledge Management in Agile Software Development. 
 
Name of Researcher: Dr. Rashina Hoda / Prof.Robert Amor/ Yogeshwar Shastri/ Yanti 
Andriyani  
 
I have read the Participant Information Sheet, have understood the nature of the research 
and why I have been selected.  I have had the opportunity to ask questions and have 
them answered to my satisfaction.  
 
• I agree to take part in this research. 

 
• I understand that I am free to withdraw participation at any time, and to withdraw any 

data traceable to me up to a specified date (30 days from date of interview). 
 

• I understand that my personal information (name, age group, occupation) will be 
collected by means of the pre-interview questionnaire and survey. 

 
• I agree/do not agree to the personal information being collected as specified above. 
 
• I agree / do not agree to be audiotaped. 

 
• I wish / do not wish to have my tapes returned to me. 

 
• I wish / do not wish to receive the summary of findings. 
 
• I understand that a third party who has signed a confidentiality agreement will 

transcribe the tapes. 
 

• I understand that data will be kept for 6 years, after which they will be destroyed. 
  
 

 
Name       ___________________________ 
 
Signature ___________________________ Date  _________________ 
 
 
APPROVED BY THE UNIVERSITY OF AUCKLAND HUMAN PARTICIPANTS ETHICS COMMITTEE 
ON  17th Jan 2012 till 17-01-2018   REFERENCE NUMBER 7867 
 
 



 

 
    

Electrical and Computer Engineering 
38 Princes Street, Auckland, New Zealand 

+64 9 373 7599 
 

The University of Auckland 
Private Bag 92019 

Auckland, New Zealand 

 
CONSENT FORM (TradeMe) 

Software Practitioner 
THIS FORM WILL BE HELD FOR A PERIOD OF 6 YEARS 

 
Project title: A study of aspects of Self-Organizing Agile Teams, Project Management and  
Knowledge Management in Agile Software Development. 
 
Name of Researcher: Dr. Rashina Hoda / Prof.Robert Amor/ Yogeshwar Shastri/ Yanti 
Andriyani  
 
I have read the Participant Information Sheet, have understood the nature of the research 
and why I have been selected.  I have had the opportunity to ask questions and have 
them answered to my satisfaction.  
 
• I agree to take part in this research. 

 
• I understand that I am free to withdraw participation at any time, and to withdraw any 

data traceable to me up to a specified date (30 days from date of interview). 
 

• I understand that my personal information (name, age group, occupation) will be 
collected by means of the pre-interview questionnaire and survey. 

 
• I understand that my company name (TradeMe) may be identified in publications, but 

no individual participants will be identified. 
 

• I agree/do not agree to the personal information being collected as specified above. 
 
• I agree / do not agree to be audiotaped. 

 
• I wish / do not wish to have my tapes returned to me. 

 
• I wish / do not wish to receive the summary of findings. 
 
• I understand that a third party who has signed a confidentiality agreement will 

transcribe the tapes. 
 

• I understand that data will be kept for 6 years, after which they will be destroyed. 
  

 
Name       ___________________________ 
 
Signature ___________________________ Date  _________________ 
 
 
APPROVED BY THE UNIVERSITY OF AUCKLAND HUMAN PARTICIPANTS ETHICS COMMITTEE 
ON  17th Jan 2012 till 17-01-2018   REFERENCE NUMBER 7867 
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Electrical and Computer Engineering 
38 Princes Street, Auckland, New Zealand 
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The University of Auckland 
Private Bag 92019 

Auckland, New Zealand 
 

 
Pre-Interview Research Questionnaire 

 
Knowledge Management and Reflective Practices in  

Agile Software Development (ASD) 

The purpose of this questionnaire is to gather information about the participant and their 

current agile project. In this questionnaire, we would like you to share your general 

information and your general information, the details of the current agile project and 

your personal experiences in agile software development, such as agile practices that 

you performed regularly. 

We will maintain the confidentiality of your responses and all data, including your 

personal information. The data will only be accessible to the primary researchers and 

will not be made available to anyone else. 

This questionnaire is part of a research project at The University of Auckland. If you 

have any questions regarding this questionnaire, please do not hesitate to contact the 

researchers: Dr. Rashina Hoda (r.hoda@auckland.ac.nz), Prof. Robert Amor 

(trebor@cs.auckland.ac.nz) and Yanti Andriyani (yand610@aucklanduni.ac.nz). 

 
A. General Information 

 
Please type your name: _______________________________________________ 
 
 
1. What is your total work experience in the software industries? (in years) 

_______________________________________________________________ 
 
2. What is your total work experience with agile software development in 

particular? (in years) 

_______________________________________________________________ 



	 	

 
3. How many agile projects have you worked on (excluding current project)? 

_______________________________________________________________ 
 

4. What was your role(s) on those agile projects (excluding current project)?  
a. Scrum Master 
b. Project Manager 
c. Tester 
d. Developer 
e. Business Analyst 
f. Product Owner 
g. Team Lead 
h. Other (Please specify)_________________________________________________ 

 
5. What was the average duration of those agile projects?  

a. Less than six months 
b. 6-12 months 
c. 12-18 months 
d. 18-24 months 
e. More than 24 months 
 

6. Which of the following agile methods you have used (excluding current project)? 
(Multiple choice) 
a. Scrum 
b. XP 
c. Lean 
d. Kanban 
e. Other (please specify)___________________________________________________ 

 
 
B. Current Project Information 

 
1. Please type your team’s name: 

_______________________________________________________________ 
 

2. How many team members are in your current agile project? 

_______________________________________________________________ 
 
3. Is your team co-located?  

Yes / No 
 

4. If No, which countries/cities is your team distributed across? 

_______________________________________________________________ 



	 	

 
5. What is your role in the current agile project? 

a. Scrum Master 
b. Project Manager 
c. Tester 
d. Developer 
e. Business Analyst 
f. Product Owner 
g. Team Lead 
h. Other (Please specify)_________________________________________________ 

 
6. What sector/domain is your current agile project in? 

a. Healthcare 
b. Manufacturing 
c. ICT 
d. Business and Trade 
e. Oil and Gas 
f. Other (Please specify) ___________________________________________ 

 
7. What is the iteration(sprint) length in your current agile project? 

a. 1 week 
b. 2 weeks 
c. 3 weeks 
d. 4 weeks 
e. We do not follow iterations 
f. Others (Please specify) _______________________________________________ 

 
8. What is the estimated duration of your current agile project? 

a. Less than 6 months 
b. 6-12 months 
c. 12-18 months 
d. 18-24 months 
e. More than 24 months 

 
9. Which of the following agile methods do you use in your current project? 

a. Scrum 
b. XP 
c. Lean 
d. Kanban 
e. Feature-Driven Development (FDD) 
f. Other (please specify) ____________________________________________ 

 
10. Which of the following agile practices do you regularly perform in your current 

project? (Multiple choice) 

a. Release Planning meeting 



	 	

b. Sprint planning meeting 
c. Daily standup meeting 
d. Sprint review meeting 
e. Retrospectives meeting 
f. Product backlog refinement   
g. Pair Programming  
h. Test Driven Development 
i. Others (Please specify)____________________________________________  

 
Thank you in advance for your participation. 
 
Yanti Andriyani, PhD Candidate, The University of Auckland 
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Individual Interview Questions 
 
Hello my name is Yanti, 
I am a PhD student at the University of Auckland in the Electrical and Computer 
Engineering Department. I am currently doing a research study on “knowledge 
management and reflective practice in Agile Software Development.” In my research, 
I will analyse some agile practices, which is focused on daily stand-up and retrospective 
meetings, related to how knowledge is shared for team reflection.  
Before I ask you further, I would like to explain about team reflection. Reflection is 
evaluating on what your team is doing for continuous learning and improvement. 
Related to reflection, agile teams need knowledge sharing among team members to 
evaluate their work progress, impediments and find the way to improve. Today, I am 
going to ask you about your own experiences of how do you and your team share 
knowledge, how your team perform reflection from the knowledge shared, what are the 
challenges of sharing knowledge (e.g. some issues or impediments were not shared in 
daily stand-up and retrospectives) and how you identified and resolved them. Do you 
have any questions or need further explanation about this? 
 
 
General Questions 
 
Before I ask you further about knowledge sharing and team reflection, could you 
describe briefly about your team (how many team members, how many testers, 
developers, designers etc.) 
 
Part 1: Daily Stand-up meeting 
 
Thanks for that.  Next, I am going to ask you further about knowledge sharing in stand-
up meeting. Before that, could you describe briefly about your daily stand-up, such as 
how long are your stand-up and who participates in the meeting? 
 
Based on standard agile practices, daily stand-up is a meeting practice that facilitates 
agile teams to evaluate and assess team collaboration and progress by sharing three 
main points: “what was accomplished yesterday/progress”, “what will be today/plan” 
and “what obstacles are in the way/problems”.  



	
	

I know daily stand-up is not a reflective practice per se, but do you think the knowledge 
you shared in stand-up meeting might help you and team reflect and find ways to 
improve? 
 
1. Based on three main points (knowledge) you shared in daily stand-up, which of 

those points do you think are most helpful for your team reflection?  
What is the most helpful knowledge shared for team to look back and analyses 
the current situations, and generate insights to find way to improve? 

 
2. How does your team use the knowledge [from previous answer, e.g. team 

progress, plan, problems etc.] to reflect? Or evaluate the current situation in order 
to find ways to work effectively? Could you give real examples? 

 
3. How do you share this knowledge [from previous answer, e.g. team progress, 

plan, problems etc.] in daily stand-up meeting? 
 
 
4. Do you think if your team did not have daily stand-up, would your team still be 

able to analyse/ reflect the team situation (know about other progress, obstacles 
in the team) to the same extent? 

 
5. When other team members share their progress, plan and obstacles, do you try to 

find ways to improve? How? 
 
6. Do you think the current ways of sharing knowledge helps your team to reflect in 

daily stand-up? How does it work? 
 
7. How effective are the ways of sharing knowledge [from previous answer, e.g. 

writing on post-it notes, verbal communication, drawing or writing on the white 
board] help your team to inspect and generate ways to improve? Could you give 
real examples?  

 
8. Do you share product knowledge in daily stand-up? Could you give a real 

example? 
 
9. Do you share project knowledge in daily stand-up? Could you give real example? 
 
10. Do you share process knowledge in daily stand-up? Could you give real example? 
 
11. From those three type of knowledge (product, project and process), what is the 

most useful knowledge for team reflection in daily? Could you give real example? 
 
12. Related to problems/obstacles/impediments are shared in daily stand-up would 

be useful for team inspect and adapt. Do you share your 
(obstacles/problems/impediments) in daily stand-up?  

a.  (Yes) What particular problems do you share in this meeting? Are the 
problems about project, product or process? Could you specify by giving 
real examples?  

b.  (No) Why do you not share your (obstacles/problems/impediments) in 
daily stand-up meeting? 



	
	

 
13. How do you share obstacles/problems/impediments in daily stand-up?  
 
14. Are the current ways of sharing problems [e.g. writing the problems on post-it 

notes, writing the problems on the white board, discussed the problems verbally] 
in daily stand-up help your team analyse, evaluate and find the ways to improve 
their performance?  

a. (Yes) How does it work? Could you give real examples? 
b. (No) Why it does not help? What are the ways of sharing problems in daily 

stand-up that would be useful for team reflection? 
 
15. In daily stand-up, are there any team members who do not share their obstacles/ 

problems/impediments? 
a. (Yes) How does/ do your scrum master/you to overcome this situation? 

What techniques/strategies that were applied to overcome this problem 
(team members did not share their problems)? 

b. (No) Based on your opinion, what ways of sharing knowledge that would 
help agile team to share their problems in daily stand-up? 

 
16. Besides three points above, are there any other knowledge shared that is useful 

for inspect and adapt? Could you give real examples? 
 
17. What is the biggest challenge of sharing knowledge and team reflection or 

evaluation in daily stand-up? Could you give real examples? 
 
18. To what extent is knowledge sharing in daily stand-up necessary for agile teams 

to perform reflection/inspect and adapt? Could you give a real example? 
 
 
 
{Part 2: Retrospective Meeting} 
 
Next questions are about knowledge sharing and reflection in retrospective meeting. 
Could you describe your retrospective meeting, such as how long are the retro meeting, 
how do you perform the meeting, who participates in the meeting? 
 
Retrospective meeting is a meeting that exclusively focused on reflection. In this 
meeting, agile teams share knowledge such as “what is working”, “what is not 
working” in the team and “agree on changes to try/commitment to adapt”. 
  
19. Based on those main points you shared in retrospective, what is the most useful 

for team reflection? 
 
20. How does your team use the knowledge [from previous answer, e.g. what is not 

working, what went well, milestones, feelings, etc.] for team reflection? Could 
you give real examples? 

 
21. How do you share this knowledge [from previous answer, e.g. what is not 

working, what went well, milestones, feelings, etc.] in retrospective meeting? Is 
it in physical form? How you write it down or draw it? 



	
	

 
22. How effective are the ways of sharing knowledge [from previous answer, e.g. 

writing on post-it notes, verbal communication, drawing or writing on the white 
board] in retrospective help your team reflect on their performance? Could you 
give real examples?  

 
 

23. Do you think the current ways of sharing knowledge helps your team to reflect in 
retrospective? How does it work? 

 
24. Do you think the ways of facilitating or different ways of performing retro would 

be helpful for team to do reflection? 
 

25. Do you think if your team did not have the retro, would your team still be able to 
share knowledge to the same extent? 

 
26. Do you think if your team did not have retro meeting, would your team still be 

able to analyse/ reflect the team situation (know about other progress, obstacles 
in the team) to the same extent? 

 
27. When other team members share their positive, negative and feelings, what were 

you thinking as a team? Did you analyse what they shared? Did you try to find 
ways to improve? 

 
28. Did you share your thoughts (about what you were thinking)? How do you share 

it? Could you give real examples? 
 

29. Are the current ways of sharing [e.g. writing the problems on post-it notes, 
writing the problems on the white board, discussed the problems verbally] 
knowledge in retrospective help your team reflect on their performance? 

a. (Yes) How does it work? Could you give real examples? 
b. (No) Why it does not help? What are the ways of sharing problems in daily 

stand-up that would be useful for team reflection? 
 

30. Do you share product knowledge in retrospective? Could you give a real 
example? 

 
31. Do you share project knowledge in retrospective? Could you give real example? 
 
32. Do you share process knowledge in retrospective? Could you give real example? 
 
33. From those three type of knowledge (product, project and process), what is the 

most useful knowledge for team reflection in retrospective? Could you give real 
example? 

 
34. In retrospective, are there any team members who do not share the important 

knowledge, such as what is not working/what went wrong, problems, and 
feelings? 



	
	

a. (Yes) How does/ do your scrum master/you to overcome this situation? 
What techniques/strategies that were applied to overcome this problem 
(team members did not share their problems)? 

b. (No) Based on your opinion, what ways of sharing knowledge that would 
help agile team to share their problems in retrospective? 

 
35. In retrospective meeting, beside what went wrong, what went well and team 

feelings, are there any other knowledge shared that is useful for team reflection? 
Could you give real examples? 

 
36. What is the biggest challenge of sharing knowledge and doing team reflection in 

retrospective? Could you give real examples? 
 
37. To what extent is knowledge sharing in retrospective necessary for agile teams to 

perform reflection? Could you give a real example? 
 

 
Are there any aspects of knowledge sharing and reflection do you want to share? 
 
 
Thank you for your participation! 
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Group Interview Questions 

Hi all,  

I would like to ask you about your perspective from the meetings of different ways of sharing knowledge 

that help your team to reflect. Everyone is welcome to speak up. 

Post daily stand-up observation [reflection/follow-up] questions 

1. From daily stand-up observation, I noticed that your team discussed, analysed and negotiate 

to make plans, which consider as part of reflective activities.  Do you think you and your team 

performed any activities that involve looking back existing issues, evaluate, and generate 

insights to see how to work more efficiently? If yes, what did you looking back, evaluate and 

analyse on?  

2. Do the knowledge shared in the discussion help your team to analyse and generate insights to 

see how to work more efficiently? If yes, how they analyse the knowledge and use it for team 

improvement? 
3. From the observation I noticed that team members shared knowledge, such as what I have 

done yesterday, what plan to do today and what impediments/problems [mention what team 

members shared in daily stand-up based on the observation], what is the most important 

knowledge for team to evaluate their work?  

4. How the knowledge shared in daily stand-up is used for your team improvement?  

5. Who will be helped by sharing the knowledge in daily stand-up? 

6. What will happen if the knowledge [mention the important knowledge from previous questions] 
was not shared in daily stand-up? Is your team still improving? 

7. I noticed that your team [exhibited some different ways of sharing knowledge, e.g. writing on 

post-it notes, verbal communication, drawing or writing on the white board, etc.]. Did it help your 

team to look back what existing problems and map out an activity which lead to different 

outcomes/inspect and adapt? How? 

8. How effective do you think are these current ways of knowledge sharing for your team to inspect 

and adapt? How else might you share knowledge in a daily standup? 



 
 

 
 

9. Based on what I observed, not all team members shared knowledge completely [e.g. did not 

share their problems, plan or progress]. According to your perspective, what is the cause? Does 

this matter? Why/why not? How can you improve it? 

Post retrospective meeting observation [reflection/follow-up] questions 

1. How well did your team perform reflection in the retrospective meeting? 

2. From the observation I noticed that team members shared knowledge, such as what went well, 

what went wrong and  team members feelings [mention what team members shared in 
retrospective meeting based on the observation], how did your team use this knowledge for 

reflection? 

3. What is the most important knowledge in retrospective, which useful for team reflection?  

4. Why this knowledge is important? 

5. What will happen if the most important knowledge was not shared in this meeting? Is your team 

still improving? 

6. How does it help your team reflect? 
7. I noticed that your team [exhibited some different ways of sharing knowledge, e.g. writing on 

post-it notes, verbal communication, drawing or writing on the white board, etc.]. Did it help your 

team to perform reflection? How? 

8. How effective are the current ways of knowledge sharing for your team to perform reflection? 

How else you might share knowledge and reflect in retrospectives? 

9. How effective is the way of retrospective help your team to share knowledge and doing 

reflection? 

10. What different ways of retrospective that make easier for team to share knowledge and do 
reflection?    

11. Based on what I observed, not all team members share their knowledge completely [e.g. did 

not share their problems or what went wrong]. According to your perspective, what is the 

cause? Does this matter? Why/Why not? How can you improve it? 
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Team Venus’ retrospective meeting summary 

 

Retro Sprint 5 Finance Team – 23/11/16  

What went well? 

1. We had requirements and were able to make changes in a “ping-pong” fashion, i.e. going 

back and forth quickly to inspect and adapt 

2. First sprint with points and time estimates 

3. We had a lead for shared work items and less conflict of people moving things around and 

creating confusion. 

4. We were better prepared for BAU work items than previously. 

5. We had 4 store cut overs with fewer incidents. 

6. We were better at planning and getting a feel for our velocity. 

7. We better managed the expectations of certain PMs (real estate…) 

8. We were able to build on the work of a group of excellent testers ASB QA testers and FSNI 

business testers). 

9. Moving downstairs with our task board to the dedicated collaboration area provided a less 

noisy environment. 

What didn’t go well? 

1. There is still a lot of frustration with regards to switch cost. 

2. There is still frustration when it comes to the time we are waiting for answers from business 

/ business testers. 

3. There is no focus on one work item at a time. It often feels like we are doing “bits-and-

pieces-work”. 

4. It would be nice to know who is going to test my work so that I know who to demo / explain 

things to. 

5. We have a lot of carry over items. 

6. Our definition of done doesn’t support sustainable velocity / timely delivery. 

7. The solution gap is impacting deployment, e.g. generic display article vs display article. This 

was the opposite of the lead approach (What went well? #3). 

8. There was a lack of direction on the cut over data requirements and the communication to 

the deployment team. 

9. Overall there is an inconsistent project management approach, i.e. there is no forward 

looking view. 

10. We didn’t explicitly approach the QA Testing team to help with testing. “Who else is there 

besides Jenna to help with finance related testing?”  

11. We have no time to invest in QA testers. We haven’t even got the time to ship our BAU work 

items. 

12. We have no confidence in the QA test team. There are 25 members in the team and we are 

told that there is only one “Finance Tester”.  



13. It should be the QA test team’s responsibility to involve itself more or to even sell its services 

to other teams. 

14. Our weekly release cut off cycle on Wednesdays creates issues. We have issues with Solution 

Manager / Charm. 

15. With moving to Agile, why are we still stuck with weekly release cycles? FSSI releases daily! 

16. In the lead up to the weekly release there is a lot of red tape Tue and Wed are often very 

inefficient as a result of that. 

17. Release notes are not visible. If there is a release note hub then people don’t know about / 

use it. 

18. In retrospect there was no balance between BAU and project / feature work items in 

progress.  

19. Our paper-based task board isn’t working. There is a disconnect between post-its and Jira. 

20. 18+ BAU items came in during the sprint!  

What if we…? 

1. Go back to using Jira only? – Yes, based on team’s majority vote. Stefan: setup & 
maintenance; All: update as per progress. 

2. Change our definition of done from “ready to deploy” to “we have business sign off to go 

live” to decouple our “done” from the release cycle? – All (based on suggestion from Joern). 
3. Are more restrictive with scope management? – Stefan, Mark and Shahied 

4. Feed back to business how we are as a team scoring on getting work items ready for design, 

build, test, and deploy? – All?  

5. Publish our sprint results to the team / the FSNI world? – Stefan  

6. Publish our sprint starting point / scope we committed to? – Stefan  

7. Create a 1-pager cookbook for the deployment team so that they know what to expect? – 
Manish to create draft 

8. Do something about cross team / cross project awareness? – Stefan  



 
 

Team Mars’ retrospective meeting summary 

 

SAP Online Sprint 5 Summary: Sprint Dates: 08/03 – 21/03 

Overall 

Team Story points 

forecast 

Story points 

claimed 

Comment 

Data 
18 19 

1 story added, 1 blocked, 1 incomplete 
due to resource constraint 

Backend 
 

53 37 
1 story needed to be split into two 

Frontend 
 

The team uses story points from Sprint 6 onwards* 

Reporting 
 

22 12  

*All sub-teams worked hard on working out how their work items can be estimated in story points.  

The team delivered a structured sprint show case for: 

1. Prototype Order Search,   
2. Substitution accept / reject, 
3. Pricing,  
4. Reporting, and 
5. Ranging & Availability. 

Retrospectives: The Data team held their retro on time, so did Brett and Nik. The retros for the 
Frontend and Reporting teams will be held on Friday 24 March.  

Overall delivery: Below target 

 

  



 
 

Data Team (Ponn, Ashwin, Adrian, Howard) 

Sprint Goal:  

• Liquor Licence 2.0 (CoO)  

ECC Reporting 

• Reporting on Online Ranging Flag  

• Recommended Online Range 

• Update data models on ± 3 reports  

Stories forecast: 5 | Story points forecast: 18 

Stories delivered: 2 | Story points delivered: 19 – one story was added, one is blocked, one story 

couldn’t be complete due to resource constraints 

1. Status based de-listing Store: When status blocks are set or re-set, this needs to be reflected 
in the product listing status [Jira: ONLD-863] – 3 story points 

2. Status based de-listing Centre: When status blocks are set or reset then they need to be 
reflected in the (?) centre listing status [Jira: ONLD-854] – 3 story points 

3. Liquor Licence 2.0 (CoO) [Jira: ONLD-864] – Blocked because of the missing agreement 

between legal and operations  
4. Online Ranging reports [Jira: ONLD-838] – Moved because Howard was not available during 

Sprint 5, – 3 story points 
5. As a user I need the ability to make mass changes to online settings [Jira: ONLD-850] – 8 

story points 
6. Recommend Online Range Report [ONLD-858]  – 8 (5 claimed) story points – test scripting 

done, development done, functional testing done, documentation is done in Confluence, 

but running of tests is still outstanding and has been taken into Sprint 6 – Story points: 3 

Related Tasks forecast: 24 | Related Tasks delivered: 23 | Tasks that were defects: 1 

Tracking: Below target 

 



 
 

Goal from Retro: “We have all agreed that the difficulty faced by most of us was getting pulled in 
different directions. Due to this we could not spend the amount of time we committed during the 
start of the sprint.” – Focus on Sprint tasks from the start, shield from distractions, ask Scrum Master 
to assist if need be.  
 
Key Learning from Sprint 4: Management asked the team to re-arrange their previously scheduled 
time slot to hold review and retro meetings. This left time for a review but not a retro meeting. 
 

  



 
 

SAP Online Sprint 5 Summary: Sprint Dates: 08/03 – 21/03 

General Data Backend Team (Brett, Nik, Anoop) 

Sprint Goal:  

• Generic Order Update SAP → Service Layer (SL) 

• Prep Repricing → Manual 

Stories forecast: 5 (2 stories are a carryover from Sprint 4) | Story points forecast: 53 

Stories delivered: 3 | Story points delivered: 37 

1. As a store I need a price solution in order to apply the best price for the customer 

(awaiting re-pricing functionality); [Jira: ONLM-464]; story points: 13, Brett 

2. As holders of instore roles in the Online shopping environment I need to have access to the 
roles and transactions I need to do my job. As a Business, we need to ensure users don’t 
have access to other stores transactions/data so that no harm is done to the business.  
- [Jira: ONLM-465]; story points: 8, Brett 

3. As a consumer I want my changes to an order in the App flowing down to SAP in order to 
fulfil the order correctly (Pre-Cut-off) [Jira: ONLD-865] – Story points: 8, Nik 

4. As the SAP System I need to be enhanced + configured to cover all re-pricing scenarios 

such that the correct price gets into the order and invoice docs. [Jira: ONLM-466]; story 

points: 21, Brett 

5. As a consumer, I want new orders in the APP flowing down to SAP correctly based on the 

updated order data model – to fulfil order correctly. [Jira: ONLM-459]; Story points: 3, Nik 

Related Tasks forecast: 29 (9 of which are carried over from previous Sprint, 2 of which are defects) 

Related Tasks delivered: 17 | Tasks that were defects: 0 

Tracking: Below target 

 



 
 

Goal from Retro:  
Brett: Probably Nik and I could work together more. We are both task focused loner type characters 
so we need to force ourselves to engage from the start I guess? Also we need to engage the developers. 
It's only the last 3 days that they guys have been involved. A dependency for this is removing the extreme 
pressure they are under such that they are able to attend meetings and chill with us functional guys. I see 
Howard working serious overtime most days. 
 
Nik: Split user stories so that they can be developed and tested in a single sprint. Need to push back 
on what can be achieved in a sprint – external pressure being exerted that isn't realistic in terms of a 
delivered product. 
 
Key Learning: Brett continued building relationship with end users in Mt Roskill store. Nik continued 
with better breaking down his work items with test in mind.  

  



 
 

SAP Online Sprint 5 Summary: Sprint Dates: 08/03 – 21/03 

Frontend Team (John, Raj, Paul, Chris, Eena, Anoop, Jenna, Kathy, Loren) 

Sprint Goal:  

• Substitution “Approve & Reject” & Pricing SL 

• Edit Header Comment SL 

• If time: +1 picking issue 

Stories forecast: 11 (4 are carry over from Sprint 4, as QA not complete) 

Stories delivered: 4; the 7 stories highlighted are currently being tested and will be delivered by 

23rd March midday. There are 6 roles these stories need to be tested for, 1 role is still pending. 

1. View orders which have had substitutions and I see the list of orders. – ONLM-438 

2. Select and view the order details with substitutions. – ONLM-439 

3. Search for a particular substituted product on the filtered list. – ONLM-440 

4. Accept and reject substituted products on the filtered list. – ONLM-441 

5. Log approve & reject transactions in the SAP standard change log. – ONLM-443 

6. Save the changes to the substitution. – ONLM-444 

7. Online Roles and Authorisation for instore and SAP support users – ONLM-465 

8. Substitutions [Jira: ONLM-332] – carry over from Sprint 4 in QA 

9. Cancel Order [Jira: ONLM-332] – carry over from Sprint 4 in QA 

10. Store Reuse Component Framework ) [Jira: ONLM-332] – carry over from Sprint 4 in QA 

11. Edit Item Comments Part 2 (frontend only) – ONLM-500 

Related Tasks forecast: 44 (9 of which are carried over from previous Sprint, 2 of which are defects) 

Related Tasks delivered: 46 | Tasks that were defects: 14 

7 stories hanging over from Sprint 5: 4 roles are done, 2 more to do. Forecast that all complete by 23 
mid-day.  

  



 
 

Tracking: Below target 

 

Goal from Retro: Better forward plan meetings / demos with business and maintain existing 
structure which works well.   

Key Learning: Intake of stories and related tasks was fairly well balanced, can be improved. 
Dependency on Neelam as a tester not available prior to March resulted in delivering one story less 
than forecast.  

 

SAP Online Sprint 5 Summary: Sprint Dates: 08/03 – 21/03 

Reporting team (Marius, Yvan, Sabitha) 

Sprint Goal:  

• Substitutions by Store Report (ONLM-214)  

• Substitutions Detail Report (ONLM-215)  

• Most Substituted Products Report (ONLM-199) 

• Validate full list of report requirements 

Stories forecast: 5 | Story points forecast: 22 

Stories delivered: 2 | Story points delivered: 10 

The three stories highlighted will be QA tested by end of 24th March  

1. Out of Stock Detail 4 Summary – [Jira: ONLM-205 & ONLM-206] – 4 story points 

2. Substitution by store / Detail [Jira: ONLM-214 & 215] – 8 story points 
3. Most substituted Products [Jira: ONLD-799] 



 
 

4. Online Launchpad [Jira: ONLD-857] 
5. Completed Orders Summary [Jira: ONLM-195] 

Related Tasks forecast: 12 | Related Tasks delivered: 25 | Tasks that were defects: 5 

Tracking: Below Target 

 

Goal from Retro: All sprint backlog items have story points  

Key Learning: first full Sprint with a mini-team of 3 people 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

SAP Online Sprint 6 Forecast: Sprint Dates: 22/03 – 04/04 

Overall 

Team Story points 
forecast 

Stories  
committed to 

Comment 

Data 
28 6 

This is the second sprint for the 
team to use story points. 

Backend 
 

79 15 
This is the second sprint for the 
team to use story points. 

Frontend 
 

142 
9 

(+7 from Sprint 5) 

This is the first sprint for the team 
to use story points. The large 
number of carried over stories is 
due to QA testing still to be 
completed by 23 March mid-day.  

Reporting 
 

15 
7 

(including 3 carry 
over from Sprint 5) 

This is the second sprint for the 
team to use story points. The 
carried over stories are in QA 
testing with expected completion 
date of 24 March. 

Total of story points 264   
Total of stories 37 (+10)  

 

There are 7 stories that still need to be captured in Jira. For a combined Jira board view for Sprint 6 
talk to John C. 

 

  



 
 

Data Team (Ponn, Ashwin, Adrian, Howard) 

Sprint Goal:  

• Stretch Goal: Onl. Opt. Product Inq. Report (ONLD-862) 17.2 

• MC based control for loopback period (ONLD-888) 17.2 

• Report on temp. unavailable products (ONLD-889) 17.2 

• Store listing based om location (ONLD-821) 17.2 

 Stories forecast: 6 | Story points forecast: 28 

1. The availability lookback period is set at the merchandise category level 
- ONLD-888, Story points: 3 

2. Report on products flagged as temporarily available during a period.  
- ONLD-889, Story points: 8 

3. Online Ranging Report 
- ONLD-838, Story points: 3 

4. Report required for stores for online listing status 
- ONLD-845, Story points: 3 

5. Liquor License 2.0 CoO 
- ONLD-864, Story points: 3 

6. Recommended Online Ranging Report 
- ONLD-858, Story points: 8 

Related Tasks forecast: 18 (+ 1 carried over from previous Sprint) 

Goal from Retro: Find ways of fending off interruptions at the start of the sprint. 

Key Learning from Sprint 5: Demo in a more structured way to a wider audience.   
 

SAP Online Sprint 6 Forecast: Sprint Dates: 22/03 – 04/04 

General Data Backend Team (Brett, Nik, Anoop) 

Sprint Goal:  

• Generic Ord.Upd.SAP→SL (new XSD) SL/app 17.2? 

• Repricing (integrated, ONLM-519) SL 17.1/2 

• Rolling back del. “in flight” before inv. (ONLM-521) 17.? 

  



 
 

 Stories forecast: 15 | Story points forecast: 79 

1. Repricing 
- ONLM-519, Story points: 21 

2. As an online shopping super-userI need a user role in SAP Poroduction with the T-Codes and 
Organisation attributes to allow me to ensure all customer orders are processed to 
completion or cancelled, 
[Jira: TBC], Story points: 8 

3. Change Order Backend - Change Header Comments 
- ONLM-533, Story points: 1 

4. Change Order Backend – Change Timeslot and Delivery Date 
- ONLM-534, Story points: 1  

5. Change Order Backend – Change Delivery Method   
- ONLM-535, Story points: 3 

6. Change Order Backend - Change Delivery Order Address 
- ONLM-536, Story points: 3   

7. Change Order Backend - Cancel and Existing Order 
- ONLM-537, Story points: 3   

8. Change Order Backend -  Change Product Quantity 
- ONLM-538, Story points: 1 

9. Change Order Backend - Change Item Comments 
- ONLM-539, Story points: 1 

10. Change Order Backend - Add a new Product 
- ONLM-540, Story points: 3 

11. Change Order Backend - Delete a Product 
- ONLM-541, Story points: 3 

12. As the SAP System I have to update / inform the service layer about all order changes in 
order to keep the systems in synch. 
[Jira: TBC], Story points: 5 

13. As a developer, I want new create order requests to use V2 of the service and to create 
orders as before - to enable the use of the new schema 
[Jira: TBC], Story points: 5 

14. As a store or call centre user I need to be able to cancel an order even when it has been 
picked so that we don't need to waste time and annoy the customer by unnecessarily 
invoking (tbc) 
- ONLM-521, Story points 13  

15. As a store or call centre user I need to be able to send the same paymark card as a request 
to paymark after customer has topped it up to avoid offline messing about 
- ONLM-522, Story points 3 

Related Tasks forecast: 41  

Goal from Retro: Increase collaboration within “team” 

Key Learning: Break down of tasks works well and we can start moving to story points.  



 
 

 

SAP Online Sprint 6 Forecast: Sprint Dates: 22/03 – 04/04 

Frontend Team (John, Raj, Paul, Chris, Eena, Anoop, Jenna, Kathy, Loren) 

Sprint Goal:  

• Manual pricing (overwrite original price) 17.1 

• Substitution Overwrite and include OOS (ONLM-514) 17.1 

• Order Search 17.1 

• Extended Cancel Del. before invoicing (ONLM-517) 17.? 

Stories forecast: 9 (+ 7 as carry over from Sprint 5, as QA not complete, estimated to be complete 
on 23 March mid-day) | Story points: 144 

1. As a user I want to be able to access the order search screen  
– ONLM-470 (A), Story points 21 

2. As a user I want to be able to search for orders by various criteria so that I can find an order 
quickly  
– ONLM-470 (B), Story points 21 

3. New View: Substitutes UI5: As an online user I want to select a substitute item from the 
Product List, navigate to a substitute item View 
– ONLM-545 A, Story points 21 

4. Substitutes UI5, Edit item, As an Online user I want to manually change a substitute item, 
– ONLM-545 B, Story points 21 

5. Edit substitute item comments, As an Online user when I am in the Edit Subs Screen I can 
enter Product comments to appear on Customer’s invoice 
– ONLM-545 C, Story points 6+4 

6. Edit Order Header Comments, As an Online user I want to be able to enter text comments 
into the order header 
– [Jira: TBC], Story points: 6+8 

7. Order List Return, As an Online user I when I navigate back from the order to the order list, I 
need to be returned to the same position / product on the order list. Taking filters into 
account. 
–  [Jira: TBC], Story points: 10 

8. Product List Return, As an Online user when I navigate back from the item Detail screen or 
New Substitutions Screen, I want to be returned to the same position / product on the 
product list. 
–  [Jira: TBC], Story points: 8 

9. Backend posting of Pricing , Comments – Header/ item, Accept/reject result.  
– [Jira: TBC], Story points: 16? 

Related Tasks forecast:  32 (2 of which are defects) new; 17 carry over (4 of which are defects); 
excluding test. 



 
 

Goal from Retro: Keep at writing good user acceptance criteria 

Key Learning from Sprint 5: Improved User Acceptance Criteria before starting work benefits the 
whole team. 

 

SAP Online Sprint 6 Forecast: Sprint Dates: 22/03 – 04/04 

Reporting Team (Yvan, Marius, Sabetha) 

Sprint Goal:  

• Product Popularity Ranking (ONLD-809) 

• Cancelled Orders Report (ONLD-800) 

• Pickup Vs Delivery Orders Report (ONLM-208) 

• Productivity by Personal Shopper Report (ONLM-211) 

Stories forecast: 7 | Story points forecast: 15 

1. Most substituted Products  
- ONLD-799, Story points carried over from Sprint 5: 1 (QA test only) 

2. Online Launchpad  
- ONLD-857, Story points carried over from Sprint 5: 2 

3. Completed Orders Summary  
- ONLM-195, Story points carried over from Sprint 5: 2 (QA test only) 

4. Cancelled Orders Report 
– ONLD-800, Story points: 3 

5. Out of stock reports 
– Jira TBC, Story points: 3 

6. Substitutions Reports 
– Jira TBC, Story points: 2 

7. Pickup vs Delivery Orders 
– ONLM-208, Story points: 2 

Related Tasks forecast: 24 (5 of which are defects) 

Goal from Retro: Started full cycle with dedicated team only now. 

Key Learning from Sprint 4: Started full cycle with dedicated team only now. 
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